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Abstract of street railway returns, 74-90.

railroad returns, 100-136.

Accidents, statistics of, in Massacluisetts, 22-2-1, 90.

in United States, 23, 24, 166-174.

to passengers during year, 22, 158.

to employes, 22, 158-160, 165.

at highway crossings, 22, 160.

to trespassers, 22, 160.

not fatal, imperfectly reported by railroad companies, 23.

tabular statement of, for year, 158-161.

for ten years, 163, 164.

train, classification of, 23, 24, 162, 166-174.

persons killed and injured by, for eight years, 24.

on the Troy & Greenfield Railroad at Blackinton, 175.

on the Boston & Albany Railroad at East Brookfield, 176.

on the Fitchburg Railroad at Littleton, 178.

on the Eastern Railroad at Lynn, 181.

on the New York & New England Railroad at Newton, 184.

on street railways, 17, 90.

Accommodations, reasonable, to be furnished by all corporations, 31-34.

American and foreign tonnage entered at principal seaports of the United States,

157.,

Annual returns of railroads, tabulated statement compiled from, 100-135.

tabulated compai;ative results compiled from, 138-

142.

of street railways, abstract of, 74-90.

Ashburnham Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 112.

Assets and liabilities of railroads, 144 (see Abstract of returns of the several roads).

Assets and liabilities of street railways (see Abstract of street railway returns).

Attleborough Branch Railroad, annual return, liabilities and assets of, 130.

Baggage cars, number of, 14, 145.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 140.

Baltimore, exports of grain from, during eight years, 156.

Berkshire Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 130.

Boiler explosions, 24 (see Fall River Railroad). '

statistics of, 168.

Boilers, testing of, 24.

Board of Railroad Commissioners, power and duty of, as to routes of new rail-

roads, 47-51, 54-57.

Boston, receipts of grain in, 20.

for ten years, 150-153.

increased export trade of, 21.

tonnage of vessels from foreign ports arrived at, for three years, 21.

exports of grain from, during eight years, 156.

domestic exportations of, 154, 155.

terminal facilities at, 20.
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Boston & Albany Railroad, cost of trains per mile rnn on, 10.

earnings of, pur train mile, 11.

average rates of fare and freight on, 12, 13.

discrimination on, 38.

Butmau v., case of, discnsseil, 3S-41.

report on, 198.

complaint of Otis Company of Ware and others

against, 43, 20i).

accident on, at East Brookfield, 17G.

terminal facilities of, in Boston, 20, 190.

permanent iiuiirovements on, 190,

abstract of annual return of, lOH.

Boston, Barre & Gardner Railroad, general good condition of, 190.

abstract of annual return of, 112.

Boston, Clinton, Fitclibui-g & New Bedford Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 130.

Boston & Lowell Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

average fares and freight on, 12, 13.

terminal facilities of, in Boston, 20, 191.

permanent improvements on, 191.

interlocking switch and signal system on, 191.

abstrai.'t of annual return of, 108.

Boston & Maine Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

average rate of fares and freight on, 12, 13.

abstract of annual return of, 108.

excellent condition of, 192.

time of running workingraen's trains on, 227.

Boston & Providence Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

average fares and freight on, 12, 13.

thorough construction of, 192.

abstract of annual return of, 112.

report on grade-crossing of, by station at Boston,

220.

Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad Company, abstract of annual return of,

12.S.

Boston, "Winthrop & Point Shirley Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 128.

Branches of railroads, 100.

Bridge-guards, law relative to, insufficient, on account of higher cars, 45.

circular in relation to, 2.32.

Bridges, cost of repairs of, per train uule, 11, 140.

Broken axle, accidents occasioned by, 24.

Broken wheel, accidents occasioned by, 24.

Brookfield, report on grade-crossing in, 218.

Buildings, cost of repairs of, per tram mile, 11.

Business, volume of, on railroads, 9.

increase of, 17.

Capital (see Stock).

Cars owned by railroads, 14, 145.

by street railways, 17, 88.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 140.

per car, 141 (.see Freirjht cars).

Casualties {see Accidents).

Cattle on track, accidents occasioned by, 24, 25, IGC.
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Cheshire Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 116.

good, condition of, 196.

Clapp, Eugene H.,. complaint of, against Hanover Branch Railroad, 42, 214.

Coal trans^Dortation, reasonable rates for, 4.3, 209.

rates for, on various roads, 210.

Collision, accidents by, 24, 1G2.

statistics of, 1G2, IGG.

Color-blindness, former conclusions of the Board as to mode of dealing with,

confirmed, 28.

necessity of examination of railroad employes as to, 28.

" laymen" can examine and test, 28.

practice of Pennsylvania Railroad in relation to, 28.

circular concerning examination for, 230.

Comparison of statistics of, 1873 to 1880, 14G.

Complaints, petitions, &c., reports on, 157.

Congressional legislation on railroad matters impolitic, 35, 36.

extent of, 38.

Connecticut River Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

aA^erage fares and freights o^i, 12, 13.

improvements on, 195.

abstract of annual return of, 116.

Consolidation of leased railroads -with lessees iu certain cases, 45.

Construction of railroads, during year, 3.

cost of, 3.

new, 189.

Contents of tables compiled from railroad returns, 68-73.

Cost of railroads, 3.

per mile owned, 4, 138.

of street railways, 16, 76.

per mile owned, 92.

of running trains, 7, 10.

County commissioners, action of, relating to fencing of railroads, 26, 27.

Couplers, freight, special report on, 62-GG.

Coupling or uncoupling cars, accidents from, 22, 62, 158.

Crossings, highway, at grade, number of, iu the state, 14.

accidents at, 14, 22.

views of the Board concerning, 14.

decisions on applications for, 216-221.

{See Grade-crossinfjs)

Danvers Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 135.

D Street, i^roposed extension of, across the Old Colony Railroad at grade, 15.

special report on, 216.

Debt of railroads in Massachusetts, 4, 144.

comparative statement of, for five years, 4.

per mile owned, 138.

Debt of street railways, 16, 74.

per mile of track, 92.

Defective rolling stock, accidents by reason of, 24.

way, accidents by reason of, 24.

Deficit or surplus of railroad companies (.see Returns of the several roads).

street railway companies (see Returns of street railways).

Depot (.see Station).

Derailments, accideuts by, 24.

statistics of, 162, 166.
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Discriminations in freight, unlawful, 38-43.

complaint against the Boston & Albany Railroad

for, 198.

Dividends of railroads, 8.

statistics of, 145, 146.

amounts paid during eight years, 8 (see Abstract of re-

turns).

of street railways, 16, 86.

Dorchester & Milton Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 135.

Double track, miles of, 3, 100.

Draw-bars, special report on, 62-66.

Earnings of railroads, 5, 142.

table of, since 1872-73, 6.

per mile of road, 7, 139.

per train mile, 11, 12, 139.

of street railways, 16, 80 (see Income).

Eastern Railroad, average rates of freight on, 12, 13.

cost per train mile on, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

collision on, at Lynn, 181.

permanent improvements on, 192.

abstract of annual return of, 108.

Elevated railroads, petitions for routes for, 46.

reports on, 46, 53.

question of land damages by, 51.

Employes, number of, on railroads, 17.

on street railways, 17, 90.

injuries to, statistics of, 22.

relief and pension fund for, 58.

cooperation of corporations in, 58.

plan of, adopted by one great corporation,

59.

legislation for, recommended, 61.

good service fund for, 60.

examination of, for color-blindness, 28 (see Color-blindness).

Equipment of railroads, 13, 14.

additions to, &c. , 14.

cost of, 3, 4.

per mile of road owned, 138.

of street railways, 17, 88.

cost of, 76.

per mile of track operated, 92.

Exigency for a railroad should be decided by some tribunal before private prop-

erty can be taken, 57.

Examination of railroads, 189 196.

Expenses, statistics of railroad, 5 (see Abstract of returns).

per train mile, 139.

per mile of road operated, 139.

of street railways, 16 (.see Abstract of returns of street railways).

per mile operate<l, &c., 94.

of office of commission, 233.

Explosion of hjcomotive on the Fall River Railroad, 186.

Export trade, increase of, 21.

Exports of agricultural products from Boston for eleven years, 21, 154.

of grain from Boston for eight years, 18, 156.

from five ports for eight years, 156.
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Fall River Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 116.

explosion of locomotive on, 186.

Fall River, "Warren & Providence Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 1 16.

Fares, average, on railroads, 12, 13.

on street railways, 16.

Federation of railroads, legislation not necessary for, 37.

Fencing of railroads, desirable for protection to lives and limbs, 25.

accidents resulting from want of, 26.

difficulty of enforcing Act of 1879 concerning, 26.

remarkable positions taken by railroad companies and

county commissioners, 26, 27.

Fink, Albert, views of, respecting discrimination, 42.

Fitchburg Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

average rates of fares and freight on, 12, 13.

measures of, to avoid grade-crossings, 15.

terminal facilities of, in Boston, 20, 193.

accident on, at Littleton, 178.

permanent improvement on, 193.

abstract of annual return of, 108.

grade-crossing of, by New London Northern Railroad, 228.

Framingham & Lowell Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 130.

Freight, tons of, carrried on railroads, 9.

average rates of, 12, 13.

in 1865 and 1880, 13.

average distance carried, 7, 141.

tons of, carried per train mile, 141.

Freight cars, number of, 14.

inadequate for the business, 14, 8.

cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11.

per car, 141.

foreign, number of, in state Dec. 1, 18.

prompt movement of, important, 18.

complaints of detention of, in New England, 18, 19.

miles run by, 185.

Freight couplers and draw-bars, special report on, 62-66.

Freight earnings, 6.

per train mile, 12.

since 1872-73, 6.

expenses per train mile, 139.

Freight mileage, statistics of, 6, 9, 145.

Freight trains, miles run by, 9, 145.

Freights, average on railroads, 13.

equal, should be giA'ento all shippers under like circumstances, 30, 39.

reasonable, railroads bound to transport for, 33, 34, 38, 39.

receipts from, increased, 5.

statistics of, 185 (see Train abstract of returns).

Fuel, cost of, per train mile, 11, 140.

General Railroad Law, power and duty of Board as to routes of new roads under,

47-51, 54-57.

General traffic expenses, 190.

Gilbert, George H., Manufacturing Company, complaint of, against the Boston &
Albany Railroad, 43.

Grade-crossings of railroads and highways, number of, 14.

views of the Board in rehition to, 14,

15 (see Appendix, 216-221).

accidents at, 14.

b circular in relation to, 231.
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Grafton Centre Eailrnad, abstract of annual return of, 128.

Grain, exports from five ]iorts in eight years, 15;!.

reL-eipts of, in Boston for ten years, ljl-153.

Hanover Biaucli Railroad, complaint as^in>t, for discriiuinatiou, 42, 43, 214.

abstract of annual return of, IIG.

Highway crossings (see Crossincj.'^).

Holyoke & Westlielil Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 130.

Hoosac Tunnel, complaints of delays of cars at, IS.

Hopkinton Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 131.

Horn Pond Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 135.

Horses owned by street railroad companies, 17, 88.

renewal of, 82.

keeping good the stock of, per mile operated, 92.

Honsatonic Railroad, good condition of, l!)fj.

abstract of return of, 120.

Income of railroads 7, 8.

per mile of road operated, 139.

per train mile, 139.

net, 8.

Y>ev mile of road ojierated, 139.

percentage of, to permanent investment, 8.

of street railways, Ki, 8().

per mile operated, 94, 96.

Insurance, expenses of, 130 (.see AhstracL of returns).

Interest, accrued, statistics of, 8, 8G.

Investments, permaneiit, of railroads, statistics of, 144, 140 (.^ee Abstract nfretxirns).

cost of, per mile of road owned, 138.

Lancaster Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 135.

Land damages, law of, in Massachusetts, 52.

enough money should be subscribed to satisfy, before certificate

is granted, 58.

Lee & Hudson Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 135.

Legislative control of railroads discussed, 28-38.

by Congress impolitic and dangerous, 3G.

Littleton, accident on Fitchhurg Railroad at, 178.

Location of railroads, records of, proceedings under the law concerning, 45.

Locomotive boilers, explosion of, 24.

necessity for inspection and testing of, 24.

Locomotives, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 140.

per locomotive, 141.

number of, 14.

Avhistliug of, 227.

Lowell & Audover Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 131.

Machine shops and machinery (.see Abstract of returns of respective railroads).

Mail and ba<;gage cars, number of, 14.

Mails, receipts from, 145.

Maintenance and movement, total expenses of, per train mile, 139.

Maintenance of way, &c., cost of, per train mile, 11.

Malicious obstruction, accidents occasioned by, 24.

Martlia's Vineyard Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 128.

Massachusetts, building of railroads in, 3.

Massachusetts Central Railroad, annual return of, 13(5.

grade-crossings of, in Waltham, 15, 220.

grade-crossing of the Lexington & Arlington

Branch Railroad by, 222.
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Middlesex Central Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 131.

Mileage, freiglit and passenger, G, 9.

of railroads, 3.

of street railways, IR.

train, expenses, 10.

Miles run on railroads, statistics of, G.

average, travelled by passengers, 9, 141.

freiglit carried, 9, 141.

run on street railways, IG.

Milk, complaints under tiie law relating to tlie transportation of, 44, 197.

Milford & Woonsockot Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 131.

misplaced switcb, accidents occasioned by, 24.

jMonadnock Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 131.

Montreal, receipts of grain at, dniing ten years, 81.

exports of grain from, for seven y(>,ars, 82.

Movement, expenses of, 145 (see re-'^pective I'octds).

per train mile, 140.

Nashua, Acton & Boston Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 132.

Nashua & Lowell Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 120.

Net earnings of railroads, 5, 7, 145.

per train mile, 139.

jier mile operated, 139.

of street railways, 8G.

l^er mile operated, &c., 96.

Newbnryport Railroad, liabilitie=^ and assets of, 136.

Newbury port City Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 132.

New Haven <& Northampton Railroad, average rates of fare and freight on, 12, 13.

extension and branch of, 3, 195.

grade-crossing of, 219.

permanent improvements on, 105.

abstract of annual return of, 120.

New London Northern Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 120.

improved condition of, 195.

grade-crossing of Fitchburg Railroad by, 228.

New York, exports of grain from, for eight years, 15(5.

New York & New England Railroad, addition to length of, 3.

cost of trains on, i^er mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

terminal facilities of, 20, 194.

collision on, at Chestnut Hill, ISi.
' permanent improvements on, 193.

abstract of animal return of, 112.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

average fare and freiglit on, 12, 13.

abstract of annual return of, 124.

North Adams, complaints of delays of cars at, 18.

North Brooklield Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 132.

grade-crossing of, 218.

Norwich & Worcester Railroacl, abstract of annual return of, 124.

Ocean Terminal Railroad, liabilities and assets of, 136.

Oil and waste, cost of, per train mile, 11.

Old Colony Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings per train mile, 11, 12.

average lares and freiglits on, 12, 13. i

improvements on, 194.

abstract of annual return of, 113.
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Old Colony Railroad, reports on proposed extension of D Street across, at grade,

213, 216.

Operating expenses, what is included in, 11.

percentage of, to gross receipts, 7.

Operation of railroads, cost of, per mile, 7.

per train mile, 140. •

items composing, 11.

comparative average cost of, for eight years, 7.

Otis Company and others, complaint of, against the Boston & Albany Railroad

Company, 43, 209.

Passenger cars, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 140,

number of, 14, 14.5.

expense of repairs per car, 141.

Passenger earnings, 6.

decrease and increase of, since 1872, 6.

per train mile, 11.

fares, statistics of, 12.

mileage, statistics of, 6, 9.

trains, cost of, per mile run, 10, 11.

Passenger trains, miles run by, 9.

Passengers, number carried on railroads, 9, 145 (see Returns of respective roads).

one mile, 9.

per train mile, 141.

on street railways, 16, 90.

per round trip, 90.

injuries to, by accidents during the past year, 22.

average distance travelled by, 9.

receipts from, 145 (see Returns of respective roads).

Permanent investments of railroads, 146.

percentage of gross and net income to, 8.

per mile of road owned, 138.

of street railways, 76.

way (see Wai/).

Petitions, applications, &c., made to the Board, reports on, 197.

Philadelphia, exports of grain from, for eight years, 156.

Pittsfield & North Adams Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 132.

Providence & Worcester Railroad, cost of trains on, per nnle run, 10.

earnings of, per train mile, 11, 12.

average rate of fare and freight on, 12, 13.

improvements on, 196.

abstract of annual return of, 124.

Railroad Conj mission ers, power and duty of, as to routes of new railroads, 46-53.

required by law to tix route of proposed road if select-

men do not agree with directors, 47, 51, 56,

must fix routes for any number in certain cases, 57.

Railroad construction, 3.

Railroad coriJorations, number of, 4 (see Railroads).

are public corporations, 31.

Railroad returns, tabulated statement compiled from, 74-142,

Railroads, state control of, discussed, 28.

question of exigency for, should be decided by some tribunal, 57,

foreign, organization of companies for building, 26.

Railroads of Massachusetts, construction of, during the year, 1.

new, 3, 189.

statistics of, 100-142.
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Kailroads of Massachusetts, number of, 4.

length of, 1, 100, 144.

nailes operated, 144.

capital stock of, 4.

debt of, 4.

cost of, 3.

expenses of, 5.

earnings of, 5.

comparative, for eight years, 6.

for seven years, 146.

permanent investments of, 144, 146.

additions, &c., to, 144.

dividends of, 8.

cost of operating, 7.

per train mile, 10.

net income of, 8.

amount of business of, 9.

equipment of, 13, 14, 144.

other property of, 144.

grade-crossings of, 14, 144.

employe's on, 17, 144.

increase of business on, 17, 145.

records of location, action under the law relative to,

45.

fencing of, action relative to, 25-27.

difficulty of enforcing law concerning, 26.

consolidation of, in certain cases recommended, 45, 46.

elevated, petitions for routes of, 46.

reports on, 46, 53.

examination of, 189-196,

general good condition of, 189.

double track, &c., on 100-107 (see Abstract of returns

of the several roads).

Rails, cost of renewal of, per train mile, 11.

steel, miles of, 13, 144, 147.

iron, miles of, 144, 147.

broken, accidents occasioned by, 166.

Railways (see Street railways).

Rates, equal, to be given all shippers under like circumstances, 30 32 (see Fares

and Freights),

must be reasonable, 33, 34, 43.

Receipts of railroads, 5-7.

per train mile, 11, 12.

of street railways (see Abstract of returns of the several companies).

Records of location, extension of law concerning, recommended, 45.

Relief and pension fund for employe's, 58.

plan for, adopted by one great corporation,

59.

methods of, in France, 60.

legislation to sanction, recommended, 61.

Rents, statistics of, 145.

Repairs of railroads, cost of, per train mile, 11, 140.

of cars, average cost of, per car, 140,

on street railways^ 82.

per mile operated, 92.

cost of, per locomotive, passenger and freight cars, 141.

Report on matter specially referred to the Board, 62.
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Report on petitions, applications, &c., marie to the Board, 107.

for approval of highway grade-crossings, 216-221.

Returns, railroad, in tabular form, 100-13(5.
^

comparative tables compiled from, 138-142.

street railway, tabular abstract of, 74-91.

comparative tables of, 92-97.

Rhode Island & Massachusetts Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 132.

Road (see Way).

Road-bed, cost of repairs of, per train mile, 11, 140.

Rolling stock, amount of, returned for seven years, 14, 147.

statistics relating to, 145, 147.

Round trips on street railways, number of, IG, 90.

Routes of elevated railroads, petitioned for, 40.

of railroads, law now compels the granting of, 50.

Safford's draw-bar, merits of, G5.

Salaries and general office expenses of street railways, 82.

Salaries, \\ages, &c.,per traiu mile, 11 (see Abstract of retxirns).

of street railways, 82.

Season-ticket passengers, number of, 145-147 (see Returns of respective roads).

Service, train, cost of, 10, 11.

Sidings, statistics of, 1, 144.

South Boston Flats should be more completely utilized, 22.

Spencer Railroad, assets and liabilities of, i;)3. #

Spriugtield & North-Easteru Railroad, purchased by Boston & Albany Railroad

Company, 190.

abstract of return of, 124.

Springfield & New Loudon Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 133.

leased to the New York & New England
Railroad Company, 193.

Standard Oil Company, discrimination in favor of, 29.

State control of railroads, discussed, 28-38.

rejjly to questions of New York Chamber of Commerce
relative to, 30-38.

Stations, number of, 144.

Statistical tables, 74-142.

Steel rails, miles of, 13, 144.

expenses for new (see lieturns of railroads respectivehj).

Stock of railroads, amount of, 4, 144.

per mile of road owned, 138.

how owned, 144, 140.

dividends on, 8.

of street railways, amount of, 10, 74.

per mile owned, 92.

dividends on, IG.

Stockbridge & Pittsfield Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 133.

Stockliolilers, statistics of, 74, 144.

Stone, Elislia D., and others, complaint against "Worce.ster & Nashua Railroad

relative to carriage of milk, 44, 197.

Stony Brook Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 133.

Street railway returns, 74-90.

Street railways, statistics of, 10, 74-90.

number of, 10.

capital stock of, per mile of road owned, 16, 74.

debt of, 10, 74,

debt per mile of road owned, 92.

land and buildings of, 70.
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Street railways, cash assets, 74.

length of, 16, 88.

number of stockholders, 74.

cost of, 16, 76.

per mile owned, 16, 92.

per mile operated, 92.

total projjerty and assets, 76.

additions and reductions of property during year, 78.

income of, 16, 80.

per mile operated, 94, 96,

per mile run, 94, 96.

per passenger, 94, 96.

per round trip, 94, 96.

expense of operating, 16, 82-84.

per mile operated, &c., 94.

cost of round trip on, 16, 94.

interest accrued, 86.

net earnings per mile operated, &c., 96.

dividends of, 16, 86.

equipment of, 17, 88.

car mileage on, 16, 90.

number of passengers on, IG, 90.

greater than on steam roads, 16.

on per round trip, 90.

of trips on, 16, 90.

of employes on, 17, 90.

abstract of accidents on, 99 (see Abstract of returns of street railways.)

Suicides on railroads, 100.

Summary of returns of 1879 and 1880, 145.

for seven years, 146.

Surplus or deficit of railroad companies {see Abstract of returns).

of street railway companies, statistics of, 86.

Switches, block system of, and interlocking signals, on Boston & Lowell Railroad,

190.

I

Tables, statistical, from railroad returns, 100, 142.

from street railway returns, 74-96.

Tabulated statement compiled from railroad returns, 100-142.

Tabulated comparative results compiled from railroad returns, 138-142.

Terminal facilities of railroads in Boston, great want of, 19.

an increase of, necessary, 20.

improvements in, made aud proposed,

20.

of Boston & Albany Railroad, 20, 190.

of Fitchburg Railroad, 20, 193.

of Boston & Lowell Railroad, 191.

of New York & New England Railroad, 20, 194.

Through business for export, increase of, 21.

Tonnage, American and foreigu, entered at seaports of United States, 157.

Track of railroads, length of, 1, 144.

of street railways, average cost of, per mile, 16, 92.

cost of repairs of, i^er mile operated, 92.

Traffic expenses, statistics of, 145.

per train mile, 10.

Train accidents, classification of, 23, 24.

Train-men ought to be insured against accident and death, 58.

Train mile, expenses per, 10.
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Train mile, earnings per, 11, 12.

earnings and expenses per, statistics of, 139.

standard, average cost of, 10.

Train mileage, 9.

statistics of, 145, 147.

Train movement, cost of, 10.

Trains, cost of running, 10.

Ti'ansportation earnings, statistics of, 145.

expenses, statistics of, 145.

Travel (see Passenger).

Trespassers, accidents to, 22.

Troy & Greenfield Railroad, income and expenses of, 134.

collision on, at Blackinton, 175.

accident on, at North Adams, 177.

^
improved condition of, 195.

report on operation of yard of, at North Adams, 222.

Union Freight Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 133.

United States, statistics of railroad accidents in, 23, 24.

Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 134.

Vision, defects of, importance of examination of employes for, 230.

Wages (see Salaries),

Waltham, grade-crossings by the Massachusetts Central Railroad in, 220.

"Ware River Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 134.

Waste, cost of, per train mile, 11, 140.

Water and water stations, expense for (.see Returns of railroads respectively).

Watering stock forbidden in this state, 35.

Way, permanent, cost of, 144.

per mile of road, 3, 138.

statistics of, 144.

length of, 3, 100, 144.

cost of maintaining, per train mile, 10, 140.

of street railways, cost of, 16, 76.

repairs on, cost per mile operated, 92.

West Amesbury Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 134.

West Stockbridge Railroad, assets and liabilities of, 134.

Whately, proposed grade-crossing in, refused, 219.

Wind, derailment of trains by, 24.

Worcester & Nashua Railroad, cost of trains on, per mile run, 10.

earnings of, per train mile, 11, 12.

average rates of fare and freight on, 12, 13.

complaint against, relative to milk rates, 44, 197.

improvements on, 196.

abstract of annual return of, 124.

Worcester & Shrewsbury Railroad, abstract of annual return of, 128.

Workingmen's trains on Boston & Maine Railroad, time of running, 227.
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Commontoealtl] of iJlaesachusctta.

The Railroad Commissioners respectfully submit their

Twelfth Annual Report.

Railroad Construction.

During the year ending Sept. 30, 1880, thirty-one and one-

quarter miles of additional railroad were constructed in this

state,— twenty-eight miles and a fraction by the New Haven &
Northampton Railroad Company, three and a fraction miles by
the Nantasket Beach Railroad Company.

Mileage of Railroads.

The total length of railroads belonging to the corporations

making returns to this Board was 2,667.352 miles of main line

and branches, of which 651.480 were provided with double

track. Last j^ear the total length was 2,625.898 miles, with

637.496 miles of double track; showing an increase of 41.454

of total length, and 13.984 miles of double track. The appar-

ent discrepancy between the figures 31.250 and 41.454 is due

to the fact that ten additional miles and a fraction were con-

structed hj the New York & New England Railroad Company
in Connecticut. The total length of sidings was 938.947 miles,

as against 886.592 ; showing an increase of 52.355 miles. The
total length of track, considering double track and sidings as so

much additional single track, is 4,257.779 miles, as against

4,149.986 of last year ; the increase being 107.793 miles. Of
the whole amount there are in this state of main line 1,893.080

miles, of double track 454.792, and of sidings 696.693 miles,

being a total of 3,044.655, as against 2,962.924 miles of last

year ; showing an increase of track in this state of 81.641 miles.

Cost of Roads.

The average cost of standard-gauge roads is returned at

'$57,057.80 per mile ; the cost of equipment averages $6,613.90
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per mile, — making the average cost of a standard-gauge road,

with equipment, -^563,671. 70. But this cost varies from $92,-

068.30 to $24,353.25. The cost of narrovr-gauge roads averages

$26,118.50 per mile, and $5,174.80 per mile additional for equip-

ment.

Number of Coepokations.

Returns were received from sixty-four corporations, a net

increase of one ; the Nantasket Beach and the Strawberry Hill

& Nantasket Beach Railroad Companies having been added to

the list, and the Lee & New Haven having been dropped.

During the year the Springfield & North-Eastern Railroad Com-

pany has been consolidated with the Boston & Albany; but

a report was rendered for the portion of the j^ear prior to the

consolidation.

Capital Stock and Debt.

The aggregate capital stock was $118,738,871.58, a net

increase of 347,932.70, resulting from the increase of the Old
- Colony, $400,000.00 ; the Massachusetts Central, $359,366.80

;

the Nantasket Beach, $79,689.62 ; and the Boston, Revere Beach

& Lynn, $800.00,— being a gross increase of $839,856.42; and

from the decrease of the Lee & New Haven — dropped from

list— of $86,923.72, and of the Springfield & North-Eastern—
consolidated with the Boston & Albany — of $405,000.00,

making a total decrease of $491,923.72.

The net debt of the companies— the gross debt less cash

assets— amounts to $59,172,520.25, an increase of $3,417,-

102.19. The following additions, in round numbers, have been

made to gross debt :
—

New York & New England, $3,700,000.00 ; Fitchburg, $590,-

000.00; Massachusetts Central, $480,000.00; New Haven &
Northampton, $500,000.00 ; New London Northern, $750,000.00.

On the other hand the cash assets of all the railroad companies

of the state have increased to the amount of $1,545,403.43.

The returns for the last five vears are as follows :
—

YEAKS.
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Gkoss Income.

The total gross income of the year of all these corporations

is 135,140,374.77, an increase of $4,827,410.23; being an

increase of over 15 per cent, equalling the net decrease for six

years ending with 1879.

The following table shows the comparative results for five

years :

—

YEARS.
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il5,499.65. We republish the table given last year wilh the

additional returns of this year, showing the variations of earn-

ings in strictl}' railroad business :
—

YEARS.
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The increase of passenger mileage— passengers carried one

mile— for the year amounts to 91,774,291. The increase of

freight mileage, or tons of freight cariied one mile, amounts

to 153,364,817. The total number of passengers carried was

45,151,152. During the previous year it was 39,217,634, show-

ing an increase of 5,933,518. The whole number of tons of

freight carried was 17,221,567, as against 14,401,877 ; showing

an increase of 2,819,690 tons.

Earnings pee, Mile of Road.

The average sum earned on each mile of main track and

branch operated was 1)11,377.90 ; or, computing double track as

additional single track, the average per mile was $9,330.00.

The average amount earned per mile, on the eight roads of

standard gauge terminating in Boston, was $12,079.70.

Cost of Operating.

The following table shows the cost of operating the roads

during the past eight years, and the percentage of operating

expenses as compared with gross receipts :
—
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AmoujStt of Business.

The total passenger and freight movement during each year,

for eight years, appears from the tables that follow :
—

YEARS.
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Cost of Running Trains.

The average cost of running trains one mile during this 3"ear

on all the roads reported has been $0,902. The table following-

shows the cost of running each train mile for the past five

years :
—

Cost per Total Train Mile.

1875-76
1876-77
1877-78

1878-79
1879-80

).845

.902

Another table shows the cost per total train mile to each of

the leading corporations of the state :
—
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1876. 187'; 1880.

Boston & Albany

.

Boston & Maine .

Boston & Providence
Old Colony .

Boston & Lowell .

Fitchburg .

Eastern
Connecticut River

New York, New Haven & Hartf'd
Providence & Worcester
Worcester & Nashua .

New Haven & Northampton

Cents.

1.28

2.77

3.13

3.98

3.62

2.50

2.68

397
3 54
3.12

3.13

3.43

Cents.

1.21

2.31

2 70
3.60

3.69

1.71

2.48

4 00
3.50

2.99

2.74

3.42

Cents.

1.13

2.25

2.50

3,70

3.41

1 60
2.33

4.00

3.07

2 90
2.72

3.31

Cents.

1.11

2.49

2.27

2 69
3.35

1.30

2 19

3.50

2.36

2.97

2.30

2.93

Cents.

1.20

2.33

2.44

2.90
2.95

1 37
1.94

3.35

2.10

2.85

2.02

3.20

Average Mates of Freight 1865 and 1880.
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the 3-ear ; and of passenger cars, 61 ; mail and baggage cars have

increased 2; freight cars have increased 2,477, an increase

greatly inadequate to the demands of business, as will be shown

in another portion of the report.

The following table shows the amount of rolling stock

returned for the last seven years :
—

1873-4.
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that the opinion of the Board in every case should be made
public. But the Commissioners have sometimes attended, either

as a body or by committee, the judicial investigation which is

required by law ; or they have procured the testimony and find-

ing of the judge, or in some other way have studied the details

of each case. The circular referred to above was the result of

several of these investigations; and the justice of its criticisms,

and the need of greater care, have been acknowledged by the

managers of several of the roads.

A petition for a grade-crossing at Station Street, on the

Boston & Providence Railroad, was granted upon proof that a

right of way actually and legally existed there ; that it was

lawfully used as of right by many people ; and that danger would
probably be diminished, instead of being increased, by making
the way public and placing it in charge of the municipal

authorities.* A grade-crossing over the North Brookfield Rail-

road, and another over the Stony Brook Railroad, in Ayer, were

granted on the same principles with that at Station Street.

Grade-crossings were reluctantly allowed to the Massachusetts

Central Railroad Company across certain highways in Waltham
for reasons that appeared imperative to the Board. These

reasons are set forth in Appendix E.

A new application, by petitioners and by the Street Commis-
sioners of Boston, was made for a grade-crossing of the Old
Colony Railroad in South Boston by a prolongation of D Street.

But the change of facts, on which a reversal of the former

decision was urged, only furnished new reasons for adhering to

that decision ; for it was shown that D Street was likely to be

a great thoroughfare with a vast amount of travel by teams and

foot-passengers, thus greatly increasing the danger. It seemed

the more inconsistent that such a crossing should be asked for

or granted, because the city of Boston, in other portions of its

territor}', had expended great amounts to save travellers from

the perils of grade-cossings. The decision is found in Appen-
dix E. The petitioners appealed to the Legislature, but with-

out effect.

During the year one of the railroad companies of the state,

the Fitchburg, has given much attention to the purchasing and

annulling of rights of private way across its track. Such
efforts are commendable, as the use of these ways is attended

with a portion of the danger that attends grade-crossings over

public ways.
* See Appendix E.
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Street Railways.

Returns were received from 29 street railway companies, —
the same number as last year. During the year, however, one

has been added to the list,— the Globe of Fall River. On
the other hand, the Medford & Charlestown was purchased and

united with the Middlesex Street Railway Company, and disap-

pears from the list. The aggregate capital stock is $6,144,-

000.00, being an increase of $436,250.00 ; their gross debt has

also increased $199,824.60, and now amounts to $3,394,142.26.

The aggregate of stock and gross debt is now $9,538,142.26.

One corporation made a dividend of 10 per cent ; one of 9
;

three of 8 ; four of 7 ; five of 6 ; and one each of 4 and 5 per

cent ; while thirteen declared no dividends. The average rate

of dividend on the total amount of capital stock was 6.2 per

cent ; and the net earnings amount to 7.4 per cent on the aggre-

gate of capital stock and gross debt.

The whole length of track, including branches and sidings,

amounts to 240.112 miles ; being an increase of 17.556 miles,

'and an average of 8.3 miles for each road. The average cost

was $21,246.70 per mile for permanent way, $9,056.40 for

equipment, and $9,937.80 for land and buildings ; making a

total cost of $40,240.90 for each mile of road- owned. The
number- of round trips was 1,920,949, an increase of 206,425

over the previous year; with a mileage of 12,516,363, an

increase of 1,317,605. Persons were carried to the number of

68,631,842, being an increase of 10,927,405 over the number

carried during the preceding year. The number of passengers

carried on the street railways exceeded the number on the steam

roads by 13,480,690.

The gross income was $3,711,378.18, an increase of $531,-

675.76, or 14 per cent ; being nearly the same percentage of

increase as on the steam roads. There was an increase of net

income of $74,366.31 ; and an increase of dividends paid of

$8,468.00, notwithstanding the exceptionally large dividend of

58 per cent paid by one company the previous year.

The average amount received for the conveyance of each

passenger was 5.40 cents, and the average cost of carrying

each person amounted to 4.37 ; the net profit to the companies

being 1.03 cents against 1.07 cents, as compared with last year.

The average cost of a round trip was $1.56, with a profit of 37

cents, being exactly the same as last year.
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The whole number of horses was 6,o4G, being an increase of

1,143 ; the number of cars was 1,909, showing an increase of

100; and the number of other vehicles was 166. The number
of persons employed on street railways was 2,899, being an

increase of 501 over last 3^ear. The number of accidents

reported was 25, of which one, on the New Bedford & Fair-

haven, was fatal. The number injured the previous year was

35, of which four were killed.

Employes.

The average number of persons employed by the railroad cor-

porations w^as 21,615, being 2,162 more than in the year before.

The following table shows the number employed for each of the

past eight years :
—

1872-73
1878-74
1874-75
1875-76

20,182
20,523
18,769

18,854

1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80

19,063
19,043
19,453

21,615

The whole number employed by all the corporations making
returns to this Board is 24,514.

IkcEEASE OF Business.

The great increase of business represents the share which
the railroads of this state have had in the general business ac-

tivity and prosperity of the country. Here, as elsewhere, most

of the railroad companies were found unprepared for the enor-

mous volume of business which was precipitated upon them as

a result of the full harvests of the West, and of the dearth in

Europe. They weie found wanting in locomotive power, in

the number of freight cars, and sometimes in experienced train-

hands. Nor could these wants be, at once supplied.

As one consequence of this want, it is charged that Western
cars entering New England have been detained here for local

use, ,and sometimes returned by other and longer routes than

those by which they entered the Eastern states. This has been

a source of annoyance to railroad managers, and an injury to

the business of this section. The manngers of one great rail-

road complain that 642 of their cars were at one period detained
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east of New York for an average of eighteen or nineteen cla3'S,

when six or seven da3^s would have been sufficient if they had

not been held for local use or needlessly delayed.

The number of freight cars owned by Massachusetts railroad

companies is returned as 21,98(5. The number of freight cars

so owned, which were in the state on Dec. 1, was 11,315.

The number of foreign freight cars in the state on that day

was 12,992; and there is no reason to suppose that this day

was not a fair specimen. These figures show that the extent of

the practice complained of has been exaggerated. But it does

exist.

A railroad manager writes to us as follows :
" The question

of prompt car movement is a very serious one to all railroads

west of New York at the present time, as ,we all Ijave more

business than we can find cars for; and, if there is any similar

demand for trade to New England points, it is equall}^ impor-

tant to the lines east of that to have prompt movement, as it is

a question of cars entirely at the present time. The inter-

change of cars is now so general all over the country, that it is

scarcely necessary for me to sa}^ to you that their prompt move-

ment is important to every road over whose line the}'' run.

This not only affects the railroads, but affects largely the busi-

ness interests of their sections."

He also sends the history of two cars on their absence at the

East, with their circuitous excursions, and daily trips forward

and back between way stations, which would be amusing if it

were not an example of what is a serious injury to our business

and name. "The wheel in constant motion" is the requisite of

railroad prosperity ; but it must be in motion for those that own
it. The amount paid for car service by no means compensates

foreign roads for this sort of detention; and corporations that

are satisfied with such payment for the legitimate use of their

cars, are not willing to have them impressed into local use.

The Railway Clearing-House Association has taken measures

to check this abuse.

Many complaints have been made as to delays at the Hoosac

Tunnel and at the yiivd in North Adams. One cause of the

detentions complained of has already been alluded to,— the

want of rolling stock and train-hands on the part of opei-ating

roads. Another cause has been the anomalous legal condition

of the state road as to its connection witli other roads. This
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evil has been in part removed by agreements made by those

roads with the advice and concurrence of the Commissioners

;

but it has been removed only in part, and may call for legisla-

tion before a complete remedy is found.

The great want, however, in the general railroad business

has been terminal facilities for handling freight. Three ques-

tions were put by the Board to a railroad manager on a day

in February last, (1) How many loaded cars have you now
waiting to be discharged? The answer was, " Five hundred."

(2) How many have you had any day this season ? And the an-

swer was, " One thousand." (3) How many cars can you handle

in a day? And he said, "At the wharf we can handle sixty;

but with lighters we can manage sixty more." An easy com-

putation shows how commerce was hindered by the defective

terminals of this road. Another railroad had on that day one

thousand loaded cars waiting on its tracks. In the heart of

Middlesex county these cars could be seen standing on sidings,

when they ought to have been at the Avharf, or rather when

they ought to have returned from the wharf, and to have

reached the West in order to take a new freight for European

consumers. And this detention of cars leads to detention of

vessels; anil neither cars nor vessels can enrich their owners

unless they are always moving. Or, if demurrage does enrich

the ship-owner, it impoverishes the merchant, and gives a bad

name to the port. During the year, many vessels, for want of

proper facilities, have been unloaded "in the stream " by light-

ers (three are so unloading at this writing) with a double hand-

ling of freight; others have been discharged at one place and

loaded at another, with consequent delay and expense ; and

still others, after discharging their cargo at Boston, have been

obliged to go to New York for return cargo.

There have always been two classes of opinion upon the

subject of storing and handling freight. One class of men has

said, "Bring business here, and facilities will follow." Others

have said, " Furnish the facilities, and business will come."

This seems to be the wiser course: for business will not come
unless facilities are furnished in advance for transacting it ; and

again, when business comes, facilities cannot be furnished in a

day, nor in a year. And, tlierefore, it is wise to provide accom-

modation for business far in advance of present needs.

We need not repeat facts that have been often presented in
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different forms as to the amount of terminals convenient for

commerce in Boston and in other seaboard cities. Boston has

suffered in past times for the want of more extended facilities

of this kind. The Board is warranted in saying that several

additional and permanent lines of foreign steamers would now
be established at the port of Boston, if full terminal facilities

had been furnished there one year ago. And there is not a

piece of real estate in the city which would not have been in-

creased in value by such an enlargement of foreign trade. And
what is true of the city is, to some extent, true of the whole

state. It is certain, that, to keep her place as the second im-

porting city of the country, Boston must increase her terminals.

For where vessels come to get outward freights, thither they

will at last bring inward freights.

Our friendly rivals are nearer the West ; but we are nearer

Europe. And the controlling fact in competing for business

will be the cheapness and promptness with which freight can be

handled. The French saying is, "The tools belong to him

who can handle them ;

" and it applies especially to freight.

~ While there is cause to regret the shortcomings of some of

our roads and their dilatoriness in providing for coming busi-

ness, there is much to be said on the other side. The Board

would, perhaps, have hesitated to record their criticism on this

subject, if it were not able to add that much has been done and

more is about to be done to answer such criticism.

The facilities at Boston for discharging and distributing im-

ported goods are unrivalled, except at New York ; and our mer-

chants Avho recently visited Philadelphia and Baltimore, envying

their "terminals," came home well satisfied with the nearer and

better accommodations of tlieir own city for importing and

distributing goods.

Great improvements have been made, and further improve-

ments are contemplated. Those which have been made, and

which are now going on, are set forth in Appendix D. The

Boston & Albany Raih'oad Company as usual takes the lead

in this class of improvements actually accomplished. The

Fitchburg is now providing greatly extended facilities. The

New York & New England and other roads have greatly

increased their freight accommodations. The Boston & Lowell

had already jorovided excellent terminals.

The tables in Appendix A show the receipts of giain in
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Boston for ten years, and the receipts for the same period at

the chief seaports. The exports of the principal agricultural

products of the country from Boston are once more furnished

by the courtesy of the collector of the port.

The comparative amounts of some of these articles exported

in 1870 and 1880 are as follows: Barley has increased from 30

bushels to 23,778 ; Indian corn, from 6,607 to 8,412,913 bushels
;

meal, from 14,346 barrels to 136,941. Of wheat there were no

exports in 1870, and, in 1871, only 81,914 bushels. In 1880,

3,678,479 bushels were exported. The export of wlieat-flour

has increased from 176,964 barrels to 3,678,479. No live ani-

mals were exported in 1870 ; in 1880 the number was 95,755.

The export of bacon and hams has grown from 1,732,107

pounds to 134,395,775 pounds ; of salted beef, from 1,348,671

to 4,034,588 pounds; of fresh beef, from nothing to 13,668,537

pounds; of butter, from 128,861 to 6,713,096 pounds; while the

export of cheese has increased from 40,152 pounds to 4,335,502

pounds; lard, from 766,894 to 47,997,462; and pork, from

2,807,207 to 26,233,357 pounds.

The tables (also in Appendix A) giving the tonnage of vessels

entered from foreign ports during 1878, 1879, and 1880, show
that Boston has, during the last financial year, increased her

entered tonnage by 18.5 per cent ; Philadelphia, 5.7 per cent

;

Baltimore, 9 per cent; and New York, 14 per cent. In 1879

the increase over 1878 was as follows: in New York, 20.14 per

cent; in Baltimore, 44.55 percent; in Philadelphia, 54.23 per

cent; and in Boston, 21.27 per cent.

The export trade of Boston is no longer a subject of doubt

among our own people, or of derision abroad. During the last

year 434 steamers from foreign ports entered the port of Boston;

and, wliile the Board is preparing this report, twentjr first-class

ocean steamers (not including those engaged in coastwise trade)

are lynig in the harbor. This is a gratifying fact when it is

remembered, that, ten years ago, no steamers sailed from Boston

direct for any European port. And, if our railroad companies

use to the utmost the opportunities which are afforded them,

Boston has onl}- begun to see the prosperity of this branch of

commerce. It is literally true that our export trade is only

limited by tiie facilities offered for it. Just so far as we extend

our facilities will this trade increase.

It is still nnitler of regret that some mode has not been found
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by which the magnificent water-front and broad territory or

the South Boston Fhxts may be completely ntilized, and more

nearly connected with the Hoosac Tunnel. No jarring of pri-

vate interests or of private feeling ought to be allowed to hinder

a junction in which every citizen of the Commonwealth has a

direct interest.

Accidents.

The usual tabulated statement of accidents on the railroads

in this state resulting in death or personal injury will be found

in Appendix B ; and special reports on a number of train acci-

dents occurring during the year will be found in Appendix C.

The whole number of persons injured was 346, of whom 24

were passengers, 157 were employes, 50 were injured at high-

way crossings, and 4 at stations, and 111 were trespassers.

The number fatally injured was 146; and those not fatally in-

jured numbered 200. Of the 111 trespassers, 71 were killed,

or about 50 per cent of the whole number of fatalities. Of the

50 casualties at highway crossings, 20 occurred at crossings

guarded by gates or flagmen, and 30 at crossings wdrere there

were neither gates nor flagmen ; 19 residted fatally, and 31

were not fatal. No passenger on a passenger train was injured

by causes beyond the passenger's control; but one man, who
was permitted from charity to take passage in the caboose car

of a freight train, was killed by a rear collision on the Fitch-

burg Railroad. Twenty-three passengers were injured, 8 of

them fatally, by reason of their own rashness or want of care

in attempting to get on or off a moving train. The whole

number of passengers carried was 45,151,152, and the exemp-

tion from casualties is remarkable.

One hundred and fifty-seven employes were injured, 49 of

whom were killed. This is a large increase over the number of

accidents to employes reported last year; the total number

then being 83, of which 28 were fatal. The accidents are

classed as follows :
—

While coupling or uncoupling cars . . . . 43

Falling from freight trains ...... 47

Ey train accidents......;. 21

overhead hvidges .12
various other causes 34
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One hundred and thirteen of these employes were train-men,

and 44 were otherwise employed.

Of train accidents reported to the Board, there were 11 collis-

ions and 16 other derailments. The casualties resulting there-

from were 1 man killed and 18 injured. The most serious of

these accidents were a head collision on the New London

Northern Railroad, when 13 emploj^es on their way to work

were injured, and a rear collision on the Fitchburg Railroad,

caused by part of a train running back, in which one man was

killed and another injured. There were 2 collisions with

carriages on the track not at a crossing, and 24 at crossings.

B}^ the latter 29 persons were injured, 8 of them fatally.

It is still believed that the reports of accidents not fatal are

by no means complete, some of the companies neglecting to

report such as are not serious. The law and the circular here-

tofore repeatedl}^ issued by the Board prescribe what accidents

are to be reported, and a penalty attaches to each omission to

make such report. There is, however, no reason to suppose

that there is any intentional neglect to report, but that subor-

dinates do not report minor accidents and slight injuries to the

officials who report to this Board.

The record of accidents in the United States and Canada,

published monthly in " The Railroad Gazette," has been tabu-

lated, as in the last seven reports of the Board, and will be

found in Appendix B. By the tables it appears that—

The whole number of " train accidents " reported in " The Gazette "

for the year ending Sept. 30, 1880, was 937

AVhole number of persons killed by such accidents was . . . 246

AVliole number of persons injured by such accidents was . . . 961

Whole number of accidents causing- death to persons was . . . 121

Whole number of accidents causing injury to persons was . . . 197

Whole number of accidents causing derailment of trains was . . 522

AVhole number of accidents reported, not causing derailment of trains,

was 38

Whole number of accidents reported, caused by collision of trains, was 367

The following table gives a comparative statement for eight

years :
—
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urged when laws of this hind are proposed. It is said on the

one hand, that such legislation is needless, becanse self-interest

will lead railroad directors to take all necessary precautions for

the securit}'- of their engines. It is said on the other hand, that

inspection by railroad employes will be valueless, because they

will always make such reports as will please their employers,

and save them expense. And the question is asked : How long

will a master mechanic be continued in employment after he

has reported a boiler as unfit for use? A "railroad man"
would probably answer by another question: How long would

a master mechanic be retained who was detected in making a

false report in favor of a defective boiler ?

The managers of railroads desire, above all things, that safety

may be secured for passengers. They do not clesiie to use de-

fective and dangerous appliances. But, like all other men, they

may neglect, or forget, or delaj^ to attend to a duty. Some of

them may not be impressed with the necessity of the test which

experience has taught others to regard as most desirable. Most

of all they need to have a stated time within which every boiler

shall be tested. When that is fixed by law, the testing will

become a matter of routine ; and it will be impossible for an

engine to ran for years with no record of its ever being tested.

Yet, without law, a road generally well managed may go on

using a boiler without testing it, until it explodes. As a fur-

ther illustration of the need of some action by the state, or by

all the railroad corporations, the Board would refer to a well-

known case of a new engine of the first class, and owned by a

corporation of the first class, which exploded on a turn-table,

before it had ever been attached to a train. In that case no

life was lost, but the lives of many were endangered. In the

case set forth in this report, only one man was killed; but every

person on the train was put in peril of his life.

Fencing of Railroads.

Among the desired securities to protect the lives and limbs

of passengers is the fencing of railroads. The chief object is to

prevent accidents arising from collisions with cattle straying on

the track. It is true that since 1872 * no fatal accident has

happened in Massachusetts from this cause ; but each of the

* July G, 1872, ou New Bedford & Taunton Railroad; engineer and fireman

killed.

4
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cases of collision, reported and unreported, might have been

fata], and the number of "narrow escapes" is very great.

Each of these escapes should be taken as a warning ; and they

ought to prevent future disasters from this cause by forcing

attention to this important subject.

In other states many serious accidents have resulted from

the neglect to provide proper safeguards against the incursions

of cattle. The number of trains derailed by such accidents

during the year in the United States was 34, or six per cent of

the whole. One disaster is reported this year as occurring from

this cause at Elgin, 111., where two lives were lost in conse-

quence.

It is hard to account for the indifference with which this

source of peril has been regarded. Perhaps the feeling results

partly from the famous answer of Stephenson, "Bad for the

coo,"— an instance of audacity and wit triumphing over reason

and common sense. The story is known to every one conver-

sant with railroads, and may have helped to foster the idea that

the presence of cattle on the track is not a source of peril to

the passengers or operators of a railroad.

The Board has heretofore pointed out one difficulty in en-

forcing the Act of 1879, chap. 205, in that proof is necessary

that it has been violated unreasonably. A graver difficulty has

arisen from the clause allowing county commissioners to exempt

railroad companies from the duty of fencing wherever it seems

to them proper. The law was clearly designed to allow exemp-

tions in cases where the natuie and use of the land made it

rmnecessary to erect an}^ safeguard against cattle. But it has

been construed b}^ tlie railroad companies as allowing exemp-

tion in all cases where the abutters do not desire their land to

be fenced. Circulars have been issued and representations

made by the agents of companies assuming that the expense of

fencing would fall upon the abutters, and then tliese abutters

have been called upon to state that they do not desire fences;

and, finally, the county commissioners have been asked to take

the wishes of these interested parties as conclusive in favor of

exemptions, and against the interest of the public.

Upon the whole line of road in one county it is said, (1)

That every abutter was asked to sign a petition for exempting

his land from being fenced. (2) The railroad company asked

exempition in every case where the land-owner petitioned. (3)
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Exemption was asked in no case where the hmd-owner had not

petitioned. (4) Exemption was granted in every case where

the owner petitioned, including places much more dangerous

than some where it was not asked, and including cases where

cattle were grazing by the side of the track, and one where a

herd had recently been driven from the track.

If this statement is correct, it shows that the matter has been

treated as if the question were, whether abutters on a railroad

having no special contract were liable for the expense of fen-

cing their land. It has been assumed that they were so liable

;

and then it lias been taken for granted, that, if they Avished to

be relieved from this burden, they ought to be relieved.

Perhaps the most remarkable position taken by the railroad

companies, and practically accepted by county commissioners,

has been that the parties entitled to decide the question of ex-

emption were those supposed to be liable to expense if it were

not granted. Yet the fact of their assent has been in some

cases set forth in the judgment as if it were the foundation of

the decision ; and in one case it was stated, that, if the abutters

desired it, the order would be revised.

It is a delicate matter to criticise the judgment of independ-

ent tribunals, or what is reported as their judgment. But the

matter is important, and the Board would fail of its duty to the

public if it did not point out the fact that petitions for exemp-

tion have been founded on a mistaken view of the law, and that

practically decisions seem to have been founded on that mis-

take.

The returns of the different railroad companies show the

number of miles fenced, unfenced, exempted, unfenced and un-

exempted. It does not, however, follow from the fact that

certain tracks are neither fenced nor exempted, that the com-
panies are liable to the penalties of law. There are localities

where, manifestly, fences are not needed, and where unreason-

able neglect could not be charged against the road. And there

are cases where a very extensive decree of exemption was war-

ranted by the nature of the country through which the road

passes. As the law now stands, a portion of the railroad tracks

of Massachusetts will continue unfenced and unprotected from

the dangers caused by the straying of cattle. And, perhaps,

this will continue until some disaster rouses the community to

a sense of danger arising from this course. In such a case it
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will, perhaps, be proved whether legal exemption from the duty

of fencing Avill also exempt railroad companies from damages

arising from such an accident, or whether the courts will follow

the analogy of recent cases, where accidents have happened at

unprotected crossings, and hold the companies liable for negli-

gence, in spite of the action or non-action of the authorities.

Unfortunately, in such cases, the pecuniary results are not the

saddest, or the most important.

Coloe-Bltndness.

The Board issued a circular Sept. 30, 1880, calling renewed

attention to the danger resulting from color-blindness in rail-

road employes, and suggesting once more the need of annual

examinations. This will be found in Appendix F. It is only

necessary to add that the Commissioners, by further investiga-

tion, have been confirmed in their former conclusions as to the

practical way of dealing with the subject. It seems clear, that

only a very small number of persons, technically " color-.blind,"

are blind to colors, or unable to distinguish green from red. It

appears that " laymen " are qualified to test employes and can-

didates for employment. On this point the Board can cite the

opinion and decision of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

which, with all the resources of science, technical and practical,

at its command, has thoroughly investigated the subject, and

has placed the examination of its men in the hands of its offi-

cers. The reputation of this great corporation is such that its

testimony as an expert is entitled to great weight.

It is a noteworthy fact, that the law as to the examination of

railroad employes for color-blindness enacted in Connecticut, or

the execution of the law, proved to be so unpopular, that both

political parties felt obliged to promise in their "'platforms " its

speedy and essential modification.

Legislative Control of Railroads.

The subject of state control of railroads, especially in regard

to discrimination in freights and reasonable terms, has been

largely discussed during the past year. Much of this discus-

sion grew out of the investigation before a special committee of

the New York Legislature, which revealed an entire disregard

of law on the part of certain railroad managers, and also an
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astonishing ignorance of law. In the case of the Standard Oil

Company the amount of preferences given during eighteen

months exceeded ten million dollars, enriching the favored

parties and ruining many others. The practice of informing

favored parties in advance of an intended rise or fall in the

rates was also proved ; and this again made a few rich, while it

made many poor. Secret contracts for rates were shown to be

the rule, and not the exception.

The Commissioners received from the New York Chamber of

Commerce a series of questions bearing upon this matter. Our

answer was of course unofficial, because the Board has no

authority to answer otherwise ; and we took care to state that

we spoke for ourselves, and not for Massachusetts. The ques-

tions proposed are matters of general discussion at this time

;

and they may become matters of legislative consideration. The

more important questions and answers are therefore embodied

in this report.

Questions.

" 1. Do you believe that railroads, as public highways and common car-

riers, deriving their franchises and existence from the public, should ti'eat all

shippers with equality under like, or substantially like, circumstances, and

Avith relative equality where circumstances differ? IE so, how can the .dis-

criminations, both against individuals and communities, which prevail at

the present time, be prevented? (See accompanying Exhibit 'C.')

"2. Railroad managers justify the practice of giving low rates to some

shippers, and refusing them to others, on the ground of development of busi-

ness in certain localities. For instance, in consideration of establishing a

flouring mill at Niagara Falls, N.Y., the proprietors were given a five-years'

contract with rates more favorable than those charged mills already estab-

lished at Buffalo and Rochester, N.Y., the latter thereby being placed at a

disadvantage in competing for business. Is it consistent with the public wel-

fare and the i-ights of citizens to allow railroad managers to decide what per-

sons and places shall be thus developed? (See accompanying Exhibit ' D.')

" 3. What do you think of the practice of charging more for a short than

for a long distance; for instance, four dollars per 100 lbs. from New York

to Salt Lake City, and but two dollars and a half from New York to San

Francisco ?

"4. If it is right and necessary that banks and insurance companies

should be subject to government supervision, in order to protect the public

interest, is it not still more necessary that railroad companies as common
carriei's, exercising a function essentially public in character, and which by

its natiu-e must necessarily to a great extent be a monopoly, should be

supervised and regulated in the interest of the public?

" 5. What do you think of the English system of regulation by railroad
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commissioners, to whose approval all rates (which must be public and imi-

form for like service) are subject, and who also exercise a general supervis-

ion, and act as a court to which shippers oi" railroad companies can apply for

relief from grievances, either as between railroad companies and shippers or

railroad companies themselves, and from whose decision there is no appeal,

thus affording cheap and speedy means of justice ?

" 6. Considering the nature of the function they perform (operating pub-

lic highways), and the fact that in most instances competition is now sup-

planted by pooling or other form of combination, and that during a portion

of the year all competition by water routes is suspended, do you tliink any

legal limit should be placed upon the charges of railroad corporations?

(See accompanying Exhibit ' E.')

"7. Do you think it is safe to allow railroad managers to disregard the

old theory upon which charges for transportation were based, namely, that

they should be 'reasonable,^ and based upon ' co.s'i of service,^ and adopt the

new theory which they have enunciated of charging ' all the traffic will hear,^

themselves being sole judges of this question? (See accompanying Exhibit

'F.')

" 8. The law of the state of New York limits the rate for passengers on

the New York Central Road, which has a very large j^assenger traffic, to two

cents per mile. Do you think this is a just law? and, if so, should not the

sam^principle be extended to freight charges?

" 9. The railroad law of some of the states limits railroad earnings to ten

per cent upon the actual cost of construction; but this has been largely

evaded. Do you think this is a just provision? and, if so, should not means

be taken to prevent evasions of this law by creating a fictitious basis of cost

through construction companies and other forms of stock watering? (See

accompanying Exhibit ' G.')

" 10. Do you think it is right that the production and commerce of the

country should be taxed to pay dividends upon stock or other obligations of

railroads which were issued to represent improvements made with surplus

earnings? (See accompanying Exhibit ' II.')

"11. Do you think it right to water the stock of railroads through the

device of construction companies, or througli any other means by wliich a

fictitious basis of value is established? "

Answees.

"1. There is no doubt that railroads should treat all shippers

with equality under like circumstances, and with relative equal-

ity where circumstances differ. And discriminations against

individuals and communities should be prevented by each state

passing laws forbidding such discrimination under heavy penal-

ties. Such laws will be better enforced if a railroad commis-

sion exists in each state, which, among other duties, will

investigate charges of discrimination, bring public opinion to

bear upon offending corporations, and, if need be, direct prose-

cutions in the courts of law.
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"2. It is not consistent with public welfare and the rights of

citizens to allow railroad managers to decide what persons shall

be favored, and what places developed by discriminating rates.

The Legislature never intended to place this enormous power in

the hands of its corporations. It may be doubted whether any

Legislature has the constitutional right to delegate such power.

This question of preference for places and persons was decided

in England in a series of cases by the late Chief Justice Cock-

burn, at a time when 'the working of the railway laws was

intrusted to the Common Pleas Court. Lord Cockburn was a

jurist who, when unaffected b}^ passion or partisanship, was

superior to any living judge in England. And decisions in

favor of the people and against corporations, which are good

law in England, certahily ought to be sound law here.

"' 3. The practice of charging more for a short than for a long

distance on the same line in the same direction is wrong, and is

rightly condemned by sect. 140 of our General Railroad Law.
"•4. The principle that railroad companies are public corpora-

tions is fully established in this state ; and they have ahvays

been subjected to governmental control in the interest of the

public.

'' The Supreme Court say, ' The conferring upon the railroad

corporations the power of carrying freight and passengers has

imposed upon them, to some extent, the correlative duty of

carrying them at reasonable times and for a reasonable compen-

sation, subject to the revision of the Legislature. . . . The
construction of a railroad is not a private enterprise. The cor-

poration exercises the right, or the Legislature through the

corporation exercises the right, to take private property for the

road, on the ground that tire use is a public use, and the road

itself a highway for public travel. On no other ground could

the exercise of the right of eminent domain by or through

these corporations be upheld' (Commonwealth v. Fitchburg

li.R. Co., 12 Gray, 180, 188).

" In the opinion given in Fitchburg R.R. Co. v. Gage, 12 Gray,

393, the Court quote with approval, and apply to railroad com-

panies, the language of Justice Lawrence : 'I would not, how-

ever, have it understood that carriers are at liberty to charge

whatever tliey please. A carrier is liable by law to carry every

thing wliich is brought to him, for a reasonable sum to be paid

to him for tlie same carriage, and not to extort what he will
"

(Harris v. Packwood, 3 Taunton, 272).
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" If an}- thing in this decision conflicts with the views of this

letter, the hiw of Massachusetts has been made to accord with

that of other states and of Enghind by legishition.

"This doctrine is clearly laid down by the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania in Sanford v. Catawissa Railroad Co., 24 Penn.

378 :
' The benefits of a railroad are extended to all alike, and

no special privileges should be granted to one man or set of

men, and denied to others.' 'Special stipulations inserted in

charters for the purpose of securing these rights are placed

there in abundance of caution, and affirm nothing more than the

common right to equal justice tvhich exists independent of such

provisions' (p. 381).

"And this is affirmed in Shipper v. Penn. R.R. Co., 47 Penn.

338, where the Court sa}^ that reasonable terms must be given

;

and, to be reasonable, they must be fixed, equal and impartial.

" In this state the Legislature has reserved the right to alter,

amend and repeal all charters granted since March 11, 1831.

It has, therefore, almost unlimited power to control railroad

corporations ; and it has exercised this power freely, compelling

the widening of bridges, the erection of station-houses and the

extension of tracks, at great expense to the railroad companies,

for the benefit of the people.

" Our Court says, ' In respect to charters for railroads, both the

Legislature and the corporation act as trustees of the public

interest to some extent ; for the corporation is intrusted with

the right of eminent domain, which is in its nature a public

right, and is not to be sacrificed to uses that are exclusively

private. The private interests of stockholders are likely to have a

controlling influence with the officers of the company^ and it is

important that the Legislature should possess the power to pre-

vent abuses to which this influence may lead. To some extent

they ivould possess such a power without any clause in the charter

reserving it. But, to define their rights more clearly, the clause

has been introduced reserving to them the power to alter, amend

and rei3eal ' (Commonwealth v. Eastern R.R. Co., 103 Mass.

254, 257).

"Like views have been expressed by the Supreme Court of

New York :
' Railroad corporations hold their property and

exercise their functions for the public benefit, and are therefore

subject to legislative control. The Legislature which has

created them may regulate the mode in which they may trans-
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act their business, and the prices which they shall charge for

the transportation of freight and passengers.' ' All this is

within the domain of legislative power, although the power to

alter and amend the charters of such corporations has not been

reserved ' (Kimball v. Boston & Albany R.R. Co., 70 N. Y.

Reports, 569).

" It will be seen from these extracts, that, without special

legislation, the mere acceptance of a charter as a common car-

rier binds the railroad corapau}- to furnish reasonable accommo-

dations at reasonable rates ; and that, without expressly reserving

it, each state possesses power to control the corporation which

it has created for the benefit of the public : so that the power

to control railroad coiporations by the state, which seems to

be an open question among railroad men in New York, has not

onl}^ been assumed by the legislation of other states, but is

held to have existed prior to such legislation, and is held to

exist by the courts of New York without legislation,

" These principles have been fully adopted by the Supreme

Court of the United States in what are generally known as the

Granger cases :
' Railroad companies are engaged in a public

employment affecting the public interest, and are subject to

legislative control as to rates of freight, unless protected by

their charters ' (C, B. & Q. R.R. Co. v. Iowa, 4 Otto, 155, 161).

" In Munn v. Illinois, 4 Otto, 113, the doctrine was applied to

elevators and warehouses, and the broad principle was declared,

' When private property is devoted to a public use, it is subject

to public regulation.' And the right of the state to fix rates

for elevating and storing grain was declared to be the same
right always exercised in regulating tolls at ferries, and in

fixing the fare of hacks.

" In C, M. & St. P. R.R. Co. v. Ackley, 4 Otto, 169, the Court

went further, and held that the Legislature may decide what is

a reasonable price ; and the raih'oad company cannot escape the

law by proving that the price fixed by it was reasonable.

" 5. The English system of regulation by railway commission-

ers works excellently. T'he best proof of this is the fact that now
few complaints are made before it. The existence of such a

tribunal and the knowledge of its powers remove the causes of

complaint. It makes justice prompt and cheap, and brings it

near to the people and to business men; and it is found that

such a commission is better fitted than the courts of law to deal
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Avitli questions that arise between shippers and rail\A^ays, or

' between different companies. And if it is impossible in any

state of this Union that such a commission should do its work
because of the extent of the evil to be remedied, or because

of the aggregate wealth opposed to the redress of abuses, this

shows that in that state good government has become impos-

sible, and that self-government there is a failure. We cannot

believe that this is true of any state.

" 6. We do not believe that a fixed limit can be placed in

advance on the charges of railroads. The circumstances of

each differ; and the rule which would be right in one case

would do injustice in another. With such a tribunal as has

been spoken of,— with full power to examine all contracts and

all the doings of corporations,— always easy of access by the

people, and ready to investigate thoroughly every complaint,

justice can speedily be had. The recommendation of the Board

will generally be heeded by the railroad companies; or, if it

is not, it will be heard by the Legislature to which those compa-

nies are amenable.

" 7. The rule laid down by the law is, that charges must be

reasonable ; and this rule should be adhered to. The form of

your question assumes that ' railroad managers ' adopt the new
rule of charging all that the traffic Avill bear. Perhaps it would

be more just to say this of some managers. It certainly is not

the rule of law. To charge ' what the traffic will bear,' i.e.,

what the necessities of shippers will compel them to submit to,

Avithout regard to the cost of operating the road, and the reason-

ableness of the rate, is an indictable offence in Massachusetts,

and an actionable wrong in every country and state where the

common law of England prevails. This 'unwritten law' is of

as much force as any statute ; and defiance of it in the su2:)posed

interest of stockholders is cognizable by the courts of law.

" 8. The peculiar circumstances of the legislation fixing the

maximum for passenger rates on the New York Central make
it an exception. A fixed rate per mile applied in advance to

all freight charges would work hardship, injustice and inequal-

ity. Freight can be hauled more cheaply over a long route

than over a short one. Charges should be lower on a road

doing a large business than on a road doing a small business.

Grades, c(jstly bridges and extensive terminals are to be con-

sidered in fixing rates. Equality in rates would often produce

inequality in results.
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" 9. The limitation of profits to ten per cent seems to be just

in principle, but has hitherto sncceecled only in taxing the inge-

nuity of railroad men to devise means for evading it. Cases

can be imagined where it would be unwise in policy. Wher-

ever the principle is adopted, it ought not to be evaded by any

false basis of cost or any form of watering.

" 10. If the surplus earnings were rightly earned and legally

expended in making improvements at honest prices, there is no

reason why dividends should not be paid on the cost of those

improvements.
" If those earnings had been paid to stockholders in the form

of dividends, and re-invested by them in new subscriptions for

stock, no one would doubt this. The principle is not different

when they are directly invested in improvements really adding

to the value of the road, and the convenience and safety of

public travel.

" If there was evasion of any law in keeping these earnings,

that was the original sin, which it would be hard to reach now.

If surplus earnings were gained by unreasonable rates demanded

and received, it certainly is too late to remedy this permitted

wrong.

" 11. There is no difference of opinion among honest men as to

the watering of stock by any device by which a fictitious basis

of value is established. It is* forbidden under heavy penalties

in this state. Sect. 228 of the General Railroad Act.

" In answering the questions as to legislation to secure rea-

sonable and equal rates for freight and passengers, we have

spoken only of state legislation.

" As has been remarked before, principles of law that had long

been settled seem to have been regarded as open questions by

leading railroad managers. It has been considered by them as

hazardous to adopt by legislation rules of the common law

which had been fixed for centuries, and which have long since

been applied to railroads in this country. The chief need has

been a tribunal easy of access, inexpensive to the party

wronged, and not encumbered by the machinery of legal forms.

" The matter of national legislation is a graver one. It is not

so much a constitutional question, as one of policy as to the use

of constitutional powers. Certainly, evils exist which it is hard

to remedy by state legislation ; but greater evils may be in-
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curred by calling for national legislation. If it is once begun

to be exercised, snch legislation would affect not onl}' roads run-

ning from state to state, but all roads connecting with such

routes, so that the smallest branch in the obscurest hamlet

would have a portion of its business controlled by the central

power of our government.
" It would be a stiain on a government like ours to have the

direction of five billion dollars' worth of property placed in its

hands. It is said that four companies, and indeed four men,

now control a vast proportion of the tiansportation business of

this country. Is it not possible that their influence might still

control it if it were directed by Congress? And would it not

be easier to control it through one legislative body than through

many ?

" The danger of combinations between different states and

sections is so obvious, that it hardly needs to be mentioned.

The regulation of freight charges could easily be managed so as

to cut off certain ports and states from all export trade. A
favorite project, for instance, is a fixed rate per mile for each

ton of Western grain carried East. This would render it im-

possible to ship grain from certain Eastern ports. Is there not

a possibility of legislation of this hind ?

" There would also be danger that in exciting times politics

might sway the action of Congtess. It is plain that the busi-

ness of one part or one whole section might be increased as a

mark of favor, or starved as a penalty. There have been peri-

ods in the history of this country when a direct power to do

this would have been exercised. No one can warrant us against

a recurrence of such times and such feelings.

"The general effect of such an exercise of poAver upon the

character of our government is a serious question. No other

scheme ever discussed has proposed such a consolidation of

power as this. A change in forms of infinitely less consequence

would excite universal indignation among the people. If the

control of five billion dollars were given to Congress, including

the direction of untold millions' worth of freight each year, our

government would cease to be what it now is. We have barely

indicated the perils that would attend such an assumption of

power; and these perils begin to be incurred when Congress

begins in any way to control the inter-state railroad traffic. It

would be well, at least, to exhaust state legislation, and to at_
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tempt in all ways concurrent state legislation, before taking the

'heroic' and almost desperate remedj^ of subjection to national

legislation.

'• Even a national railroad commission would be dangerous as

implying a power of controlling transportation througho at the

states, and as opening a way for further aggression on state

rights, unless its power were carefully limited to the hearing of

facts and the collection of information.

" One word should.be said of the supposed need of national

legislation to promote what has been called the federation of

railroads. That system has been most ably advocated, and is

now supported* by the great names of C. F. Adams, jun., and

Albert Fink; and no higher authority on railroad questions

could be given.

"But those who believe that the solution of our railroad

problem is to be founded in federation need not resort to na-

tional legislation, although Mr. Fink's language seems to imply

that it is necessary. The railroad companies have full powers

now to contract with each other, subjecting themselves to rules

and to the decisions of arbitrators for any term of years ; and

those contracts will be enforced by the courts. It does not

need that the Federal Government 'legalize,' still less that by

a stretch of its powers it should ' incorporate,' organizations

formed by railroad companies. Such self-government can be

established without the authority of the United States. It

needs no exercise of the law-giving power anywhere.

" If it be said that states will forbid such combinations, the

answer is, that the public opinion which could procure the pas-

sage of a national law permitting federation would certainly

prevent the states from forbidding it ; and that even the courts

upon a question of public policy are liable to be affected by

public opinion.

" If it is thought that the officers of such organizations can

enforce their own decrees without the intervention of courts,

the answer is, that in this country it is impossible. Ultimately,

with or without legislation, the final resort in case of difference

of opinion or resistance to a decision must be to a court of law.

But with or without leo^islation the best strength of such a

* First Annual Report on Internal Commerce of the United States, by Joseph

Niinmo, jun. Appendix No. 1, pp. 12-i7, and Argument of C. F. Adams, jun.,

Feb. 27, 1880.
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system is found in the fact that its commissioner and arbitra-

tors are men of such intelligence and snch character that their

decisions need no tribunal to execute them. Such is the case

at present; and no legislation could add force to the decisions

of the tribunals vohintarily established by the railroad com-

panies.

" This reference to a supposed method of escaping many evils

of our present system seemed necessary in order to a general

view of the subject."

Congressional Action.

Congress up to this time has passed few acts regulating inter-

state commerce by railroads. One passed July 15, 1866, au-

thorized roads to connect with those of other states, and to form

a continuous line for transporting freight and passengers. This

would seem to legalize such contracts as that of Feb. 3, 1880,

between the Boston & Albany Railroad Company and the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company.

Another act of Congress, dated Oct. 1, 1872, regulates in the

interest of humanity the transportation of live animals from

state to state. And like acts are now pending. Other laws

regulate the width of the spans of bridges over navigable

rivers.

The propositions for legislation now before Congress cover

almost the whole field of railroad enterprise in all its branches.

Freight Discrimination and Reasonable Rates.

The subjects discussed above have been more than once offi-

cially brought before the Board during the year. The case of

Butman v. Boston & Albany Railroad Company will be found

fully reported in Appendix E, and it Avas made the subject of

legislative consideration. A few comments seem necessary for

the better understanding of this case.

The well-known principles of the common law and of Massa-

chusetts statutes, as stated above, were sufficient for deciding

the questions before the Board ; but the facts were complicated,

and it was with difficulty that the}^ were obtained. And the

principles of the law, although stated with tiresome frequency,

seem hai'dly to be believed by railroad managers. JNIany of

them still seem to think that tlie only question affecting rates

is what is on the whole best for the stockholders. They believe
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that they have a right to charge the shipper of freight just

what pleases tliem, being only restrained by questions of pru-

dence and railroad policy. It cannot too often be repeated that

this is not law. Even without a statute the railroad company

has a right to make only a reasonable charge, and is liable to

an action if the charge is unreasonable. By the statute this

law is re-affirmed, and the company is made liable to penal pro-

ceedings in addition to civil suits.

The same principle of the common law which requires rea-

sonable rates would seem to forbid discrimination; for higher

rates to one man than were charged to another in like case

would be unreasonable. And whatever exceptions existed as

to this rule, they have been removed by legislation
;
yet many

railroad managers appear to be obtuse as to this law, and claim,

in words as well as in practice, the right to make a different

contract with each shipper, and to give secret preferences when-

ever they choose.

One question which was discussed under this petition was,

whether it is necessary, in order to make out a case of discrimi-

nation, that a demand for the low rate should be made and

refused; and the Board had no hesitation in answering that it

was not necessary. To give a high rate to one man and a low

rate to another in like circumstances is in itself a discrimina-

tion and an offence. This is evident (1) from the wording of

the statute, which does not read that it shall be an offence to

refuse equal terms, but enacts directly, " Every railroad corpora-

tion shall give to all persons and companies reasonable and

equal terms," &c. (2) The reason of the law demands this
;

for, otherwise, secret contracts with a rival might ruin the in-

jured party before he knew the existence of such a contract.

(3) The Board was glad to find its views confirmed by English

decisions, and especially by the great authority of Lord Chief

Justice Cockburn (now deceased). It has been held in the

English courts, at that time charged with " working " the rail-

road laws, that the mere giving of a secret preference is of it-

self an offence ; that it is unlawful to discriminate in rates in

order to enable railway-borne coal to compete with sea-borne

coal, or to introduce a new kind of coal into a district, or to

diminish the natural advantage which one dealer has over

another l)y reason of local proximity, or to prevent the opening

of another railroad, and the consequent loss of business to the
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defendant corporation, or to procure an engagement of a ship-

per to use the other lines of the company.

In all these cases the motive is a natural one ; and the pref-

erence given would be regarded by many railroad managers as

good railroad policy. But the decisions are, that no motive will

justify discrimination. The power has not been trusted to rail-

road companies; and the absolute right of each dealer to a

reasonable rate, and a rate as favorable as any given, cannot be

taken away for the advantage of any corporation.

It should, however, be stated that the decisions are not abso-

lutely uniform, and especially that those of Chief Justice Erie

somewhat conflict with the views of Lord Cockburn. But

Chief Justice Cockburn is, beyond all comparison, a greater

authority than Chief Justice Erie, whose most valuable opinion

on this subject is probably that delivered in Palmer v. London

& South-Western Railway Company, that his decisions in these

cases were not precedents to govern other cases.

Another reason for taking the views of the more liberal jurist

as a guide is found in the fact that our law is more liberal and

comprehensive than the English act, which only forbids " any

undue or unreasonable preferences," while ours requires abso-

lute equality of terms ; and, still further, it seemed that quite

as much protection should be given to the people in this state

as was given by any English decision.

The findings of the Board in the case referred to were

somewhat misunderstood, and sometimes misstated. A leading

journal in New York stated editorially that the Board had con-

demned the Boston & Albany for giving Messrs. Cutler the

benefit of the " arbitrary," by which they were enabled to sell

meal to their customers for five cents less than they otherwise

could ; and the Commissioners were unable to procure the in-

sertion of a denial of this statement.

The fact was, that the Boston & Albany Railroad Company
was condemned, not for giving tliis privilege to one customer,

but for not giving it to others. To deny this privilege, or to

forbid the granting of it, would simply add to the price of meal

and " feed " in a large portion of the state.

It is true that the state was called upon hy interested parties

to cut off such privileges, and that legislation was asked to for-

bid the grinding of grain in transit, or its storage on its way

through the state, without the payment of a new rate for trans-
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portation. It was urged, that allowing grain to be ground in

transit brought the cheap water-power at Wilbraham, at Fitch-

burg and elsewhere, into direct and injurious coropetition with

the costly steam-power of Boston millers ; and the Legislature

was asked to protect the Boston grain-dealers against this disas-

trous rivalry.

But it was answered, the owner of cheap water-power has a

right to put it to its best and freest use ; and the people of the

state have a right to the cheapness of food for themselves and

for their domestic animals that results from this cheap power.

The doctrine of " protection " has never been carried so far as

to protect one section of a state against the natural advantages

of another at the expense of a third section.

And it was further said,— and this was the convincing argu-

ment,— if grinding and storage in transit are forbidden in Mas-

sachusetts, they are and will be permitted by her neighbors

;

and we shall only repel business from our own state to build it

up at Nashua, at Putnam and at other points in the New Eng-

land states. Wise legislation does not seek to make grain or

meal dear, in order to increase the profits of dealers. It does

forbid exclusive advantages to one party, enabling him to un-

dersell his rivals. This the law now does ; and this is all that

can be asked. If one man or firm has energy and skill which

enable him to avail himself of advantages open to all, he de-

serves not blame, but praise.

These views may seem too plain to need restatement. They

are almost alphabetical in political economy; but they were

matters of earnest discussion during the last winter, and the

Legislature was urged to act in disregard of them.

The Boston & Albany Railroad Company at once acknowl-

edged the correctness of the decision, and offered freely con-

tracts like that of the Cutlers to all persons or firms in like

circumstances.

Another proposition was to hinder storage or milling in

transit, and to forbid the practice known as "absorption of

arbitraries " for the benefit of shippers, unless such privileges

were specially provided for in the original written contract for

transportation. But this seemed open to the objection, that in

all cases any dealer favored by the corporation would be sure to

have the privilege, while others might be deprived of it, and

thus a certain discrimination would be legalized. For this, or

for some other reasons, the proposition failed to become a law.

6
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The Hanover Branch Railroad Company
Was complained of, and found to have been guilty of discrimi-

nation in favor of a firm of which its president and treasurer

were members. The case is fully reported in Appendix E.

In this case, after the original order for discrimination had

been exposed, the directors voted to fix a uniform rate for ship-

ments of fifty tons, with a rebate for shippers who received five

hundred tons in a year.

The illegality of the original order was too clear for discus-

sion ; but upon this vote a question arose which had not been

decided in any adjudication of the Board. The corporation

claims the right to make a discriminating rate in favor of a

customer, founded upon the large amount of business done by
him in a year.

The principle that a lower rate may be given for a car-load

than for a partially loaded car, and a lower rate for a cargo, or

large quantity hauled at one time, than for one car-load, had

been recognized by the Board, as it has been by the courts. It

is founded in reason, and depends upon the fact that a large

amount can be profitably handled at one time for a less rate

than a small amount. But this principle does not apply to like

amounts hauled at different times, but hauled more frequently

for one customer than another. To prefer the larger dealer in

this case, is to create a new and unnatural inequality in favor

of the richer man or firm. It is to do just what the law seeks

to avoid. It is to aid that tendency to monopoly, and to the

concentration of business in a few hands, which is a marked

evil of the times.

While the Board is confident of the law in tliis case, it is

pleasant to have this view confirmed as being good railroad

policy as well. Mr. Fink speaks as follows on this point:

"If the railroad grants to the larger estalishment lower rates of

transportation, it would unjustly discriminate against parties

with limited means, and be of no benefit to the raih'oad carrier.

A common carrier should adhere to the rule to charge the same

rate for transportation i'or the same articles between the same

points, only discrlmiyiating on account of quantity as far as it

influences the cost of transjyortatioti " (Niramo's First Annual

Report, p. 9 appendix). And again he says, "I do not think

that a connuon carrier has the legal right to enter into special
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contract with manufacturing establishments to carry freight at

less rate than for the public generally, for the purpose of

encouraging the erection of such establishments on the line of

its road. It is not the province of railroad companies to make
themselves partners in private enterprises. Even if they have

the legal right, it is questionable whether it would be good

policy for them to do so."

The present case is an illustration of the soundness of these

views ; for a prosperous manufacturing concern, employing

many hands, was almost driven out of the town of Hanover by

the preference given to the favored firm. And the Board learns,

from statements made since the hearing, that Mr. Clapp would

have wholly withdrawn if he had not found redress. Probably

his sole motive would not have been the pecuniary loss, but he

would have been more influenced by a sense of wrong. And
this is not an exceptional case in that respect.

Comment was made at the hearing upon the fact that the

railroad was a small one ; but the Board knows of no legal

discrimination that can be made on this account, and applied

the same rule to this branch road that had just been applied to

the most powerful corporation in the State.

Reasonable Rates.

The Otis Company et al. v. Boston & Albany Railroad Com-
pany was a petition for a recommendation of reasonable rates

for coal transportation. The full opinion of the Board will be

found in Appendix E. In brief, the decision was, (1) That

in view of the less cost of carrying large quantities at one time,

and of the universal practice in that respect, it is reasonable to

adopt a tariff of cargo or large quantity rates lower than

single car-load rates, and that it is unreasonable to charge for

cargoes or large quantities the same rate that is charged for

single car-loads. (2) That rates which are reasonable in them-

selves, and admitted to be reasonable for the body of the com-

munity, cannot be lawfully set aside for higher rates whenever

a monopoly of railroad service exempts any particular line from

competition. (3) That a corporation is not justified in refusing

rates reasonable in themselves, from the fear that the giving of

such rates will divert business from other parts of their road to

a rival road. On this last point the English cases are very

decided.
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The Caertage of Milk.

The milk-producers have always claimed that they not only

have the rights of all shippers to reasonable rates, but that they

have a peculiar claim in equity ; for not only has their prop-

erty been taken without their consent, as the property of others

has been taken, but it has, as they say, been made less valuable

because the products of the West have been brought here in

great quantities and at low prices, so that the prosperity of

other classes has impoverished the agricultural class. The'

result is, that they cannot live unless they can freely dispose of

the more perishable products of their lands which find a market

in large places, and which will not bear long transportation.

Among the chief of these products is milk.

Without arguing the special claims of the farmers to con-

sideration, and recognizing the fact that recent developments in

agriculture may aifect the strength of those claims, the}^ have

certainly the right to fair terms, and the right to transportation

with reasonable facilities without the intervention of any con-

tractor or middleman. And the fact that it is easier for a

corporation to deal with one man than with several, is no

excuse for a railroad company that seeks to avoid its obligations

as a common carrier, and throws obstacles in the way of those

who demand a performance of its duties. The Milk Act of

1879, chap. 206, recognizes the difficulties which arise upon

roads where milk is carried under contract, and gives this

Board the power in certain cases to revise the rates fixed for

the general public. The informal and unofficial intervention of

the Board has been sought in a few cases, but only one has

proceeded to formal adjudication. This case was that of Elisha

D. Stone et al. v. Worcester & Nashua Railroad Company, and

it is reported in Appendix E.

In this case the corporation, after adopting for a few weeks

the rates fixed by the Board, not being satisfied therewith,

refused to submit to them further, and still refuses to carry

milk at the rate fixed by the Commissioners. The legal remedy

in this case is sought, not by prosecution, but by a civil action

of tort by each person in each case. The Board learns that

suits have been brought; and it is said that the defence is, that

the railroad, being a branch line in relation to Boston, is not sub-

ject to the law so far as transportation to Boston is concerned.
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In other words, as the Worcester & Nashua Railroad does not

run to Boston, this Board cannot fix a rate from the towns on

its track to Boston. The Board has not supposed this defence

to be available, because the company has held itself out as a

common carrier from each town on its route to Boston; because

it contracts to carry all sorts of merchandise from those towns,

and especially has fixed a milk tariff from each place to Boston

;

and because, by means of its contracts with another road, and

by force of the statutes, it is enabled to carry out these con-

tracts.

If, however, the defence should be sustained, it would seem

desirable to repeal or to amend the act. Otherwise, Massachu-

setts would have a law upon its statute book which could be

enforced against all main lines, while it could be nullified by all

branch roads.

Be,idge-Guakds.

Two accidents have shown that the law as to bridge-guards

lias become insufficient, on account of the use of certain cars

much higher than ordinary freight cars. A circular calling

attention to the matter will be found in Appendix F. The dan-

ger arising from the destruction of bridge-guards by brakemen

and others who regard them as an annoyance still continues,

and calls for constant vigilance on the part of railroad mana-

gers to repair the injury done by theij reckless employes.

Records of Location.

By chap. 16 of the Acts of 1880, the operation of chap. 135

of the Acts of 1878 was so extended, that notice to file amended

locations might be given to railroad corporations at any time

within two months from the passage of the act, and tliereupon

they might be filed at any time within the calendar year.

Under the provisions of this act, notice was given to the cor-

porations for the several counties in which their records were

defective, and eighteen locations have been filed in compliance

therewith. There are still several instances where records are

defective, and where the needed amendment has not been made.

And it is respectfully recommended that the act of the last

session be recnacted in substance.

Consolidation of Railroads.

It is also recommended that where railroads have been by
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lease or otherwise so consolidated tliat they are in fact one,

the}' should be allowed to be consolidated in form, with such

restrictions and conditions as may seem fit to the Legislature.

When a railroad like the Boston, Clinton & Fitchburg has been

leased for nine hundred and ninety-nine years, there seems no

good reason for continuing its organization, or for receiving and

publishing its accounts and reports.

Petitions for Elevated Railroads.

Recent decisions on petitions for certain elevated railroads

in and about Boston are embodied in the report, because simi-

lar petitions furnish matter of discussion at this time, and may

be a matter of consideration for the Legislature. The applica-

tions were for roads running from Cambridge to South Boston,

from Boston to Dorchester, from Boston to Brookline, and from

Charlestown to Milton, crossing the bridges, and running at an

elevation along the streets. The first decision was as follows:—
Petitioxs of the Directors of the Several Associations for the

Formation of the Cambridge & South Boston Railroad Com-

pany, THE Boston & Dorchester Railroad Company, the Boston

& Brookline Railroad Company, and the Charlestown & Mil-

ton Railroad Company, for Routes to be given to their Re-

spective Railroads in the Cities of Boston and Cambridge

and the Town of Brookline.
Oct. 27, 1880.

A preliminary question arises as to tlie jurisdiction of the Board in the

case of the Cambridge & South Boston Raih-oad Company. The mayor and

aldermen of Cambridge have not refused to grant a route ; but from Aug.

4 to Oct, 13 they did not grant a route, and, from the record of their

action and non-action, the Board finds as a fact, that on Oct. 13, the date of

the petition, the directors had failed to agree with the mayor and aldermen

of Cambridge as to the route of their railroad in that city. This gives the

Board jurisdiction. The Board has no doubt upon the questions that have

been discussed by counsel for and against tlie proposed roads ; and it is for

the interest of all parties that a decision should be made at once.

1. The petitioners have asked for an elevated railroad route. But, as it

was decided on the petition of the Massachusetts Central Railroad Company

for a route in Belmont (Eleventh Annual Report, 223), the question of alti-

tude is not before the Board at this time, but only the question of alignment.

And we have no jurisdiction, at this hearing, to decide any question except

that of the line to be given. When a route has been given, the petitioners,

subject to the provisions of law, may construct as they choose, — on the sur-

face, or under or over it, by tunnel, or viaduct, or trestle-work, neither of

which is forbidden by statute. Xeither the projiosed manner of building

nor the exact route need be set forth in the petition; but the fact that
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they are set forth, even if they are not approved, does not prevent the Board

from acting upon it. At the worst, these allegations are only surplusage.

2. It is objected that the General Railroad Act only contemplates railroads

constructed on the surface of the ground. But there is nothing to show this.

No one has ever doubted, that, under the provisions of this law, a tunnel or

a viaduct can be constructed; nor is there any thing to limit the extent of

such construction. The present law compels railroads to leave the surface

of the ground in some cases, and permits it, not only where it is necessary,

but where it is convenient; and it is the practice to do so, as in the case of

the trestle-work on the Swampscott branch of the Eastern Railroad, and the

viaduct on the Boston & Providence road at Canton, which was built under

a charter, but without special powers to erect such a structure. The

framers of the statute were familiar with the manner in which the railroad

enters the Cannon-street station in London; and they were, some of them,

familiar with other forms of elevated roads.

3. It was argued that sect. 31 of the General Railroad Act forbids the con-

struction of any railroad within eight miles of the State House; but that

section applies only to the construction of branches, and not to the con-

struction of independent railroads. It has always been so construed by this

Boai"d, which has authorized the building of two railroads within the dis-

tance named; and until now, so far as is known, this has been the universal

opinion as to this provision of law.

4. It is clearly made the duty of this Board to grant routes to the peti-

tioners, without regard to the opinions of the Commissioners as to the

necessity or expediency of constructing the proposed roads. The law is

imperative, and leaves no discretion to the Board, except as to the question

of route. The law of this state (and of many others) is, that if the I'equired

number of persons, complying with the terms of the statute, desire to con-

struct a railroad through any number of towns and cities, although every

inhabitant is opposed to the project, and all the municipal authorities pro-

test against it, and although the Board believes that there is no exigency for

it, and that it would be an unmitigated injuiy to the public, yet the Board

must grant a route; and, when this state of things was pointed out to the

Legislature, it refused to amend the law. And this was not done without

con.sideration. Full discussion was had, and, among others, the legislative

" father of the bill " appeared and argued ably for the law as it now exists;

and the chief argument used was, that no practical evil had arisen, or was

likely to arise, under the act, and that needless and useless lines would not

be constructed, because the cost would forbid it.

It seems that the act was assumed to be constitutional bj' the learned

justice of the Supreme Court who recently passed upon certain questions

arising from the location of the Nantasket Beach Railroad The highest

court in New Jersey has, within a year, sustained the constitutionality of a

similar law; and many states have like acts on their statute books, which

have been sustained by their courts, so that it was an error to suppose that

the law of ^Ma.ssachusetts was peculiar in this respect Under these circum-

stancf's this tril)unal would not be justified in failing to give full effect to

the statute, even if it appeared to us to be unconstitutional; but the Board

has heietofore given its reasons for believing that the law will finally be
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upheld by the courts. With the policy or wisdom of a law the Board, of

course, has nothing to do in deciding a case under it. That question belongs

exclusively to the law-making power. The Board, thei-efore, is bound to

grant routes running from terminus to terminus of each of the proposed

roads. In so doing it is the duty of the commission to select such routes as

will most benefit and least injure the public.

5. The law does not provide that the company shall, in all cases, have the

route that it prefers, nor the route that is the most profitable. On the con-

trary, the petitioners are sent to a tribunal which is supposed to be au

impartial judge between the diffei-ent interests involved.

6. What is more important in this case, the law of Massachusetts forbids

certain routes. It does not allow a railroad to pass through any park or

common without a vote of the inhabitants of the town, nor through a ceme-

tery without leave of its proprietors, nor through land occupied by a state

institution; and it forbids the granting of any route running longitudinally

in or through any street, townway or highway. The latest statement of the

law on this subject is found in the opinion of Chief Justice Gray, given in

Boston & Maine llailroad v. Lowell & Lawrence Railroad Company (124

Mass. 368). One paragraph on page 373 seems decisive of this question:

" The decisions to which we have referred clearly show that an authority

conferred by the Legislature, in general terms, upon public boards or offi-

cers, to determine or control the location of a highway or a railroad, is not

to be construed as authorizing them to order or consent that it shall be laid

out along and within the location of a turnpike, a highway or a railroad

already established." This makes it unnecessary to consider at length the

earlier cases in which the same point was decided: Springfield v. Connecti-

cut River Railroad Company, 4 Cushing, 63 ; Commonwealth v. Old Colony

& Fall River Railroad Company, 14 Gray, 93. Still less would it be profit-

able to review the conflicting decisions of other states. The law of Massa-

chusetts is settled. And the rule is made clearer by the; exception in sect.

27 of the General Railroad Act, which gives the municipal authorities power

to allow sjpurs, branches, and connecting or terminal tracks running longi-

tudinally within the limits of a public way. There would be no need of this

exception, if the rule did not exist forbidding in general tiie construction of

a railroad in the street or highway; and so it was regarded by the chief jus-

tice. (See p. 376 of the above case.)

It is unnecessary to say, that, under this section (27), this Board has no

power to grant the proposed routes : (1) Because the section only applies to

the adjuncts and accessories of a main route already granted. (2) Because

the spurs and branches therein authorized can only be laid witli tlie consent

of the municipal oflicers. It hasj indeed, been sometimes argued that this

clause gives the Board authority to grant such a route; but this argument is

the exact reverse of the reasoning in the case cited above, and the Board

could not assume such authority without disregarding a unanimous opinion

of the Supreme Court, delivered by the chief justice in 1878.

If it is said, that, when these decisions were made and when the law was

passed, elevated railroads were not generally known, and that, therefore,

they do not apply to such roads, the answer is, that, even if the question of

altitude were before us, the law applies to all roads without regard to alti-
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tude; and any view of the law which should exclude elevated roads from the

application of these rules would wholly exclude them from the operation of

the general law, and make it impossible to build any elevated railroad. The
rule under the general act allows a route anywhere. One exception ex-

cludes public ways. If the exception does not apply to elevated roads, the

rule does not apply to them. No doubt the Legislature, as Chief Justice

Shaw says in Springfield v. Connecticut River Railroad Company, may grant

a right to take land already appropriated for another public use by clear

words, or by necessary implication. He instances the case of a narrow

mountain gorge occupied by a turnpike, and states that the grant of power

to lay a railroad on that line would necessarily imply a grant of power to

take part of the road-bed of the turnpike. But here is no special grant

from which any thing can be implied; and that is the difference between the

two cases. The counsel for the petitioners has cited Boston Water-Power

Company v. Boston & Worcester Railroad Company, 23 Pick. 360, to show
that power to take land already dedicated to a public use may be given

without an express grant. But in that case there was an express grant of

power to construct a road between two "general termini," Boston and

Worcester, and also a delegation of power to select the precise termini. So in

Pall River Iron-Works Company v. Old Colony & Fall River Railroad Com-
pany, 5 Allen, 221, "an unrestricted grant of authority to construct a rail-

road from one designated point to another" was the express grant, from

which the power to cross navigable waters was implied. The general power

to grant a railroad route cannot imply a power to grant a route in a place

already dedicated to another public use. The reasoning of the petitioners'

counsel is, that a grant has been made by the General Railroad Act to any

future railroad company to build from and to any terminus that they select;

and that, if it becomes highly desirable or reasonably necessary to take land

devoted to other public uses, a grant of power to do so is necessarily implied.

But there is no authority for this doctrine: the result of it would be that the

locations of many roads could be taken away in whole or part under this im-

plied power, and taken again by other railroads under new articles of asso-

ciation; and, finally, this doctrine is wholly at variance with the decision

quoted from the 124th volume of Massachusetts Reports. This case also dis-

poses of the ingenious suggestion that this Board has the powei-s given to

the thi-ee special commissioners appointed in Springfield ik Connecticut

River Railroad Company, and empowered to decide whether the use of tlie

highway was reasonably necessary for a railroad track. It is said that this

Board did not exist at the time of that decision; and it is argued that, if it

had existed, it would have had jurisdiction to decide the question of neces-

sity. But this Board did exist when the case in 124 Mass. was decided; and

it was distinctly held tliat no board or t}ibunal could, under the general law,

place a railroad in a location already occupied. It has been said by counsel

that the whole extent of the decision in this case is, that, under the General

Railroad Act, no railroad can be constructed within the location of another;

and that all other statements in the opinion are mere dicta. But the princi-

ple on which this decision is founded, as well as the words of the oiiiiiion,

applies equally to turnpikes, highways and railroads. It is, "That land

already legally appropriated to a public use is not to be afterwards taken for

7
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a like use, unless the intention of the Legislature that it should be so taken

has been manifested in express terms or by necessary implication" (124

Mass. 370, and many cases there cited).

It has been argued, that the law prohibiting the construction of railroads,

&c., over a public common or park without a vote of the inhabitants, implies

a right to construct railroads in highways; but this has been answered by

the chief justice, who says, " The more reasonable inference appears to us to

be, that, so far as interference with existing higliways and railroads either

by crossing or lengthwise was concerned, the Legislature considered the law

to be already clearly and sufficiently defined by the statutes and decisions"

(124 Mass. 377).

It is not in the power of this Board to grant the routes asked for, so far

as they run longitudinally through streets or highways, and across the

bridges which are parts of highways; and, because it is clearly out of our

power, we have not considered the expediency of giving such routes. And
this fact is distinctly stated here, so that the petitioners, if they do not agree

with this view of the law, may apply to the Supreme Court for the proper

writ directing this Board to consider that question.

7. The power to cross highways and streets from side to side exists; and

without it railroads would be an impossibility. And, if the petitioners

desire it, this Board must grant routes between the termini mentioned in

such petition, which, without running lengthwise in any street, or crossing

any park or common, and without running across any bridge now in exist-

ence as a highway or part of a highway, shall run over, under or thi-ough

some portion of the cities of Boston and Cambridge and the town of Brook-

line, crossing streets and highways where they intersect these routes, and

crossing Charles River and other navigable waters, if the Board of Land and

Harbor Commissioners assent, by independent structures. Such roads could

be built by purchasing or taking under the right of eminent domain the

land necessary for the purpose, and removing the buildings thereon. But

as the municipal boards and this Board would not be likely to consent to

grade-crossings, and as street-crossings would be very numerous and near

each other, it would probably be necessary to construct the roads for a great

portion of the routes on viaducts, unless tunnels should be preferred. This

was the view taken by the Board at a former hearing, when counsel, reason-

ing against our construction of the law, argued that it could not be so

absurd as to allow a railroad to be built through the heart of the city of

Boston. The answer was, that a route must be given if asked for; but by

the power to refuse grade-crossings it would probably be turned into an

elevated road, and it was supposed that the expense would make such a

structure impossible. Such a structure, however, has since been erected by

the Pennsylvania Kaihoad Company, in order to reach the heart of the city

of Philadelphia.

Of course such roads cannot be constructed without making full compen-

sation to land-owners for the land taken ; and under the law of this state

all incidental damage to property must also be paid for. Nor can the roads

be located until a sworn estimate of the cost of construction, including land

damages, shall have been approved by this Boai'd, and fifty per cent of such

approved estimate shall have been subscribed in good faith, and twenty per
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cent thereof paid in. And every land-owner may require security for the

payment of his damages; and his land cannot be taken or entered until

such security has been given. This is mentioned to quiet the apprehensions

of those who might suppose that the grant of a route insured the immedi-

ate construction of a road, and of others who may believe that a road cost-

ing many millions of dollars can be begun on a subscription of forty

thousand

.

It has been objected that such routes would not be desirable or profitable;

but the law does not guarantee to every possible railroad company that it

shall have a desirable route or a profitable one. Nor is this Board author-

ized to set aside the law as laid down by the Supreme Court, because in

no other way can a projected enterprise be made remunerative. Jurisdic-

tion to give routes, which the law denies, is not to be derived from proof

that lawful routes would be unprofitable. And, so far as land damages are

concerned, no item of cost will be incurred, except what is due in law and

equity; and, if a road cannot be built on such terms, it ought not to be built

at all. It cannot well be objected to a decision founded upon settled law,

that under it the demands of equity and of simple justice will be enforced.

It may be well to add, although it is not necessary for the decision of this

case, that the petitioners seem to be in error when they suppose that they

could build their contemplated roads, if it were lawful to do so at all, with-

out paying for the damage and annoyance and loss of value to property

caused by their construction and operation. Whatever the law may be in

other states, this monstrous injustice would not be permitted here. A long

series of cases in Massachusetts makes a raih'oad company liable for all

incidental damages. " A party who sustains an actual and real damage,

capable of being pointed out, described and appreciated, may sue a com-

plaint for compensation for damage" (Parker v. Boston & Maine Railroad,

3 Gushing, 107, 113). And a recent decision of the Supreme Court of New
York (Caro v. New York Elevated Railroad) seems to show that such is

probably the law of that state, although the case is now pending in the

Court of Appeals.

Jf the parties in the various cases still desire to press their petitions, it

will be the duty of this Board, after consultation with their engineer, to

grant routes which conform to the views of law here expressed. It may
appear to be a farce to offer routes which the petitioners do not want and

cannot use; but such an appearance can be avoided by their withdrawing

their request for lines which, under the laws of the state, cannot be granted.

If, relying on the letter of the law, the petitioners still demand routes

between the points named in their petitions, then the Board, obeying the

strict demands of law, will give such routes as the law permits. And it is

believed that the action of this Board will not only conform to the statute,

but that it will do justice to the parties and to the public.

The question of the land damages, which would have been

reasonable if the law had allowed such a structure in streets

and highways, was touched incidentally in reply to a remark of

counsel ; and it seems desirable to state the law of Massachu-

setts fully.
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The law of this state now is,—
(1) Where the land of any one is taken for railroad con-

struction, the company is liable not only for the value of the

land taken, but for the depreciation of the property arising

from the proximity of the road and running of the trains.

"The owner is entitled to compensation for such injury as is

occasioned by the appropriation of a part of it to the uses for

which it is taken " (Walker v. Old Colony & Newport Railway

Co., 103 Mass. 10). But such depreciation is to be considered

so far, and so far only, as it is due to proximity caused by such

taking, and which would not have resulted but for such taking.

Under this law abutters owning the fee of half the street would

probably recover their damages.

(2) Where land is not taken, the railroad company is not

liable for anno3'ances the same in kind Avith those which are

suffered by the whole community (Presbrey v. Old Colony &
Newport R. Co., 103 Mass. 1). And depreciation in the value

of real estate not abutting on a railroad, caused by laying a rail-

road across a street leading thereto, was held to be too remote

and consequential to be a ground for awarding damages (10

Cush. 385>

(3) It seems that when the construction or use of the rail-

road is such as to cause an actual obstruction to the occupation

of the land, or interruption of the business to which it is appro-

priated, damages may be recovered (103 Mass. pp. 6, 7).

Under this rule it would seem to be a question of fact as to

each abutter, whether his occupation of his estate was ob-

structed, or whether the business to which it was appropriated

was interrupted, by the railroad.

(4) Where a party is injured in a way not the same in kind

that is suffered by the whole community, he is entitled to

damages, although none of his land is taken (Parker v. Boston

& Maine R.R., 3 Cushing, 107). In this case the petitioner

was allowed damages for the construction of an embankment

which hindered access to his land, and for the draining of a

well upon his estate caused by an excavation made on land

taken for railroad use, but not on his land. This is worthy of

remark, because, if the excavation had been made by the owner

of adjoining land, he would not have been liable to pay for the

loss of the well. Damages were allowed, as the chief justice

says, because of the broad language of the statute providing
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for the payment of all damages that shall be occasioned by
laying out and making and maintaining their road, or by taking

any land or materials. "The word 'occasioned' points to any

damage which may be directly or indirectly caused by the rail-

road."

This includes all direct damage to real estate by passing over

it, or which affects the estate directly, though it does not pass

over it, as by a deep cut or high embankment so near lands

as to prevent or diminish the use of them, &c. Another item

of damage stated is, "running a track so near buildings as to

cause imminent and appreciable danger from fire " (Proprie-

tors of Locks & Canals v. Nashua & Lowell R.R. Corp., 10

Cush. 385).

These decisions suggest the question, whether, if there ever

should be anj legislation, by charter or general act, as to street

elevated railroads, it should n-ot include some definition of the

injuries for which damages can be recovered, thus settling ques-

tions of law in advance and in an equitable way, and saving

much cost in litigation.

It is a question, also, whether abutters on streets likely to be

injured by the construction of railways, should not have the

same right to security in advance which is now given to land-

owners.

A second decision is also given, from which it will be seen

that the Board was asked to grant four routes running through

the city of Boston, and that the statute would have obliged the

Board to grant this request if the requirements of law had been

observed.

In the matter of the petitions of the directors of the several associations

for the formation of the Cambridge & South Boston Railroad Company, the

Boston & Dorchester Railroad Company, the Boston & Brookline Raih'oad

Company, and the Charlestown & Milton Railroad Company, praying for

routes for their several proposed railroads, the Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners report as follows :
—

The petitioners renew their request for routes, to be given under their

petitions dated Oct. 13, 1880, in accordance with the views heretofore

expressed by the Board.

It has been objected that these petitions have not been before the City

Government. But no new petitions have been filed, nor are any such peti-

tions necessary if the first ones were properly presented. The law provides,

that, when petitioners have failed to agree on a route with the municipal
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authorities, they may come to this Board, wliich is bound to give one. This

Board has refused to give the routes originally asked for; but it does not

follow that a new petition is to be presented. On the contrary, the law

provides, that, without new proceedings, the Board shall proceed to give

some route to the applicants. And this has been the course heretofore

pursued in similar cases.

The petitioners, when they asked for this hearing, indicated their prefer-

ence as to a route, and asked that it should follow as nearly as possible their

map, crossing the water by structures adjoining the upper side of the

bridges, and running ou the land abutting on each street. They did not

specify on which side of the street routes should be given. At the time of

the hearing, this request was withdrawn, and the Board was left without any

suggestion as to route.

It is hardly necessary to say, that, if the request had not been withdrawn,

it would not have been granted. Passing over the legal objections, which

made the routes of three of these roads unlawful and impossible, without

votes which never could be obtained, the Board could not have granted

routes which threatened the destruction of many of the most valuable

buildings in Boston, and which would have ruined its principal streets.

The duty of the Commissioners is to grant such routes as will best accom-

modate and least injure the citizens and land-owners. The routes proposed

were such as would most incommode the people, and injure their property.

Some of the most valuable estates in the city would have been destroyed;

and the road would have been placed where its operation would most dis-

turb and endanger travel. A few particulars will demonstrate this. In

Treraont Street, the road asked for would destroy the Museum, King's

Chapel, part of the Parker House, the Tremont Temple, St. Paul's Church,

the United States Court-House (if that can be taken), the Masonic Temple

and the intervening buildings; or it would demolish, among other edifices,

the Tremont House, Park-street Church, the Hotel Pelham and Odd Fel-

lows' Hall.

The route requested on Washington Street would destroy the Old South

]\Ieeting-house, Jordan, Marsh & Co.'s building, the store of R. H. White &

Co., the Cathedral and the intervening buildings; or it would destroy the

Sears building, the " Herald" building and other valuable estates, includ-

ing the Commonwealth Hotel. To ask for such routes was reckless; to

have granted them would have been criminal. When the possibility of a

similar road has been suggested as an objection to the General Railroad Act,

one answer has been, that common sense would prevent the asking or grant-

ing of such routes. In this case it would at least forbid the granting of

them. So general a demolition of buildings would have resulted from this

project, that it has been said, with some exaggeration, that the proposal was

to substitute a system of railroads in exchange for the existing city of

Boston.

It is true that the expense, amounting to many millions of dollars, would

prevent the construction of any such roads. But property-holders ought not

to be subjected to the annoyance and disturbance that would be caused by

having such a cloud thrown upon their rights. A route has been held not to

be an "encumbrance" in the legal sense of the word, but, practically, it
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would be a most serious encumbrance to any one who wished to dispose

of his estate, and it would continue for a year after it was granted.

It is not probable that any route that can be granted under our existing

laws will ever be used for the construction of a railroad in the heart of

Boston; but the Board is bound to act as if it might be, and to consider

these applications as made in good faith, and with a real purpose of con-

structing the roads as authorized. At all events the argument that the

roads never would be built could not well be used by the petitioners.

The Board has spoken of this at some length because the same objections

that apply to the routes once indicated as the choice of the petitioners

apply, to some extent, to any like routes. To build four steam railroads

through the city of Boston and across its streets, keeping so near its chief

thoroughfares as to accommodate travel, would destroy tens of millions of

jjroperty; and to grant routes for fou.r such roads, although they never

would be built, would greatly annoy property-liolders, and diminish the

present value of their estates without benefiting any one.

If it ever becomes the duty of this Board to fix such routes, its first care

will be to find those which will least injure the public. It would be our

duty to do this now, if the law had been complied with by the petitioners.

But, upon cai'eful consideration, it is the opinion of the Board that a fatal

omission has been made by the parties before us. The law requires that,

before applying to the municipal authorities, " the directors shall prepare a

map of the proposed route on an appropriate scale with a profile thereof on a

vertical scale of ten to one as compared with the horizontal scale, and with the

report of a skilful engineer, based on actual examination and survey, show-

ing .... the manner of constructing the road, and a detailed estimate of

the cost of construction."

This map need not be followed by the Board; but it is intended to show

what the petitioners really want, and it will generally give some approxi-

mate idea of the cost. In these cases the maps, although excellently drawn

for the proposed street-roads, are utterly worthless as applied to the

structures now asked for. The reports, also, have no relation to the present

designs of the petitioners. They include, for instance, no land damages

whatever, while that item would for each road amount to many millions of

dollars.

All these maps show routes forbidden by law; and, in the opinion of the

Board, a map of a route, impossible because illegal, is not such a map as the

law requii-es. As an illustration, suppose the petitioners had asked for a

route extending from North Cambridge to Causeway Street, and had ^jre-

sented a map of a route running all the way over the location of the

Fitchburg Railroad (the supposition is absurd, but none the less fitted to

illustrate this case) : is it possible that such a map could be regarded as the

map required by the statute? And would this Board be compelled, on

appeal from the aldermen, to grant some other route? But that would be

no more impossible or illegal than the routes delineated on these majjs.

The Commissioners do not lay much stress upon the point, that, before

action can be had upon an application for a route, a profiler must be fur-

nished on a vertical scale of ten to one, although this statute requirement

has not been complied with; but we hold that maps setting forth routes
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forbidden by law, and therefore impossible to be used, are not the maps

required by law. Without such maps the city and town authorities had no

jurisdiction of the petitions; and, where the original tribunal has no juris-

diction, the appellate tribunal has none.

There is still another reason for declining to grant routes in these cases;

viz., that the petitioners have not placed the services of an engineer at the

disposal of this Board. Their theory appears to be, that, having rejected

their routes, this Board is bound, not only to indicate what lines will be

granted, but to survey and make maps of the routes; in other words, to do

the field-work and office-work of surveyors and civil engineers necessarily

preceding the location of a raih-oad. If this were a correct view, it is certain

that many months would be required before this Board, with its other

engagements, could survey four such routes as are proposed, examining, as

they would be obliged to do, every inch of the ground.

The view of this Board has always been that its duty was to indicate

generally to the petitioners what route would be granted, and that they

should employ the engineer to do the work under the direction and supervis-

ion of the Board. This has always been the practice of the commission

;

and no question has ever arisen, because petitioning parties heretofore, being

anxious to proceed with their work, have been prompt in furnishing the

services of engineers.

One i-eason for taking this view of the law is, that it is not provided that

a civil engineer should be a member of the Board, so that the survey of a

route by it might be impossible. The fact that a civil engineer has been

appointed does not alter the law or change the intent of its framers.

It is said that the Board might employ an expert under the provisions of

sect. 17 of the General Railroad Act; but the wording of the expert clause

excludes the idea that they should be employed for such services. It would

be unjust that the railroad companies of the state should pay for the loca-

tion of new railroad routes; and the general practice of town officers and of

county commissioners would indicate that the petitioners for a route should

pay all the cost of surveying it.

For the reasons stated, the Commissioners feel that the duty of giving

routes to the several petitioners has not devolved upon them, and they

decline to grant any route under these petitions.

In connection with these petitions, the attention of the Legis-

lature is once more called to the provisions of the General Rail-

road Act which compel the Commissioners to grant routes

when they have been refused by the municipal authorities of

the places through which the contemplated roads are to pass.

The law as it now exists compels such a grant in defiance of

the wishes of the people of each place and of the municipal

authorities, and without regard to the views of the Commission-

ers as to the need of a road. Such laws exist in several states,

and they have been held to be constitutional ; but they appear

to many to be contrary to the spirit of our institutions. One of
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the fundamental doctrines of our law is, that no man's property

should be taken from him without his consent, unless it is

required f ir public use ; but this act makes private and inter-

ested parties the sole judges whether any public use and exi-

gency exist.

The number of routes that must be granted is without limit.

At one time three parallel routes were demanded over a narrow

territory, where it seemed doubtful wliether one ought to be

granted, and where all would have been worthless if all were

constructed. Nothing in the law saved the Board from taking

this action.

If a route were demanded to-day from Boston to the state

line, parallel with the Boston & Albany, it must be granted,

and so must any number of routes. It does not seem a com-

plete answer to say that men will never be so foolish as to ask

for such a road or roads. Past events show that absurd routes

may be persistently demanded. Nor is it beyond the bounds of

probability that unnecessary routes may be asked by petitioners

whose sole object is to be bought off.

It is said that no useless and needless railroad will be con-

structed because of the expense. But the history of railroad

enterprises shows that needless and useless roads have been con-

structed from spite, from a desire to control or annoy other

railroad companies, and still more frequently from a spirit of

mad speculation.

It is true that for various reasons fewer needless roads have

been chartered or constructed under the general law than under

the old system of special charters ; but it is not understood

that any one desires to go back to the old system with its

expensive and demoralizing adjuncts. There is, however, a

desire that some tribunal should be devised which should pass

upon the exigency for a road before a route can be granted.

It may not be easy to frame such a tribunal; but it cannot be

beyond the bounds of legislative ingenuity to devise some method

of having the question of exigency decided in some wa}^ before

private property can be taken by law. If it is feared that

needed and proper routes will be refused under the proposed

system, the answer is, that an appeal can always be had, as it

may be now, to the Legislature. Of the power to grant a

charter, when it ought to be granted, the Legislature can never

divest itself.

8
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It has also been suggested, that, before granting the certificate

provided for in sect. 29 of the General Railroad Act, the Board

of Commissioners should be satisfied that enough money has

been subscribed in good faith to pay all land damages that can

be incurred, if the proposed railroad should be constructed. This

would be some security against the asking for routes requiring

an extravagant and disproportionate outlay.

Relief and Pension Fund.

Most railroad men agree that it is desirable to have some

method by which the employes of large railroad corporations

can be insured in case of accident and death, and have pensions

when disabled or superannuated. Many methods have been

tried, and tlie subject has been heretofore discussed in the

reports of this Board. It is alluded to here because some of

the officers of railroad companies in this state are. now seek-

ing to find the best way of dealing with the matter, and because

legislation may become necessary to further their views.

There are various advantages in having the cooperation of

the railroad company with its men in carrying out such a pro-

ject. Relief, which is now given irregularly, without the sanc-

tion of law, and as an act of charity, will then be afforded as a

right, and under a system. It is believed that such a system

will improve the relations between the corporation and its men,

that it will improve the character of the service, and tend to

make it more permanent. It is well known that in a large

class of accidents the law gives no claim to the injured employd

against the company; it is as well known that in many such

cases a claim founded in equity or in pity is practically ac-

knowledged, and that such claims are satisfied without much
reo^avd to legal considerations. These cases can be better met

by mutual contract between the employer and the employed

than by such legislation as that of the present English Parlia-

ment. Those who are engaged in the hazardous Avork of train-

men ought to be insured against accident and death ; and, if

the insurance business is assumed by the railroad compan^^ the

expense of insurance companies is avoided, including the im-

mense cost of agencies and commissions. So far as this is a

burden to the company, the testimony of eminent raih^oad man-

agers is, that it is fully justified by the increased efficiency and

better morale of the force.
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In the case of a faithful servant who, after long years, be-

comes incapable of further service, the law gives no claim, and

would not even allow a pension to be paid ; but many railroad

companies do recognize the fact, that it is a fair and proper

thing to reward fidelity and good service by giving a sinecure

place to an aged employ^, or in some other way contributing to

his support.

Perhaps the best mode of illustrating the subject is to state

what has been done by one great corporation in this country.

It began by subscribing one hundred thousand dollars as the

nucleus of a relief fund, and assumed all the clerical and office

work connected with it. All new employes are engaged on

condition of becoming subscribers ; all who were in the service

had the option of doing so. They are divided into two classes,

— those operating rolling stock, and those not so engaged.

The first class contribute as follows : Those receiving thirty-five

dollars or less per month, one dollar a month, with the right to

one benefit; those receiving between thirty-five and fifty dol-

lars per month give two dollars a month, with right to two

benefits ; and so on till those are reached who receive over one

hundred dollars per month. They give five dollars per month,

and receive five benefits. The second class pay twenty-five per

cent less, and receive the same amount of benefits as the first

class. Officials receiving high salaries, and running no risks,

may participate or not as they please.

These funds are managed by a board chosen in part by the

contributors, and in part by the directors of the corporation.

And payment is made as follows :
—

1. In case of temporary disablement in railroad service, a

daily allowance paj^able monthly for not more than six months.

2. In case of permanent disablement so caused, preventing

the employ^ from earning a living, a monthly payment while

the disability continues.

3. In case of death while in discharge of duty, the payment

of a specified sum to the person who has been designated to

receive it, or to the legal reiaresentative of the deceased.

4. In case of sickness or accident not in the discharge of

duty, causing inability to labor, a monthly payment for not

more than a year.

5. In case of death not caused by accident in the discharge

of duty, a specified sum to the person designated or to the legal

representative.
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One benefit under the first clause is fifty cents per day

;

under the second, twenty-five cents per day. Under the third

a benefit amounts to five hundred dollars; under the fourth

clause it is fifty cents daily ; and under the fifth it is one hun-

dred dollars.

Contributors will be entitled to a greater number of benefits

on pajdng the corresponding rates. Contributions are de-

ducted from the monthly wages, and thus payment becomes

easy. Free medical attendance is also furnished to contribu-

tors. An annuity fund is also connected with this scheme, in

which employes may share by contributing thereto. This en-

titles every contributor to one and one-half times the amount
contributed by him, in case of death, before reaching the age of

sixty-five; or, if he survives that age, he receives one dollar each

year for every ten dollars paid, and one-half dollar more on

each ten for every year his contributions have continued.

This plan is in full operation, and gives complete satisfaction

to the employes and to the managers of the railroad. Like

sj'stems with various modifications exist on many roads. All

plans, of course, provide for the withdrawal of deposits, or of

some portion of them, at the option of each contributor. One
desirable modification is that of advancing from the treasury

of the company each month a sum equal to that contributed

by all the employes, or having some fixed relation to it, instead

of a gross sum.

An interesting statement of the methods pursued on a

French railroad may be found in a pamphlet of F. Jacmin,

traffic manager of the Eastern Railroad of France, translated

and published by " The Railroad Gazette " in 1877.

Good Service Fund.

It has been proposed to extend the scope of the sj^'stem by

providing rewards for faithful service, and special rewards for

special service ; and it has been thought possible to make the

fund for such payments dependent in part on the profits of the

corporation b}' adding to the fund a fixed per cent of the sur-

plus of net earnings over a sum fixed for dividends, so that

every employe should have a contingent interest in the pros-

perity of the road. This principle has been to some extent

applied on the French railroad referred to. There wages of

certain employes were raised in proportion to the decrease of

certain current expenses.
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It seems doubtful whether a union of relief funds and of

good service funds could be made without too much compli-

cation.

Matters of detail, however, need not be discussed, as they

would probably be different on different roads, and they may
well be left to the judgment of the managers and employes.

Legislation seems to be needed, because strict construction of

law might forbid the proposed contracts as ultra vires; for it

might be said no power had been given to railroad companies

to form the sort of partnership necessary for founding and hold-

ing a relief fund. Probably legislation would also be desired

to protect such funds from the creditors of railroad companies.

Whether any legislation is desired to protect such funds in

whole or in part from the creditors of the employes, is a ques-

tion of general policy rather than of railroad policy, and it is

unnecessary for this Board to discuss it.

The Board respectfully recommends, that, if any railroad

company should desire to try the experiment of a i-elief fund

raised and administered by cooperation with its employes, legis-

lative sanction of such arrangement shall be given by general

law.

THOMAS RUSSELL.
ALBERT D. BRIGGS.
EDWARD W. KINSLEY.

December, 1880.



SPECIAL EEPOET
ON

FREIGHT COUPLERS AND DRAW-BARS.

The subject was referred to the Board by the following

resolve :
—

Resolved, That the Board of Railroad Commissioners be instructed to

investigate the subject of freight draw-bars and couplings, and report the

result of their investigations to the railroad corporations of the state, and

to the next General Court.

Approved March 19, 1880.

The subject is important, and has for 3^ears received the

attention of inventors and of railroad managers. The inven-

tions patented are numbered by hundreds. During the last

year the number of persons killed in this state while coupling

or uncoupling cars was 9, and the whole number injured,

including the killed, was 43. In nine years the number of per-

sons so injured was 211. In New York the number of persons

so killed in the 3^ear ending Sept. 30, 1879, was 13, and the

number injured was 251. Daily reports of accidents in various

parts of the country show the need of some action in the

matter.

The expense and annoyance arising from the loss of pins is

a matter of small consequence as compared with the danger

arising from the usual method of coupling by link and pin ;

but it is of some consequence, as appears from the fact that the

loss on one road (not in this state) amounted to sixty thou-

sand dollars in one year. Such a loss is obviated by some of

the devices which have been exhibited to the Board ; but the

consideration of safety is the one to which the attention of this

Board has chiefly been given. With the view of the subject

which we have taken, other advantages or disadvantages of

rival improvements may well be left to the judgment of

railroad managers without comment from this Board.
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To serve the great purpose of insuring safety from coupling

accidents, couplers must be automatic ; and, in order to be used

with advantage, they must be fitted to connect with draw-bars,

varying in elevation from their own : for, unfortunately, there

is a wide difference in the height of freight cars, although that

difference has been greatly reduced since the Convention of

Car-Builders held in 1870.

A serious difficulty arises from the existence of so many dif-

ferent couplers and draw-bars belonging to different companies,

and to companies existing under the laws of different states.

As these cars are all liable to meet each other, no draw-bar is

desirable which will not readily couple with every other one;

and, as the old link and pin still furnish the chief mode of

coupling cars, no device can be adopted which cannot conven-

iently be used in connection with the link and pin. Moreover,

the possibility of legislation by an}'- one state is limited by the

fact that its railroad cars are constantly meeting the cars of

other states. The number of foreign freight cars at this time,

or at any time, on the tracks in Massachusetts, somewhat

exceeds the number of domestic cars here ; and over ten thou-

sand Massachusetts freight cars are always scattered through

different states.

Any legislation hindering the free exchange of freight cars

would produce great confusion and injury to business. Indeed,

through freight business could not be done, if one state passed

a law practically forbidding the use of cars within its limits

with appliances used in other states. Even if any one coupler

and draw-bar were shown to be perfect, Massachusetts could

not legislate it into universal use within her borders, without

irreparable injury to her business interests; nor can she, with-

out crippling her railroad interests, prescribe a form of coupler

for her own roads, unless it will readily unite with the devices

of other states, and especially with the link and pin. Similar

limitations affect any railroad company. It is not enough to

show that a coupler is excellent in itself. To be used to advan-

tage now, it must be capable of use in connection with inferior

devices ; and the use of a device not used by connecting roads

will always expose a railroad company to inconvenience and

loss, because, in case of breaking or injury to their draw-bars

on another road, there will necessarily be delay and extra cost

in repairing the injury,
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Tlie Board has examined many couplers, and also many
models, which have great merit, and which show much inge-

nuity ; but no report can be made with any satisfaction upon a

device which has not advanced beyond the stage of a model.

And even trial trips, such as we have witnessed made by two

or three cars, with experiments in shackling and unshackling,

do not furnish trustworthy materials for a report, until the

device has been tested by continued use in the actual course of

traffic. It has not been thought desirable to set forth in detail

the construction and working of the various devices laid before

the commission. They could not be fully understood without

ample illustration by wood-cuts, and the Board has not thought

it advisable to encumber its report with such illustrations ; and

we hesitate to do any thing which shall make the report serve

as a medium for advertising rival improvements, except so far

as it becomes absolutely necessary.

The members of the commission, while they find some diver-

sity of opinion as to the merits of different devices, and an unex-

pected difference of opinion as to the desirability of having any

appliance other than the simple link and pin, are of opinion that

every railroad providing itself with new freight cars should

adopt some automatic coupler for those cars. It need not be

said that some one should be selected that will connect with

the link and pin arrangement now so common in this state and

elsewhere.

Many railroad managers disapprove of any law upon the

subject, either not appreciating the evils arising from the

present system of coupling freight cars, or having little faith in

the best existing devices ; but it is apparent that there are

devices which will lessen the number of persons annually

injured or killed while engaged in coupling freight cars, and

this when the cost and inconvenience are not disproportionate

to the saving of life and suffering is decisive.

In reaching this conclusion the Board has been greatly

influenced by the evidence furnished by the action of many
railroad corporations. When fifty or more of such corporations

adopt an automatic coupler, not as an experiment but as a

standard, they do so in spite of the increased cost and trouble,

and in spite of the natural prejudice against any new device

;

and they thus furnish strong testimony' in favor of it. When,
having tried such a device for a long time as an experiment,
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railroad managers order its universal nse upon tlieir road, they

give the strongest testimony possible in its favor. One road

adopting an expensive improvement in order to save life out-

weighs, in the value of its testimony, ten companies that have

not adopted it. And it must be remembered, that, in deciding

whether to use such a device or not, railroad managers balance

against the question of safety the cost and inconvenience of a

change, and may give more than due weight to these considera-

tions. It must not be forgotten that, in ordinary xBases of

accidents to employes, no action lies against the company
;

and this may be one reason why safety appliances for the pro-

tection of employes are less speedily adopted than those which

protect passengers. In justice to railroad managers it ought to

be added that their backwardness in this matter is partly

owing to the fact that in the belief of many no perfect device

for self-coupling freight cars has yet been found ; and still

more, that, in their opinion, most of the accidents are owing to

the recklessness of brakemen, and might be easily avoided.

They cite instances where wooden or iron rods have been pro-

vided to obviate the necessit}^ of going between freight cars to

couple them, and where brakemen have declined to use them,

and have looked upon their use as cowardice. There is much
truth in the statements ; but it is worth while to incur some

expense and some inconvenience to secure the limbs and lives

of men from being endangered by their own carelessness.

There are devices which will greatly reduce the number of

accidents that occur in the shackling and unshackling of

freight cars, and the Board feels that preventable and fatal

accidents ought not to be permitted to occur in a well-governed

state.

Among the appliances that have been exhibited to the Board,

Safford's draw-bar, including the latest improvements, is pre-

eminent. In coming to this conclusion the Board refers not

only to the intrinsic merits of the device, which are unsur-

passed, but to the fact that it is in such general use. This is

not only a strong testimonial to its value, but is, in itself, a

great advantage ; for cars provided with this draw-bar will

meet many others furnished with the same appliance.

The Board would not recommend the compulsory use of this

draw-bar, for that would create a monopoly, to whicli the spirit

of our laws and the feelings of our people are rightly hostile;
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and it would not only prevent railroad managers from using

devices which they prefer, but it would forbid the use of new
and perhaps better inventions yet to be made. Nor is such

action requested. The inventor feels confident, as other inven-

tors and proprietors do, that, if a law is passed compelling the

use of automatic couplers, the merits of his device will insure

proper attention to it. Following the precedent of the Switch

Act, chap. 24, 1871, a bill is recommended which shall require

for cars' newly bought or constructed by Massachusetts rail-

road corporations for use in this state the Safford draw-bar,

or some other automatic coupler.

To those who fear that even this would tend to the creation

of a monopoly and to unreasonable demands, it may be sug-

gested that the great variety of devices will check any such

tendency, and that one well-approved device of this kind is free

to all, because the patent has expired.

THOMAS RUSSELL.
ALBERT D. BRIGGS.
EDWARD W. KINSLEY.

December 31, 1880.
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COMPARISON OF RETURNS

ISTQ with 1880,

SUMMARY TAKEN FEOM RETURNS

1873-1875-1876-1877-1878-1879-1880.
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Summary taken from the Returns of 1879 and 1S80.
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Summary taken from the Returns of 1879 and 1880.

1879. 1880.

General Exhibit for the Year
Total income....
Total expense, Including taxes
Net income .

Rents
Interest accrued .

Dividends earned .

per cent
Dividends declared

per cent
Balance for the year
Surplus Sept. 30 .

Transportation Earnings
From local passengers .

through passengers .

express and extra baggage
mails ....
other sources

Total passenger department

From local freight
through freight .

other sources

Total freight department

Total transportation earnings

Transportation expenses, including
taxes .......

Mileage, Traffic, &c.

Train miles, passenger
freight

Total revenue train miles

Miles run by other trains

Total train miles ,

Passengers, season ticket
total number
local mileage
through mileage
total mileage

Freight, total tons carried
local mileage .

through mileage
total mileage .

Equipment.
Locomotives
Passenger cars ....
Mail, baggage and express cars .

Freight and other cars (basis
wheels)

$30,312,964 54
18,651,077 23
11,661,887 31
1,507,873 45
3,172,990 59
6,981,023 27

•^ 85

5,264,431 78
4.44

1,716,491 49
939,972 04

$9,363,
3,671,

846.

432,

25,

232 38
,815 06
,863 81
,460 08
,120 00

$14,339,491 33

$7,456,
7,213,

143,

.393 37
082 13
862 19

$14,813,

29,152,

337 69

829 02

$19,131,792 25

10,792,629
8,974,993

19,767,622

2,988,288

22,755,910

$35,140,374 77
22,393,682 29
12,746,692 48
1,554,876 95
3,423.752 25

7,768,063 28
6.56

5,987,718 64
5.05

1,780,344 64
2,288,031 83

$10,421,502 26
4,110,865 80
878,064 16
445,509 88
64,134 20

$15,920,076 30

$8,899,969 42
8,713,414 43
128,362 54

$17,741,746 39

33,661,822 69

$23,026,518 04

11,350,716

9,809,975

21,160,691

3,814,701.

24,975,392

$4,827,410 23
3,742,605 06
1,084,805 17

47,003 50
250,761 66
787,040 01

.71

723,286 86
.61

63,853 15
1,348,059 79

$1,058,269 88
439,050 74
31,200 35
13,049 80
39,014 20

$1,580,584 97

$1,443,576 05
1,500,332 30

$2,928,408 70

4,508,993 67

$3,894,725 79

558,087
834,982

1,393,069

826,413

1,103
1,512
403

19,509

2,219,482

1,422,981
5,933,518

63,435,537

28,338,754
91,774,291
2,819,690

55,152,429
98,212,388
153,364,817

33
61
2

2,477

$15,499 65

19
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Domestic Exportations,
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American and Foreign Tonnage entered at Seaports of the United

States during the Years ending June 30, 1878 and 1879.
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Train Accidents reported to the Board of Railroad Commissioners

during the Year ending Sept. 30, 1S80.

COLLISIONS.
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[C] ^

SPECIAL REPORTS ON ACCIDENTS.

COLLISION AT BLACKINTON ON THE TROY & GREEN-
FIELD RAILROAD JAN. U, 1880.

This was a rear collision between two freight trains, occurring

under the following state of facts : An east-bound Troy & Boston

freight train, running on the Troy & Greenfield Railroad from Ver-

mont to North Adams as train 15, was stopped at Blackinton by

telegraphic order from North Adams to await the arrival of a western-

bound freight train (No. 74) eight hours behind time. Train 15 was

followed by extra 15 freight at an interval of four miiiutes when

passing Williamstown, and this was followed b}' another freight train

(second extra 15) with an interval of six minutes. Freight train 15

was stopped bj' signal at Blackinton, and the first extra 15 was

stopped by flagging barely in time to avoid a collision. But first

extra 15 was struck by second extra 15, consisting of engine, caboose

and twent3'-six freight cars. The result was the demolition of the

caboose and of two freight cars of the first extra, and the break-

ing of draw-bars and timbers of ten other cars of that train.

Representatives of the Troy & Boston and the Tro}- & Greenfield

roads were heard at Boston Jan. 22 and Feb. 4, and on Feb. 14 at

North Adams. The conclusions of the B9ard are given in brief, full

minutes of the testimony being preserved :
—

1. The second extra 15 left Williamstown seventeen minutes iii

advance of the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western passenger train

73, in violation of the rule which requires freight trains to clear pas-

senger trains by twenty minutes ; but this violation of rule did not

in any way contribute to the accident.

2. No blame attaches to the train-men of either of the colliding

trains, in regard, to their conduct before or at the time of the acci-

dent.

3. One cause of the collision was the running of the freight

trains by sections, without adequate intervals of space or time be-

tween the sections. When freight trains, manned by a conductor

and two brakemen, are run at intervals as brief as those permitted in

this case, any cause that checks the forward train is liable to produce

a collision, especially when a curve adds to the danger of this prox-
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irait}'. This raetliocl of conducting business must therefore be re-

garded as a contributory cause of the accident.

4. The collision might have been prevented if the sending of

belated freight train 74 and the holding of trains at Blackinton had

been telegraphed to Williamstown as well as to Blackinton. This

would have been notice that eacli train should proceed with caution.

And we recommend that in all like cases notice should be scut to all

stations where warning can be given to all passing trains.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Cleric.

Feb. 19, 1880.

ACCIDENT ON THE BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD
AT EAST BROOKFIELD MARCH 31, 1880.

The Board, having carefully investigated this accident, think it

sufficient to state the results of their judgment without giving details.

1. The cause of the mishap, which might have been a serious dis-

aster, was the forgetfulness of the switchman in leaving two switches

open. He frankly admitted his error ; and, while his truthfulness

deserves credit, the managers of the road could not fail to act as

they did in removing him from his place.

2. The engineman's account of the affair is, that he saw the posi-

tion of the switches when west of the whistling-post (distant 2,359

feet from the switches), and that he at once shut off steam, applied

the air-brake, and reversed the engine, but failed to gain control

of the train until after passing the switch. He is fully confirmed b^-

the fireman. He is also confirmed in part b}^ three brakemen and

the baggage master, who testified to the reversal of the engine on or

near the bridge, and to the use of the train-brake. He is contra-

dicted by one brakeman, who denies the use of the train-brake. The

engineman seems also to be contradicted by the facts of the case.

If he saw the danger 2,359 feet and more from the point of danger,

and at once availed himself of all the means in his power to stop

the train, it ought to have been stopped before reaching that

point ; and this ought to have been done notwithstanding the slip-

pery condition of the rails. If on such a piece of track, substan-

tially level, a train could not be controlled within 2,400 feet, railroad

travelling is more dangerous than it is generally believed to be.

The engineman must be in error as to tlie point where he applied

the brake and revei-scd the engine. Some weight also may be due

to the fact that, on the same afternoon at Brighton, the air-brake,

when used on the same train with another engine, failed to act
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promptl}'. But upon this part of the case it is impossible to reach

a conclusion entirel}' satisfactory.

3. As to the conduct of the station agent, no doubt exists. It is

his dut}', under Rule 154 of the road, to see, when a train is due,

that the track is unobstructed and the switches properly set. This

duty he did not perform, nor pretend to perform ; nor does he deny

that he habitually neglects it. There is no shadow of excuse for this

neglect ; for the switches in question ai'e plainly visible from the sta-

tion. Neither by observation nor by report did he attempt to inform

himself of the condition of the switches. Had his neglect and the

carelessness of the switchman resulted in a fatal disaster, each would

have been liable for manslaughter.

4. In conclusion, the Board would suggest to the managers of the

road, that the knowledge of this rule, and the importance of always

observing it, should be strongly and at once impressed upon all

station agents, so that hereafter no accident may arise from their

ignorance or inattention.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAB^TS, Clerk.

March 31, 1880.

ACCIDENT ON THE TROY & GREENFIELD RAILROAD,
RESULTINC IN THE DEATH OF ANDREW HOFFMAN,
OCT. 4, 1880.

In this case the person killed was walking illegally on the track of

the Troy & Greenfield Railroad in North Adams. He was struck b}^

a train of the Tro}' & Boston Railroad Company, and was instantly

killed. No blame is attached to any of the train-hands. The train

appears to have been equipped with hand-brakes only. On the 23d

of September the Board addressed the following communication to

the president of the Troy & Boston Railroad Company :
—

Daniel Robinson, Esq., President Troy Sf Boston Railroad Company.

Sir,— This Board would recommend to you the use of atmospheric train-

brakes, which can be operated by the engineman from the locomotive, in

addition to the usual hand-appliances upon the foot-boards of the cars on all

your passenger trains running in this state. The Board has often expressed

its belief in the efficacy of this appliance; and, if the Commissioners had less

faith tlian they have in such brakes, it would still be advisable to use it in

deference to the demands of public opinion. Believing that opinion to be

well founded, the Board trusts that, without unnecessary delay, you will com-

ply with its recommendations.

Per order of the Board.

Yours respectfully,

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
23"
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It is not probable that the use of such a brake would have pre-

vented the accident ; but it is possible that, b}' diminishing the speed

of the train and the force of the blow, it would have saved the life of

Mr. Hofiman. The Board, therefore, renews its former recommenda-

tion ; narael}', that tlie Troy & Boston Railroad Compan}' shall use

the atmospheric train-brakes,* which can be operated by the engine-

man from the locomotive, in addition to the usual hand-appliances

upon the foot-boards of the cars on all passenger trains running in

this state.

B3' the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerh.

ACCIDENT ON THE FITCHBURC RAILROAD AT LIT-

TLETON OCT. 7, 1880.

This was the derailment of a portion of a passenger train, consist-

ing of engine, baggage car, drawing-room and smoking cars, with

two passenger coaches, —-one of the Troy & Boston road, and one

of the Fitchburg road. Thp train is known as the Chicago express,

and it passed the station at Littleton on its way to Boston a few

minutes before 9 p.m. There the train-hands and passengers felt a^

jar; brakes we^'e applied, and the engine was stopped after running

about two thousand feetj breaking from the train. But, before it left

the train, the two rear cars—-the Troy & Boston and the Fitchburg

— had parted from the train and become derailed, and had run off on

a siding, and had dashed against some freight cars which were standing

there, crushing and almost destroying the Troy & Boston car, break-

ing the front of the Fitchburg car, and breaking the cast-iron stand-

ards of several seats. The ti'uck removed from under the Troy &
Boston car was found under a freight car, occupying the place of the

truck which it had displaced. Two passengers were instantl}' killed,

one of whom was Mr. Varney, the master car-builder of the Fitchburg

Railroad. He was seated in the forward end of the Fitchburg car;

and Mr. Falconer, the other, was near the rear end of the Troy &
Boston car. The heavj- casting forming the guard-rail of the Tyler

switch, twenty-two feet from the station, was found to be broken ; and

this was the first indication of any disturbance of the track. A frog

sixty-flve feet below -this switch was also broken, and there were the

usual marks of the passage of a derailed train below the switch. A
wheel was found from which about twenty inches of flange had been

* The Board did not intend by this language to specify any particular device, but only to

recommend the use of power brakes, continuous and capable of being operated by the engine-

man. This note is added because the recommendation has been misunderstood.
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broken. Several pieces of flange were found, but not enough to

supply all the broken and missing portion.

After the disaster occurred, the train-hands did the little that could

be done promptlj- and intelligent!}* ; and the}', and the railroad officials

who hastened to the spot, acted with energy and humanit}- in caring

for the injured.

It is rarely that a railroad casualt}' leaves so little trace of its

cause ; and it is not easy to decide what was cause and what was

consequence of the accident. But some points are clearl}^ estab-

lished, —
(1) The switch was not open, but was closed and locked. This is

proved not onl}' by the testimon}' of the station agent, who was

switch-tender, and who is known as a veiy faithful man, but by the

corroborating testimon}' of others who saw him when he came from

his house to the switch, and saw him try it, and know that he found

it closed. One of these witnesses— a mechanic, not connected with

the railroad compau}*— saw the switch-tender arrive ; saw that the

switch was locked, and knows that the tender did not then close it,

and that he could not have closed it without his knowledge.

(2) An unfounded rumor stated that trackmen had been for a week

at work on the frog, which Avas broken, tr3'ing to set it to rights ; but

the testimon}' showed that it had not been touched for months, and

the condition of the track showed that the destruction of the frog

was the consequence and not the cause of the accident.

(3) A theor}' of some who were not familiar with. the circum-

stances was, that tlie rear cars were snapped off while the train was

going at great speed around a sharp curve ; but this theory was

wliolly at variance with the facts. The train left Ayer Junction at

8.43 P.M., and stopped at 8.54 p.m. ; Littleton station being 4^^-^

miles from Ayer station. The curve on which the train was running

has a radius of four thousand feet, making it, as all experts say,

practicall}' a straight line. The train was making, at most, thirty

miles an hour ; and all railroad men agree that it is safe to make sixt}'

miles an liour on such a curve, while the}' also agree that thirty miles

is a safe rate of speed on curves with a much smaller radius than this.

Moreover, it is the theory that in such cases the rear car only is likely

to be "snapped off." In this case the last two cars were derailed.

And still more significant is the fact, that instead of being thrown

outside of the slight curve, as centrifugal force would have thrown

them, they were thrown inside of it.

(4) The only point that could be criticised as a defect in the equip-

ment of the train was the fact that the Troy & Boston car had no

check-chains on the trucks. But this defect, if it be one, could have
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no share in causing the original disaster, — no effect in derailing the

cars ; nor would the presence of check-chains have prevented or

diminished the consequences of derailment. Nor did their presence

saA^e the Fitchburg car, which had these appliances, and which was in

advance of the Tro}" & Boston car.

(5) The track was in excellent condition, and was observed to be

so by the Board of Railroad Commissioners, who inspected it on the

day before this accident. And no defect in track or equipment, nor

any error in management likel}' to cause the accident, was suggested

by any one at the public hearing given by the Board.* An opportunity

was afforded to eye-witnesses who had presented elsewhere theories

of the disaster, to substantiate them by their testiraon}^ ; but the

theories were withdrawn, and no important testimony was given by

an}^ of the passengers.

(6) One prominent fact in the case is the breaking of the guard-

rail of the switch, which was fractured close to the bolt-hole, reveal-

ing a slight imperfection such as is usually found in fractured cast-iron

beams. ^ This was called a " draw " by some, and a " blow-hole " by

others. Such flaws exist hy reason of the melted iron cooling first at

the outside, and drawing the material SLway. Such hidden defects

weaken a beam slightly, but not materially. Of course, when force

is applied sufficient to fracture a beam of cast iron, it breaks in the

weakest spot, and that is generally at the place where a " blow-hole
"

exists. All large castings are liable to such defects, and there is no

means of detecting them until the casting breaks. This beam was of

unusual size, and the material was good.

It is impossible to decide how this beam was broken, or just how it

derailed the cars, or whether it could derail them. Perhaps the mere

pressure of the train, or of a freight train which had shortly before

passed over it, fractured the casting ; and the attention of the Board

has been called to six or seven cases where this has happened. The

courtesy of a railroad manager has furnished the Board with a broken

casting from a Tyler switch on his road, which was fractured just as

the Littleton casting was. In that case " the spring of tlie switch
"

caused the fracture, and resulted in derailing the cars.

Perhaps a broken wheel contributed to the accident ; but it is im-

possible to say whether or not the wheel was broken before the

fracture of the switch casting. A careful search has failed to find

any piece of broken flange between Fitchburg and Littleton. The

wheels all appeared to be in good condition when they were inspected

and tapped at Fitcliburg.

On the whole, the disaster appears to have been one which is not

traceable to any defect of construction, equipment or management,
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and therefore one which no amount of vigilance could have pre-

vented. While this illustrates the fact that, in spite of all precau-

tions, some dangers will always attend railroad travelling, as it does

all travelling, it is well to recall another fact, that, for two years

prior to this accident, no passenger of the 130,000,000 carried had

been killed in the cars of any railroad in this state. And it seems

proper to state the additional fact, that up to that time no passenger

between Boston and Fitchburg had ever been killed or seriously

injured from causes be3-ond their own control.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, ClerTi.

Oct. 19, 1880.

COLLISION ON THE EASTERN RAILROAD AT LYNN,
NEAR GREEN-STREET BRIDGE, NOV. 4, 1880.

This was the partial derailment of two trains, one of which,

while crossing the main track to a siding, was struck by an express

train coming on the main track. This train, No. 44. consisted of an

engine with tender and seven cars, including one Pullman, four ordi-

nary passenger cars, and two baggage and mail cars. It left Port-

land at 8.45 A.M., and was due at hynw at 12.45 p.m. It was two

minutes late at Salem, and it was expected to make up one minute

between Salem and L3'nn.

The Saugus Branch train (No. 38), consisting of an engine, ten-

der, one baggage car and three passenger cars, arrived at Lj-nn at

12.37 P.M. on time, and, as usual, took water, and started up the

track to be switched from the east-bound track across the west-bound

track to a siding. It was delayed a few minutes bj* a freight train

(No. 99) which was on its way to Portsmouth, and which was eight

minutes late. This was occup3'ing the inward track. A train for

Danvers went out, and then the freight train hauled across the track,

and went on. Then the Saugus Branch train went on to the switch

be3-ond Green Street, and backed to the west-bound track on its way

to the siding. The signalman is switchman also, and he threw the

switch, which has a semaphore target, and motioned the train to

cross. Tlie engine was disconnected from the train, and had gone

about ninety feet forward, when the Portland express struck the second

car of the Saugus Branch train, threw it over, and nearly demolished

it, derailing the other cars. The engine and four cars of the express

train were derailed ; but no serious damage was done, and no passen-

ger was injured. One man, walking on the track,* was crushed and

* In the opinion of somu, this man was riding on the train without permission; but this does

not in any way affect the merits of the case, or the cause of the accident, which is the point for

this Board to consider.
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killed l\v the Suugus train, the derailed cars ; and a hoy, ten years

old, received some injuries while riding on this train without leave

or right, as several others were doing, and as it is the custom of

many persons to do at this place. The whole damage done to the

propert}' of the company will not exceed t ree thousand dollars.

The signalman saw No. 44 just before it struck No. 38, and mo-

tioned for No. 38 to stop. The rear brakeman observed the gesture,

and attempted to obey, but could effect nothing. The engineer of

No. 44 reversed his engine upon seeing No. 38, but too late to pre-

vent the collision, as he was w-ithin a hundred and twenty feet of

that train when he discovered it. Flagmen were promptly sent to

protect the train both in froi)t and rear.

The signal house is a short distance w^est of Green-street bridge,

and a ball at mast-head allows trains to pass. When no ball is seen,

it signifies that the main line is obstructed, and that all trains must

stop. There is a conflict of testimony as to the position of this ball

at the time of the accident ; but a great preponderance of evidence

shows that it was down. It was hoisted to let the Danvers train pass
;

then it was lowered, and so remained till the collision occurred, and

long afterward. Not only do the witnesses to this fact greatly out-

number those who testify otherwise, but among them are witnesses

who had the best means of knowing, whose business it was to know,

and who were acting on knowledge of the fact. The testimony of

men who were engaged in shifting trains in the yard, and who acted

as they did because they saw the ball on the ground, outweighs many

times that of the engineer and fireman w^ho were on a train running

at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour, and who now think they saw

the ball where it ought to be, and where they were always accustomed

to see it on arriving.

The testimony of the witnesses who believe that they saw the ball

lowered after the accident is not only contradicted by a great number

of witnesses, but by all the probabilities of the case. And the state-

ment of the signalman, that he lowered it before the accident, and

not after it, is confirmed not only by the testimony of many persons

who acted on their knowledge that the ball was down, but also by the

fact that he could not have lowered it at the time when these two

witnesses believe that they saw it descending. These witnesses

from excitement may have mistaken the time when they saw the ball

on its way down ; but it is more likely that they mistook the bal-

ance weight for the ball. This weight is four feet below the mast-

head when the ball is down, and it is larger than an ordinary window

weight. There is little doubt that this is the object referred to by

one witness, who testified that he saw something on the mast, but
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could not sa}' that it was a ball, and could not sa}' that it was at the

mast-head. Probably the two witnesses who think the}^ saw the ball

descending were misled by the appearance of this weight.

The Board viewed the premises on the morning after the disaster,

and heard on the next day and afterward all the witnesses who were

connected with either of the trains or with this part of the road, and

postponements were allowed so that the engineer of No. 44 might

produce testimonj^ in his favor. It appeared that from the scene of

the accident the Swampscott station is in full view. The weather at

the time of the collision was perfectly clear.

Such an accident is a startling one, and calls for as thoi'ough an

investigation as if it had been attended, as it miglit have been, with

a gi-eat loss of life. The first impression made by the facts is, that,

if any one of the many persons emploj'ed on the trains or on the

spot had been awake and attentive to his duty, such an accident could

not have happened.

The Board, after careful deliberation, has reached these conclu-

sions :
—

1. The engineer of train No. 44 was guiUy of gross carelessness

in not observing that the ball at Green-street bridge was down. He
ought also to have seen that the switch was thrown, and he would

have noticed the arm of the semaphore if he had been properlj' atten-

tive. We, therefore, recommend his discharge.

2. The signalman at that station was also guiltv of gross negli-

gence in hauling down and keeping down the ball, and in allowing

train No. 38 to cross the track when the Portland express was due,

unless he had positive knowledge that this train was delaj'ed. His

own statement convicts him ; for he says that he knew that the train

was due, but that he could not see whether it was coming or not,

because of the presence of a freight train and of a large number of

persons who were walking on the track. He considered himself at

liberty to allow the track to be obstructed at the minute when the

train was due unless he actuall}- saw the train, and this at a time

when he says he could not see whether or not the train was there.

If he could see, he was wrong ; if he could not see, he was wrong.

It is true, as has been said above, that the engineer of No. 44

ought to have seen that the ball was down, and ought to have stopped
;

but this is no excuse for the signalman, who created the danger into

which the engineer careless)}' fell.

It seems also tluit the signalman, if on the lookout, as he should

have been, for a train fnlly due, wouhl have seen No. 44 before he

did see it, and in time to prevent the disaster. His discharge ig

recommeuded,
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3. The engineer of the Sangus Branch train ought to have seen

Xo. 44: in time to have avoided the accident, and woukl have done so

if lie had been on the alert. It is true that he trusted to the protec-

tion of the lowered ball, and to the presumption that the engineer of

No. 44: would do his dutj*. But this is onl}' one more case to show

that it is never safe to rely on such a presumption. And an engineer

who is shifting a train across the track on which an express train is

due should use extreme vigilance. This was not done by this engi-

neer, and his discharge is recommended.

4. While the engineer of No. 44 is the person responsible for the

running of the train, it is evident that the fireman ought to have

noticed tlie absence of the ball from the mast-head and the warning

of the semaphore at the switch. Suspension from employment for a

reasonable time would do no injustice, and would tend to secure

greater care in future.

5. At such a yard as that of the Eastern Railroad at Lynn, it is

vei-y desirable that a system of interlocking switches and signals

should be adopted ; and we would recommend to the directors that

the}' consider the expediency of providing such a system at an earl}'

day.

B}' the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, ClerTi,

COLLISION ON THE NEW YORK & NEW ENGLAND
RAILROAD AT CHESTNUT HILL STATION NOV. 13,

1880.

This was a head collision between a freight train running east and

a pay train running west. Although no lives were lost, the peculiar

circumstances of the case seemed to call for investigation and re-

port. The freight train, "No. 18," consisted of an engine and

twenty cars of a miscellaneous nature. It was on its way from

Woonsocket to Brookline, leaving Newton Centre at 4.27 p.m., and

being due to leave Chestnut Hill station at 4.34 p.m. It had local

freight to deliver at Chestnut Hill, and speed had been reduced to

four miles per hour, when, a few rods west of the station, the pay

train struck it, derailing five dump cars and two flat cars, and slight-

ly injuring both engines. The whole amount of injury did not exceed

one thousand dollars.

The pay train (No. 82), under control of Engineer Oliver D.

Stimpson, had been engaged for four days in conveying the paymas-

ter to the different stations on the road. A brakeman accompanied

the engineer, but no regular conductor was on the train. On this
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da}' it had come from Willimantlc in the morning ; and at the time of

the collision it was running nnder a special order to " run to Brook-

line and return to Mill River, keeping out of the way of regular

trains." Instead of doing this, Stimpson, the engineer of No. 82,

tried to reach Chestnut Hill station to meet No. 18, knowing that

the freight train was " due to leave " that station at 4.34, but hav-

ing an impression, as he sajs, at the time that that train was due to

leave the siding five hundred feet west of that station at that hour,

instead of being due to leave the station. Leaving Brookline at

4.23 P.M., and passing Eeservoir station at 4.27, when the train

(No. 82) had passed round the curve at Chestnut Hill, the engineer,

Stimpson, saw that the freight train had passed the siding, and was

at the west end of the platform. All means and appliances at hand

were used to prevent the collision, but too late ; and only the slow

rate of the freight train prevented a serious disaster.

Mr. Stimpson states that the time tables were correct, and that he

ought not to have made the mistake which led to the accident. He
admits that he was the sole cause of the collision by running on the

time of another train, and he assented to the justice of the order

which removed him at once.

He had been in the employ of the company for several years as

machinist, fireman and engineer, and was regarded as among the

best of his class, and as entitled to promotion, being decidedly

above the average of railroad enginemen both ,by experience and

education. He was selected for the running of pay trains because

of his high standing ; and it should be remarked, that, while this is a

responsible place, it is not an exhausting one, and that his four da^-s'

work had been comparativel}' light.

The Commissioners have examined this case because various acci-

dents have been reported as recenth^ occurring on the roads of this

corporation, but not within jurisdiction of this Board ; and it had

been decided, that if any serious accident should occur in this state,

whether resulting in the loss of life or not, it should be investigated

b}' the Board.

It is clear that in this matter no rule or order or practice of the

compan}' was defective, and that the sole fault was in the causeless

blunder of the engineer in -charge of No. 82 ; and, as to him, there

was no reason why he should not have been in charge of the train,

but ever}- reason why he should be trusted to the fullest extent. In

short, this was an accident which no amount of care on the part of

the manager of the railroad could have prevented.

B}- the Board.

VVM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Dec. a, 1880.

24
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EXPLOSION OF A LOCOMOTIVE BOILER ON THE FALL
RIVER RAILROAD NOV. 3, 1880.

The witnesses in this case were examined immediately after the

accident ; but a decision has been dela^-ed until the boiler could be

personally examined b}' the Commissioners and b}' experts emploj'ed

b}' them. This locomotive, the "Jupiter," was built at the Mason

Locomotive Works at Taunton in 1859 ; a new fire-box was con-

structed in 1871 ; and it was " thoroughly repaired and overhauled
"

in March, 1879. Nothing was done at that time to the boiler,

because it was supposed that nothing needed to be done.

On the morning of the accident the engine came out at 11 a.m. to

start from New Bedford for Fall River at 12.15. The engineer re-

ported to the superintendent of motive power that a slight leak ap-

peared on the wagon-top just above the foot-board, and that water

was slowly dropping fr6m it. The lagging, or jacket (wood-work

covering the boiler), was removed, and a leak one-half inch long was

found. The lagging was relaid, and the engine was sent out on time,

without objection by the engineer, and apparently' without an}' hesi-

tation on the part of the superintendent. Another locomotive was

sent for to take the place of the " Jupiter " on the next da}^ and dur-

ing repairs. The engineer was requested to keep the steam as low as

possible. The usual pressure was a hundred and ten pounds to the

square inch.

The engine went safely to Fall River ; but while returning with one

freight, one baggage and one passenger car, when crossing Long

Bridge, over Watuppa Pond, an explosion took place, tearing the

boiler to pieces, demolishing the cab and breaking the connection of

the cars, but not derailing an}' of them. The fireman was thrown

on the coal, and was somewhat scalded. The engineman was hurled

into the water, where the body was found the next day with a fatal

wound on the head and face.

The following report, made by a most skilful and trustvvorth}' ex-

pert, shows the cause of the accident ; and his views are confirmed

b}' still another expert, and by the examination of the Commis-

sioners :
—

Office of U. S. Local Inspectors of Stkam Vessels,

Boston, Mass., Dec. 17, 1880.

The Hon. Thomas Russell, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Sir, — In compliance witli yom- request of the 8th inst., I carefully ex-

amined the exploded locomotive boiler at Taunton on the' 14th, and beg

leave to submit the following opinion as to cause, &c. :
—

First, The initial point of rupture was evidently on the left-hand side of
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the wagon-top, on a line just above the horizontal diameter of the boiler,

through a plate once solid and five-sixteenths of an inch thick, but from

wear and tear reduced in the form of a crack from the inside to a very small

proportion of its original thickness, and, at some points, to a mere skin on

the outside. This crack extended the whole length of the wagon or fii-e-box

part of the shell four and a half feet, and constituted a chronic weakness,

which was without doubt the sole cause of the accident.

The elastic and divellent force of the steam, acting upon this large

place, suddenly detached for four and a half feet, threw it upward, and tore

it mostly through the line of rivet-holes at each end, running over and down
the flat side opposite, pulling through fifty-one (51) screw-stays, and there

tearing itself clear from the boiler. This piece, which formed the entire

crown of the shell of .the boiler, including a dome twenty-four inches diame-

ter, measures about four and a half by eight feet.

The primai'y cause of this old crack, in my opinion, was the deflecting

and fretting effect on the plate, disturbing tlie fibres of the iron, with

every material variation of pressure and expansion, due in this case to the

arrangement of the bracing, and so the weakening process went on till the

limit of endurance was reached.

As a rational means of ascertaining that a boiler retains a margin of

strength to enable it to safely withstand the strain of a given pressure, it

should, at least once in every year, be subjected to a hydrostatic test of fifty

per cent beyond the every-day working steam pressure at least. Had this

been done, together with a careful, thorough and intelligent inspection, it

is my opinion the weakness in this case would have been discovered, and the

disaster avoided.

Very respectfully,

ANDREW J. SAVAGE.

The boiler was not as strongly built as boilers are now ; but the

defect arose from a cause which is liable to affect all locomotive

boilers, — the wear and tear arising fi'ora their ordinary use. Against

this danger we know no safeguard, except the frequent testing of

boilers b}' some one of the well-known and approved methods ; that

of cold-water pressure being, in the opinion of the Board, best.

No record of any recent application of such test to this boiler

appears. The proper application of such a test at an}- time within

a 3'ear would have revealed the defect, and would have prevented

the accident. Such an occurrence does not greatly affect the pub-

lic when only emplo3-^s are injured, because it does not seem to

endanger them. But it hardly needs to be said that the explosion of

a locomotive boiler does impei'il eveiy one upon a train ; and, if it

occurs at a station, it may destroy those who have nothing to do vvith

the road, and who have no idea of incurring an}' railroad danger.

The Board will once more recommend legislative action upon the

subject of locomotive-boiler inspection. In the mean time it sug-

gests to all railroad man;igcrs the expediency of annual tests.
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The action of the superintendent of motive power nt New Bed-

ford is next to be considered. It seems to the Board tliat he was in

fault in sending out a locomotive when the boiler was leaking as this

did. The partial examination made bj' him showed that the leak was

not at a seam, bat through the plate. The best that can be said is,

that he did not know whether it was in a dangerous condition or not

;

and this shows that the engine ought not to have gone out.

At the same time justice compels the Board to say that this official

acted as other railroad men probably would have done, and hereto-

fore have acted, in like cases. The evidence is, that it is not unusual

to send out locomotives with slight leaks in the boilers. The testi-

mony shows that he acted in accordance with railroad usage ; but the

Board condemns that usage, and holds that no engine should be sent

out on the faith that such a defect will not prove dangerous. The

train, in such case, should wait until another engine can be obtained,

or till it can be made sure that there is no danger.

Bj' the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Dec. 24, 1880.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION.

The length of new road opened for use during the year ending

Sept. 30, 18S0, was only about four miles : viz., the extension of the

Boston & Lowell road, from South Lawrence to the station at North

Lawrence, -5^ of a mile; and the Nantasket Beach Railroad, 3.1

miles. The twenty-eight miles of extension of the New Haven &
Northampton Road from Northampton to the Troy & Greenfield

Railroad at Bardwell's Ferry, with a branch from South Deerfield to

Turner's Falls, are now nearh' finished and ready for use. Progress

has been made on the INfussachusetts Central, on which fourteen miles

of track have been laid ; but none of it is 3'et finished. Work has also

been commenced on roads connecting with the Nantasket Beach Rail-

road, — one on the northerly end extending to the town of Hull, and

one on the southerly end extending to the Old Colon}' road in

Hino;ham.

EXAMINATION OF ROADS.

The usual examination of all the roads in the state has been made b^'

the Board ; special trains being furnished for the purpose, and ample

time being taken for a thorough examination of all the structures on

the several roads, as well as the road-bed and track. From notes

made during the examination the managers of the roads have been

notified of all defects which came under the observation of the Com-

missioners, and of such improvements as seemed to them desirable to

promote the safet}' of travellers and employes. Such criticism, of

course, is intended only for the managers.

The Board was gratified to find that most of the roads were in an

improved condition over that noted in the previous examination, and

that deterioration was found in only a few instances. This is one of

the results of more prosperous times.

B}' the returns of the corporations, two hundred and eighty-four

miles more of steel rails arc reported than were reported the previous

vear ; and now more than half the length of the main lines are laid
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with steel. The tracks hiid with iron have generally been maintained

in good condition, and the renewal of ties has been kept up, except in

a few instances of which the companies received notice. In this con-

nection it maj' be observed, that the Boston & Albany- Railroad Cora-

pan}' has adopted as its standard a steel rail weighing sevent^'-two

pounds to the yard,— the heaviest rail used on any road in this

country. It is believed that, with its great and increasing traffic, this

will prove wise economy for the company.

The Board was gratified to find that its former suggestions, with

regard to guard-rails and stronger flooring on bridges, have general!}'

received attention ; and that the companies, with one notable excep-

tion, have complied with the recommendations of the Board in those

particulars on most of their bridges. Happil}' there has been no

accident during the past railroad yeav in this state to illustrate the

importance of these provisions for the safety of derailed trains ; but

in the United States, during the same period, there were seventeen

accidents b}' "broken bridges;" and of these, two certainlj', and

probably others not fully investigated, were caused by derailment of

cars or engines.

Some of these broken-bridge accidents, it is well known, might

have been prevented b}- guard-rails and properl}' constructed floors.

And the Board hopes at an early day to find that evei'v railroad

bridge in the state has been strengthened by guard-rails and an

improved floor system.

The Boston & Albany.

The general good condition of this road has been maintained, and

in their examination the Commissioners noted many improvements.

The corporation has made, and is making, great additions to its

terminal facilities in Bpston, and has still other improvements in

contemplation. At East Boston land for a new switching 3'ard of

upwards of four acres in extent has been purchased at the junction of

the road with the Eastern, to relieve the overburdened Grand Junction

j-ard. Another dock and pier, covering an area of about 130,000

square feet, have been purchased on the easterly side of the former

premises. Two new steamship sheds, covering an area respectively

of 31,360 and 39,574 square feet, have been constructed. A storage

warehouse, with a floor area of 22,800 square feet, and a storage shed

with the same floor area, have also been built. The improvements

contemplated are contingent upon legislation authorizing an extension

of the company's wharves into the harbor. If the plans are put in

execution, they will add materially to the facilities of the company for

export and import business.

Other improvements on the road are the completion of nrew freight
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houses ill the Boston yard incident to the construction of the new

passenger station, the erection of a new and commodious passenger

station at Newtonville, the construction of four iron bridges, two

rolled beam bridges of short spans, and two lattice bridges at West

Brookfield and Warren.

During the year the Springfield & North-Kastern Railroad has been

purchased by the Boston & Albany Railroad Company, under the

provisions of chap. 172 of the Acts of 1880, and that road (48.5

miles in length) constitutes a part of the Boston & Albany road. It

has been vastly improved in its ph^-sical condition, and is now con-

nected with the main line at a point about two and a half miles from

the Springfield station. From that point trains, both passenger and

freight, run to the Springfield station on the main track, instead of on

the independent track on the southerly side of main road as hereto-

fore. This materially lessens the grade and cost of operation over this

portion of the road, and obviates the maintenance of an expensive

bridge over the main line near the junction.

The Boston & Lowell.

This road, including all its branches, is in better condition

than at an}' previous examination ; and the Commissioiiers were

pleased to find a better discipline pervading the whole bod}- of em-

ployes. Besides improving the condition of the road, the manage-

ment has added somewhat to the permanent improvements and

terminal facilities. Four and a half miles of sidings have been laid.

The extension of the road into Lawrence, involving a large expendi-

ture in iron structures across the Merrimack River and the canals on

each side, and the new jDassenger station at Lawrence, have been com-

pleted, and trains are now running regularlj- to and from that station,

greatly increasing the accommodation of the public.

At Lowell good progress has been made towards completing the

great improvements undertaken there. A new iron bridge has been

built over the tracks at Chelmsford Street. The iron roof of the train

house in the ledge has been completed. The tracks have been clianged,

and wide platforms are in process of construction. These improve-

ments will admit of receiving and delivering trains without blocking

Middlesex Street, and will thus remove what has long been an annoy-

ance and a frequent subject of complaint to this Board. In connection

with these improvements, it gave the Commissioners especial satisfac-

tion to find that the management was introducing the interlocking

system of switches and signals, — the first on any considerable scale

in New England. As the interlocking system is not common at the

North, where heav}- snows sometimes prevail, the working of this

will be watched with great interest by this Board, as well as bv all
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progressive railroad men. It gives promise of great securit}' in tlie

operation of the road at tliat point.

At M3-stic Wliarf the sheds for the reception and deliver}' of water-

borne freight have been enlarged to donble their former capacity
;

and a second grain-transfer elevator has been erected.

The Board is glad to be informed that the deficiencies which were

noted are receiving the attention of the management, and will be

remedied with as little delay as ma}' be necessarj'.

The Boston & Maine.

There is a general appearance of thrift and good management at

all points of this road, and its general condition is excellent. The

most important permanent improvement is the new iron bridge over

the Merrimack River at Haverhill, which includes new masonry and

double-track iron superstructure throughout. This will aflTord greater

security from fire, and add to the facilities for doing the local work of

the road. In Andover a new iron-plate girder bridge has been put

in over a highwa}', and is made the standard for all new bridges on

the line of the road of thirty feet span or less.

The Boston & Providence.

Since the completion of the new stone and brick arch bridge at

Dodgeville, the main line of this road now has no wooden bridge more

than twenty feet in length. In all other respects, also, it is one of the

most substantial and thoroughly constructed roads in the state, and

its condition is creditable to the management. Among the noticeable

improvements is a new brick passenger station at Canton.

The Eastern.

In no previous examination have the Commissioners found the

general condition of this road so satisfactory as in their examination

this 3'ear, this remark applying especially to the numerous bridges

which have received a substantial fioor system, consisting of well-

placed, good-sized ties, and guard-rails of iron. Thorough repairs

and improvements have been made in almost all portions of the road,

and a number of new bridges and culverts have been built. Nearly

thirteen hundred tons of steel rails have been laid during the year;

and there are now less than three miles of the line between Boston

and Portland not laid with steel. New stations have been built at

Everett, "Asylum" (in Danvers) and Amesbury, and at a number

of places on the roads operated by the company outside this state.

Considerable additions have been made to the rolling stock, besides

those charged to repairs, all of which are paid for from the earnings

of the road.
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The Fitchbdrg.

A great deal of work has been clone on this road in order to meet

the demands of its greatl}- increased and increasing business.
^
The

eastern division, or Fitcliburg road proper, is in excellent condition,

and has greatl}^ improved upon its former accommodations, both

terminal and local. Additional sidings, amounting to more than ten

miles, have been laid at various points between Boston and Green-

field. Vfork is progressing on the second traclv on the Vermont and

Massachusetts division ; and the alignment at various points of the

road has been improved.

New passenger stations have been erected at Belmont, Weston,

Littleton and Orange ; a new one has been commenced at Ma^-nard,

and improvements are being made in those at Somerville and Leomin-

ster ; while passenger slieds have been built at Union Square, Somer-

ville and Concord Junction. New freight depots have also been built

at several local stations, including Deerfield. At the latter point a

new engine house has been built, and additional accommodation for

engines has been furnished at Aj-er and Fitchburg.

During the _year the corporation has taken measures to reduce the

number of grade-crossings of the road by purchase of the rights of

private crossing, securing a change of line or a disconti^inance of high-

way's at some points, and at others a separation of the grades b}'

means of bridges.

The terminal facilities of the road at Boston have been increased

by the addition of four hundred feet to one of the freight houses, the

purchase of about twent3--flve acres of land and flats in Somerville, and

the filling of a portion of these flats, thus greatly enlarging the freight

yards and length of tracks therein. The Hoosac Tunnel Dock and

Elevator Compau}-, which has been organized for the purpose of pro-

viding terminal facilities for the export business of the Tunnel lines,

has purchased three of the wharves situated between Charlestown

Bridge and the Nav}' Yard, and has commenced important improve-

ments on the property to adapt it to the purposes intended. Docks

of liberal dimensions, and with deep water, wharves of ample extent,

with the necessary buildings, and a grain-elevator of a capacity of

six hundred thousand bushels, are included in the plans, and will,

when completed, afford accommodation for a large export business

coming over the Fitchburg road.

The New York & New England.

While the Commissioners fotind a number of things to criticise in

the condition of this road, they were pleased to note a general ira-
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provcment, uhicli gives promise of an earl}- removal of the defects to

"\Abicli tlie attention of the management has been called. The stone

arch, and embankment over it, Avest of Cit}' Mills station, where the

^•ash-out occurred in 1874, have been completed. A new iron truss

through bridge over the Providence & Worcester Railroad at Black-

stone, in place of the one recently burnt, is in process of construc-

tion ; and an iron girder bridge for two tracks at Tilton's station

has been completed. In Boston a new passenger station, neat and

convenient, but of moderate cost, has been erected, and the freight

houses have been widened. A lai-ge freight shed (650 feet b}' 210

feet) is in process of construction on Pier No. 1 at South Boston, and

^A'ork has also been commenced on a grain-elevator of five hundred

thousand bushels' capacil}'. The work of filling the entire area of

the South Boston flats, purchased by this company, preparatory to

improving them for terminal facilities, is progressing ; and extensive

improvements are contemplated to be made next year.

During the last year, by means of leases or contracts with exist-

ing lines, communication has been established between Boston and

Springfield via East Hartford, and trains are run dailj' between

those points.

The extension of the road between Waterburj^, Conn., and

Brewster's, N.Y,, has been pushed with great energy; and that

portion of the line will soon be ready for the running of trains.

The remainder of the line, from Brewster's to Newburg, is under

contract, and, it is understood, will be open for business the coming

spring.

The Old Colony.

The examinations of this road from year to year have shown a

constant improvement in its condition, and the Board each 3-ear finds

fewer matters to criticise. With its leased lines, the Old Colony

operates more miles than any other company in the state, and more

than one-quarter of all the railroad mileage of the state ; and the

leased roads are assuming the excellent characteristics of the main

line.

During the year four thousand tons of steel rails, and upwards of

two hundred thousand new ties, have been laid in the main tracks,

and about five miles of new side tracks have also been laid. A new

iron drawbridge across Fort Point Channel, and woodep drawbridges

across Neponset River and at Buzzard's Bay, have been constructed.

New passenger station houses have been built at Monument Beach

and Barrows ville, and new freight houses at East Stoughton, Mansfield

and Marlborough. The train house in Boston has been lengthened

two hundred and twenty-five feet, and a new freight house of corru-
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gated iron has been erected at South Boston. At Fall River about

ten acres of lands and wharves have been purchased for freight pur-

poses, and a commodious brick freight house has been erected, and a

mile of new tracks laid thereon.

The New Haven & Northampton.

While the extension of this road to the Tro}' & Greenfield road and

Turner's Falls has occupied much of the attention of the manage-

ment, the old road has not been neglected, and is in better condition

than at an}- previous examination. The extension is now nearly com-

pleted, and it is expected that it will be opened for business by the

1st of March. This will give direct communication with the West,

b}^ the Troy & Greenfield Railroad, at Bardwell's Ferry or Shelburne

Falls. The branch from South Deerfield to Turner's Falls will give

ample facilities to the increasing traffic of that rapidly growing

business centre.

The New London Northern.

The general condition of this road has greatlj' improved. The

most important improvements are the ballasting and raising of the

track at numerous points, thereby securing a much better track
;

the la3-ing of iron guard-rails upon many of the bridges, especially

that across the Connecticut River at Northfield, the one at Miller's

River, and the high " deck " bridge over the highway and river, near

South Montague station ; and tlie filling of an embankment in place

of the pile bridge at South Amherst.

The Trot & Greenfield.

The Commissioners found, on their recent examination, a generally

improved condition on the whole line of this road. From Greenfield

to North Adams the road-bed and track were in excellent condition,

and certainly second to no single-track road in the state. Between

North Adams and the Vermont line the general appearance, at the

time of the examination, was not so pleasing, in consequence of the

la3-ing of the second track ; but, when that work is completed, this

part of the road will soon be in the same satisfactory condition as

the other. A double track, the whole length of the Troy & Green-

field road, as well as on the rest of this line of communication with

the West, is essential to its success ; and it is gratifying to know that

this great improvement will soon be made.

Thk Connecticut River.

The road-bed and tracks of this road were found generally in very

good condition. The Willimansett bridge, at the time of examina-
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tion, -was being tborongbl}- overbanled, and bas since been completed,

witb a new floor system,

—

'long tics, guard-rails, &c. Tbe Board

was glad to learn tbat it is tbe intention of tbe managers to strengtben

all tbe bridges in like manner.

The Providence & Worcester.

Tbe improvements completed and in progress on tbis road were

higbl}' satisfactor}" to tbe Board. Tbe introduction of guard-rails

and stronger floor S3'stems on tbe bridges is progress in tbe riglit

direction ; and, wben tbis work is completed, tbe road will take its

place in tbe front rank of tbe roads of tbis state.

The Worcester & Nashua.

Of improvements on tbis road in its general condition, tbe most

apparent are tbe widening of embankments, tbe raising of tbo track

to a more uniform grade, and tbe grading of tbe grounds about several

of tbe stations. But few steel rails bave been laid (onl}' tbree bun-

dred tons); of new iron rails, about tbe same quantity bave been put

down. Tbe Westingbouse automatic air-brake bas been attacbed to

tbe entire equipment.

The Cheshire.

Tbe Commissioners were well satisfied witli tbe condition in wbicb

they found tbis road, and tbe Monadnock, wbicb is operated b}' tbe

same compan3\ Wben tbe safety-switcbes are all in, tbere will be

little left to criticise in tbe permanent way witbin tbis state. Tbere

is one point on wbicb tbis road, in common witb tbe New London

Nortbern and tbe Housatonic, tbe management of wbicb is located

out of tbe state, was found to be at fault. Some of tbe crossing

signs of tbe old pattern contained tbe words, " Wbile tbe bell rings,"

wbicb are not required by tbe present law ; and, in some cases wbere

tbe new style bas been adopted, tbey bave not been placed on eacb

side of tlie railroad, as tbe law requires.

Otber roads wbicb were noticed as being generall}' in good condi-

tion were tbe Boston, Barre & Gardner, and tbe roads operated bj' tbe

Housatonic Railroad Companj' of Connecticut.
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PETITION OF ELTSHA D. STONE v. WORCESTER &
NASHUA RAILROAD COMPANY.

The petitioners are farmers, living near the Still River station, oa

Worcester & Nashua Railroad ; and they complain that in sending

milk to market they are obliged to intrust it to the care of a hostile

contractor, or at least to place it in a car partially occupied by his

agent. This, as it seems to them, involves the necessity of scaling

every can, which, at the early hour when it must be done, is a groat

annoyance. Other troubles accompany this mode of doing business,

so great that the present purchaser declines to continue it, unless a

different arrangement can be made.

Some objection was made to the rate charged, which is six cents

per can, with an additional allowance of one cent during the season

when ice is needed ; but no testimony was given to show that the

rate was excessive, and subsequent inquiry showed that six cents

was the usual rate in like cases on the Fitchbarg and on other

roads.

The law does not contemplate that the rate shall be the same for

small quantities as for large quantities forwarded under the personal

care of an agent. It only provides that it shall be " fairly propor-

tionate with such contract or large quantity rates."

The Board sees no reason for changing the tariff which has been

fixed by the Worcester & Nashua road, and which has heretofore

been satisfactory to some, at least, of the petitioners.

Their complaints as to the control of the milk appear to be well

founded. And the Board receives with satisfaction the statement of

Mr. Tnrner, the superintendent, that an arrangement has been made

by which it will be carried in a baggage car to Ayer Junction, and

then by the Fitchburg Railroad, so that the contractor will have

nothing to do with this milk. This, we presume, will satisfj^ the

petitioners, and enable them to continue their business. For the

reasons given above, the Board declines to revise the tariff.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Cleric.

March 11, 1880.

[Subsequently to the foregoing decision, it appeared that the ar-

rangements and terms made by the Worcester & Nashua road for
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the transportation of the complainants' milk were nnsatisfactory ;

and the Board, after further investigation, gave the following de-

cision : —

]

On the petition of Elisha D. Stone and others, desiring to forward

milk over the Worcester & Nashua Railroad to Boston, the Board

having investigated and ascertained at what rates facilities are fur-

nished for the carriage of milk under contract and in large quantities

b}' the corporation operating said railroad, and having compared the

same with the tariff of said corporation for the carriage of milk from

and to the same places bj' the single can, including a reasonable

compensation for the care of the same, have found, and do find, that

the taritf for the care and carriage of sucli milk by the can is un-

reasonablj' more than the rate charged for its carriage under con-

tract and in larger quantities. And the Board hereby revise said

tariff, and fix the rate from any point on said railroad to Boston at

four and one-half cents per can, with one cent more for the period

when ice is required and furnished ; said rate to include the return of

the empt}' cans. And the Board hereby notifies the corporation of

this revision.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
March 17, 1880.

COMPLAINT OF I. BUTMAN & SON AND OTHERS v.

.THE BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD COMPANY.

This complaint, founded on sect. 138 of the General Railroad Act

of 1874, was set forth in this petition :
—

Boston, Feb. 27, 1880.

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts

.

The undersigned merchants of Boston, and of other places in the state,

respectfully represent that the Boston & Albany Railroad Company do dis-

criminate, and for a long time past have discriminated, in grain tariffs, against

the grain-dealers of Boston and other places in the State, and in favor of Cutler

& Co., or Henry Cutler, doing business in Wilbraham, and others, by which

discrimination the latter was enabled to undersell the former in Boston and

other places in the state; and that facilities are not granted to us and other

grain-dealers equal to those granted by said company to said Cutler & Co.

and others ; and your petitioners respectfully request that you will investigate

the matter, and take such action as shall afford your petitioners and others

just and equal rates with the above-named parties.

(Signed) I. Butman & Son.

Aldrich & Cressy.

Sumner Crosby & Son.
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The statute provision is also given (sect. 138, cliap. 372, Acts of

1874, being a re-enactment of sect. 1, chap. 339 of 1867): " Every

railroad corporation shall give to all persons or companies reasonable

and equal terms, facilities and accommodations for the transportation

of themselves, their agents and servants, and of any merchandise

and other propert}-, upon any railroad owned or operated b}^ such

corporation, and for the use of the depot and other buildings and

grounds of such corporation ; and at an}^ point where its railroad

shall connect with an}' other railroad, reasonable and equal terms and

facilities of interchange."

The Act of 1869, chap. 252, was cited at the hearing ; but that was

intended to appl}' to cases where one common carrier tenders freight

to another common carrier for transportation.

And, right!}' construed, it only applies to such cases. If the

Board is wrong in this view of the statute of 1869, any person

believing himself aggrieved by the railroad company may, under its

provision, bring an action of tort at any time within six years. That

statute does not require nor permit the intervention of this Board.

A full hearing was had, which was, at the request of the petitioners,

continued from time to time, and able arguments were made by coun-

sel. The books and papers of the railroad company and of Messi's.

Cutler & Co. were also examined by the Commissioners, and by an

expert accountant acting in their behalf.

The facts of the case are, that Messrs. Cutler & Co. are grain-

dealers and millers, whose places of business are at South Framing-

ham and North Wilbraham. At North Wilbraham they have an

elevator, a mill with seven run of stones, and a grinding capacity of

fifteen thousand bushels per day. They sell in a year six thousand

car-loads of grain and meal, or three million bushels, besides what

they export. It was in evidence that the margin of profit on grain is

small, and that a large wholesale dealer is satisfied with a cent, or

even half a cent, of gain on a bushel.

Much of the testimony went to show that Messrs. Cutler & Co.

were able to undersell their rivals, and in some cases to drive them

out of business. It is needless to say that this evidence alone would

not sustain a charge against the company that carries the freight of

these gentlemen. It was proved that they excelled in energy and

business capacity. For instance, one miller testified that grinding

formerly paid eight to ten cents per hundred pounds ; that it now
pays only four to five cents, and that no miller can live with this

low rate of profit. Mr. Cutler stated that three cents gave an

abundant profit, and that the actual cost of grinding, including the

handling of grain and meal in the receipt and delivery, the rent
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and interest on investment, T\-as onlj- one and twent^v-one liundrcdtlis

cents. This is interesting as showing the perfection to "^Nhich the

business Ijas been carried ; and so far as Messrs. Cutler or an}- other

millers are able bj' such means to undersell their rivals, and to cheapen

the cost of food, they are public benefactors.

But it is alleged that the}' are aided in making cheap sales by

receiving from the Boston & Albany Railroad Compan_y terms and

facilities which are not granted to others engaged in the same busi-

ness. The contract under which Messrs. Cutler & Co. acted, now

for the first time made public, is as follows :
—

This memorandum of agreement between the Boston & Albany Railroad

Company, a corporation of the first part, and Henry Cutler of Ashland,

of the second part, witnesseth : That whereas the party of the second part

agrees to erect and to operate a good and sufficient grist-mill at Wilbraham,

or some other station between Springfield and Worcester other than Palmer,

the party of the first part, in consideration of the erection and operation of

said mill, guarantees Boston rates on flour and grain from the West to said

station for the party of the second part ; and that if said flour or grain is

re-forwarded, either in kind or ground, the rates per car of ten tons or less

shall not exceed those specified below: —
From Wilbraham (or other station determined upon) to Springfield,

Palmer and Worcester, two dollars ; to stations between Springfield and

Worcester, except Palmer, ten dollars; to stations between Worcester .and

South Framingham, except Grafton and Ashland, six dollars; to Grafton,

Ashland, Millbury, Milford, Milford Branch and Saxonville, five dollars; to

South Framingham and East, except Boston, East Boston and Saxonville,

three dollars.

This agreement to take effect May 1, 1877, and to continue in force for

ten (10) years.

BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD COMPANY,
(Signed) By D. Waldo Lincoln,

Vice-President.

HENRY CUTLER.
Boston, Dec. 14, 1876.

It will be observed that this does not fix the rates, but only

fixes a maximum. And at different times the following rates were

established :
—

"To all stations between Springfield and Worcester, six dollars,

except Palmer, which is two dollars ; to Brookfield, five dollars

;

North Brookfield, ten dollars ; South Spencer, five dollars ; Charlton

(for Southbridge) , five dollars ; Charlton (for Fiskdale), three dollars
;

Spencer, eight dollars and fifty cents ; Milford and Millbury, three

dollars. East Boston is added at a rate of three dollars."

The cost of sending a car-load of twenty thousand pounds to some

of these points, at local tariff rates, is as follows :
—
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From Wilbrabam to Springfield, twelve dollars ; Palmer, twelve

dollars ; Worcester, twent^'-two dollars ; Millbmy, twenty-six dollars
;

Milford, thirt3"-two dollars ; South Framingham, twentj'-six dollars
;

Natick, twenty-eight dollars ; Newton, thirty dollars ; Boston, thirt}--

two dollars.

Wa^'-bills were always made to Messrs. Cutler at rates much higher

than those paid b}' them. In addition to this, Messrs. Cutler were

allowed to add to a car of grain or meal a quantity of flour, or of

other freight of the same general nature,— a privilege of considerable

value.

The first question is, whether giving such a contract to one dealer,

while giving less favorable terms to others, is a violation of the law.

It is claimed that to make a case under the statute the terms given

must be asked and refused b}' the railroad compan}'. The law is

capable of being construed to mean that such facilities shall be given

when asked ; but such a construction would often defeat ever}- pur-

pose of the statute, especially when the facilities given are kept

secret. A rival dealer might be ruined before he learned the terms

of his competitor's contract, or even before he suspected the existence

of any special contract. Certainly the letter of the law is violated

by habituall}' giving to one person engaged in a business better terms

than are given to others engaged in the same business. The law

does not merel}' prohibit the refusal of equal terms and facilities when
requested. It requires that equal terms and facilities shall be given.

And, as to the spirit of the law, it certainlj- is violated when great

advantages in terms are given to one dealer b}^ a secret contract, the

secrecy of which is secured b}- always billing to the favored dealer at

rates much higher than those actually paid. And this is the more

clearly true when general complaint has been made to the corpora-

tion by its customers, who suspect and denounce some favoritism,

although the}' are unable to state particular details. It is no answer

to sa}' that this is a universal practice. If other companies in this

state violate the law, it is not a defence ; nor can an}" Massachusetts

corporation plead the practice in other states, where there is no such

law.

Again : it is said that the same rates are not to be given to whole-

sale and to retail freighters. And it is asked where the line is to

be drawn between those diiTering terms which are lawful and those

which are not. No doubt there may be cases where it is hard to

draw the line ; but this is not one of them. Certainlj' the law, as

well as common sense, recognizes the propriety of giving favorable

rates to wholesale customers, because it costs the railroad c'ompany

less per pound or bushel to do a wholesale than a retail business.

26
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This is especialh" recognized in tlie last statute passed upon tlie sub-

ject, — the Milk Act (chap. 208, 1879). For the same reason rates

are lower for long distances than for short ones. But where parties

are engaged in similar business on the same line, and all on a scale

calling for shipment bj' car-loads, thej' seem to be entitled to equal

teims and facilities.

The company has no right, as it seems to this Board, to give

exceptionally favorable terms to one party in order to compensate

for an}- disadvantage, natural or artificial, of his position. It was

not justifiable to discriminate in favor of Messrs. Cutler because they

were at Wilbraham, " a non-competing point," — i.e., a place

where the Boston & Albany- Railroad has no competitor, — any more

than it would be justifiable to prefer a rival of the Messrs. Cutler who

had a less valuable water power or a less favorable position.

The true rule is that laid down b^' Chief Justice Cockl)urn in con-

struing a similar English statute :
—

"A company- is entitled to take into consideration an}^ circum-

stances, either of a general or of a local and peculiar character, in

considering the rate of charge which they will impose upon any jjar-

ticidar traffic, as to . . . charge less upon a certain quantitj'' than

they would upon a less quantity, regard being had to the cost of work-

ing the particular line. ... A company might justify the making a

distinction between the two cases of one man sending a ton of goods

at a time, and the other who sent one hundred weight or less."

And, after speaking of a distinction between terminal and inter-

mediate traffic, Lord Cockburn adds, "But those are all cases where

the general public is treated with perfect equalit}'. . . . Whatever rule

the compan}' laj' down, it ought to be a rule applicable to all persons

similarly circumstanced." And again he says, "'The intention of

the Legislature was to give equal advantages, so far as the rate of

charge is concerned, to all individuals similarly' circumstanced ; and a

railway compan}', although they have a right to lay down certain

rules in reference to particxdar circumstances so long as they act

bona fide with regard to their own interests and the interests of the

public, cannot make particular bargains with j^^^'-'^'^ic^dar individuals,

whereby one person is benefited and another injured."

In the same case it was decided that the railroad company could

not undertake, by discrimination, to place one man on a level with

another, " who, bj'' reason of his nearness to the road, had a natural

advantage which no one -can legality disturb or diminish." It was

also held that the fear tliat another road would be built, to take certain

traffic, would not justify the railroad in taking it at lower rates than

the general one. This case is reported in Harris v. Cockermouth and

Workington R. C, 4 Jurist, U. S. P. L., p. 239.
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In another case it was held that the lowering of rates for individual

coal-owners was not justified by a desire on the the part of. the com-

pany to introduce a new kind of coke into the county. (Oxlade v.

North-Eastern R.E,. Co., 1 Nev. and Mac. 72.)

In Baxendale v. Great Western Railwa}', 32 Law T. R. 131, it

was declared, that, when the compan}^ was " affording to one person

or set of persons an advantage which they would not afford to

another under similar circumstances, the Court would not hesitate to

interfere, although by so doing they might prevent the company from

securing all the profit they might otherwise derive from the use of

their property.

Again : Lord Cockburn sa^^s, "If an arrangement were made by a

railway compan}' whereby persons bringing a larger amount of traffic

to the railway' should have their goods carried on more favorable

terms than those bringing a less quantity, although the Court might

uphold such an arrangement as an ordinarj^ incident of commercial

econom}', inovided the same advantage loere extended to all persons

under the like circumstances^ yet it would assuredly insist on the latter'

condition, and would interfere in case of any special agreement by

which the compau}' had secured to a particular individual the benefit

of such an agreement to the exclusion of others, or even where an

attempt had been made, by keeping the agreement secret, to make it

operate undxdy to the prejudice of third parties.''

These decisions were made in construing a law less stringent

than ours (17 and 18 Victoria, chap. 31, sect. 1). And they answer

several arguments of the Boston & Albany Railroad Company. It

is said b}^ the corporation that they give advantages at a non-

competing point, which they cannot give at a competing point,

for fear of bad faith on the part of customers, and consequent

loss to the company ; but the fear of loss, as above held, is not

sufficient to justify unequal terms and facilities. It was urged

that the railroad company gave these advantages for the sake of

placing Messrs. Cutler on a par with rivals elsewhere ; but they

have no right to give advantages for that end. Again it was said,

they give these privileges for the sake of creating a business, and so

increasing their gains ; but, however desirable the end ma}^ be, the

giving of unequal terms and facilities is not a lawful means to the

end.

The Legislature has not intrusted that power to railroad corpora-

tions, but has carefully withheld it, and forbidden its exercise. It

may be added, that the whole attitude of the company's representa-

tives on this subject, while it showed that the}' believed themselves

to be right, showed that in our view of the law they were wrong.
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Thc}' openl}' declared that they gave an individual favorable terms in

order to make liim as well off as another person at another place
;

but the}' have no right to give unequal terms for an}' motive or for

an}' reason. Their error, a natural one, is in believing that what

seems to be sound railroad polic}' is therefore lawful. Tliis error

arises from the very common mistake of supposing that a railroad

company is a private corporation, owing no duty except to its stock-

holders ; wliereas such companies are public corporations, having

received vast privileges from the people, and therefore owing them

high duties.

The Commissioners have argued this point at some length, because

the principle is an important one. But, upon the question whether

this railroad company has violated the statute, it is not necessary to

hold these views of the law: for in more than one instance millers

and grain-dealers have asked for the same terms with the Messrs.

Cutler, and have been denied ; and the denial was no less injurious

to them because they were sometimes told that the terms offered

them were the same as those of the Cutlers.

Requests were made for liberty to grind in transit. These were

generally' refused ; but the privilege of the Cutlers Avas, in fact, the

privilege to grind jn transit on paj'ment of a switching charge (of

one and a half cents per one hundred pounds) to certain points. To
absolutely refuse a petitioner this favor, without stating the terms on

w^hich the Messrs. Cutler had the right, and without offering those

terms, was a refusal of equal terms and facilities. Still more clear

are the cases where parties asked in so man}'^ words for "the same

terms with Cutler," or " for the most favorable terms," not knowing

what those terms were, but desiring equality with Mr. Cutler, or the

most favored dealer, whatever his contract might be. In more than

one instance parties making such requests were offered contracts far

less favorable and extensive than his. P^ven if the rates had been

the same, these parties were confined to the use of those rates within

twenty miles east and west, " or until they reached the limits of some

other miller." Thus the largest limit would be forty miles, and

their real bounds for using low rates would be less than twenty miles
;

while the privileges of Messrs. Cutler extended, with few exceptions,

over the whole line. With the terms granted to Messrs. Cutler, both

Mr. Barker and Mr. Prentice could have done a much larger and

more profitable business. Tliey asked for equal terms, and they did

not obtain them. So much is proved. And it is not unjust to suspect

that where so man}' Avitnesses were so timid about attending, and so

reluctant to testify, others may have made the same request with

like results.
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It was also agreed orally with the Messrs. Cutler, that, when they

billed grain to an}- competing point at Boston rates, the}' might for-

ward their grain or meal, paying a switching charge of one and one-

half cents per hundred pounds, and that they should have from the

Boston & Albany a rebate of such arbitrarj' local rates as the}' should

pa}', in order to reach the point of destination, not exceeding five

cents per hundred pounds. In the language of railroad men, the

Boston & Albany agreed " to absorb the arbitrary" for them. This

needs illustration and translation. As an example of its working,

the rate from Chicago to Boston is the same with the rate to Pitts-

field, Wilbraham, or any other point on the Boston & Albany ; and

the through line receives precisely the same amount for bringing grain

to Wilbraham as for bringing it to Boston.

The rate this month is forty cents per hundred pounds ; but Bos-

ton rates can be obtained for Providence and Mansfield, and various

other points ofi' the direct line of the Boston & Albany, becanse

other and competing lines reach those points. To reach Mansfield

vicl the Boston & Albany, it is necessary to pay a local arbitrary rate

of five cents per hundred to the Old Colony Railroad Company.

When grain is sent to Mansfield at the forty-cent rate, it is the

practice for the combined line to pay this " arbitrary " of five cents
;

and this loss is shared by the combined roads of the line j^i'o rata

as they share the profits. The five cents are deducted from the full

rate, and only thirty-five remain to be divided between the roads

making up the line. This is done to get business, and there is no

suspicion of illegality in it.

Under the arrangement with the Boston & Albany, Messrs. Cutler

stop at Wilbraham the freight which is billed to Mansfield, or some

other "competing point" not on the direct line. This change of

destination is made by a telegram sent to the freight agent at East

Albany. When the cars I'each Wilbraham, the full Boston rate (which

also includes the local arbitrary rate to Mansfield or elsewhere) is

paid. This is forty cents. Wheli the Cutlers afterward send on a

• car of grain or meal to Mansfield via South Framingham, they pay

first the switching charge of one and one-half cents, and then five

cents, the arbitrary rate from that point to Mansfield. This rate of

five cents is received by the Old Colony Railroad Company ; and it is

refunded to the Messrs. Cutler & Co. by the Boston & Albany, hav-

ing been retained by them from the payment already made to them at

Wilbraham. So, if they send to Providence via Worcester, they pay

the same amount to the Providence & Worcester Railroad ; and

this payment is refunded to them by the Boston & Albany on pres-

entation of the receipted bill from tlie company receiving it. It is
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paid from the amount retained by the Boston & Alban}- to pa}' " the

arbitrary'."

Thus Messrs. Cutler have paid fortj^ cents to Wilbraham, one and

one-half cents to South Framingham or Worcester, and five cents to

Mansfield or Providence, making fort3'-six and one-half cents in all

;

while their rivals have paid only forty cents for going directly to

Mansfield or Providence. For this reason the}' claim that it is right

that the Boston & Albany should repay them the five cents which

the}' have paid bej'ond what other dealers have paid to reach the

same point. In one sense the}' are correct in claiming that they are

never repaid this amount until they have paid it twice.

And those are wrong who suppose that the Boston & Albany have

given them a gratuity of five cents, or of three and one-half from

their treasury. Indeed it seems hardly necessary to state that neither

this nor any other railroad corporation has any such romantic affec-

tion for any firm of millers as to present them with thirty-five thou-

sand dollars in a year ; and such are the sums refunded to the

Messrs. Cutler under this arrangement. It is only a refunding of the

" arbitary local rate" assumed by the through line for the purpose of

placing the freight at the point to which it was billed. And, so far as

the line is concerned, it matters not to them whether the freight is

transmitted directly, or with a break in transportation and an interval

of time ; nor docs it matter to the line whether the grain is carried

to the billing point, or to some other beyond tliat point, or in a dif-

ferent direction. And, in fact, it is in most cases carried to a place

other tlian the billing point.

But, while it is true that Messrs. Cutler reach the competing point

at the same cost with tlieir rivals, or, indeed, at a cost increased by

the switching charge, they have the great advantage of having ground

their grain in transit, and of sending it east at times when tlie mar-

ket is favorable ; and these advantages have enabled them to under-

sell or drive out from large portions of the state, especially from

sections on the Old Colony road, the other millers and grain-dealers.

The working of the system of " absorbing arbitraries," combined with

their other contract, has enabled them to do this. But the only prefer-

ence given is tliat contained in their contract.

In one way the working of this arrangement, as to the absorption

of arbitraries, proved most unequal. The most common rates were

five cents : but there were some higher rates, as seven and a half cents

to Great Falls ; and many lower rates, as three cents to Lynn, and

even one of one cent to Framingham Centre. But it was the prac-

tice of the company to pay Messrs. Cutler five cents in each case,

provided there was on hand a sufficient amount received by the
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" absorption of nrbitraries." This was supposed to be a fair average,

and between the compan}' and the firm it probably was so ; but, as

between the Messrs. Cutler and their competitors at the point reached

at the low rate, the result was most unfair. The local dealer could

not contend with one who had such an advantage. This inequality,

however, was observed by the otHcers of the Boston & Albany ; and

orders were given, before this investigation began, that in no case

should a larger amount be repaid than the local rates. And it hap-

pens that no paj'ments whatever have been made on this account since

this order. This special injustice is already at an end.

It should be added that this "absorption of arbitraries " is not

peculiar to this railroad company, but that it has become a general

practice. The Boston & Albany, it is said, contended against it for

a long time, but have yielded at last, and adopted the usage of other

roads. The practice of permitting certain customers to grind in

transit is also found on other roads. But, whether this is done in

such a way as to make any case of unequal terms or facilities, the

Board is not distinctly informed ; nor is it necessary in deciding this

case that it should be so informed,

• It is proper to notice the testimon}' offered to show a motive on

the part of the managers of the corporation for favoring the Messrs.

Cutler ; and this is done, not from its importance, but because jus-

tice requires that, when such testimonj^ is given, it should be published

in full, and not left for imagination or misrepresentation. The evi-

dence showed that Messrs. Cutler & Co. bought two aci'es of land at

a low price from the Collins Manufacturing Companj^ and hired from

them water-rights amounting to a hundred horse-power, for twelve

hours each da}-, at the annual rent of one thousand dollars. It was

also shown that Mr. Chapin, formerl}' president of the Boston &
Albany Railroad Compan}', owned a majorit}' of the stock at the time

when the contract was made ; that his famil}' owned largelj^ of the

stock ; and that Mr. Bliss, the general manager of the road, also

owned in it. Further : it was shown that Messrs. Chapin and Bliss,

with their relatives, are still very largel}'' interested in the stock of

the Collins Company. It was not shown nor suggested that the rent

was high. The only testimon}^ on the subject was, that the rent was

moderate. There seems no reason for imputing personal gain as a

motive on the part of the officers making the contract. Their chief

motive was undoubtedly to secure business for the road ; but, as has

been said, it is forbidden to make a contract giving unequal terms for

any motive. And the Board has condemned their action, not because

it was corrupt, but because it was illegal in itself and unjust in its

effects.
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It is a sal)ject for regret that the Board has been hurried b}- the

necessit}' of making a report in time for the legishitive Committee

on Railroads to consider its results ; and during this hasty investi-

gation the time of the Commissioners has been occupied by many
other pressing matters. The Board is confident that justice has been

done to the parties before it ; but the evidence shows subjects for

farther investigation that deeply concern business interests of the

people of the state. Such investigation we hope to give to these

subjects.

The contracts, written and oral, of the Boston & Albany Railroad

Company with the Messrs. Cutler have now been made public. The

company offers like contracts to all who are transacting business in

like circumstances. The Board has given its views as to the law,

and pointed out the manner in which it believes the law to have been

violated.

It adjudges that the. corporation has violated the law, and has

hitherto neglected to compl}' with the terms thereof, by neglecting

and refusing to give to other millers and grain-dealers seeking and

obtaining transportation from the company equal terms, facilities and

accommodations for the transportation of grain and meal over their

road writh those given to Messrs. Cutler & Co. Here the duty of

this Board in regard to the corporation ends for the present, and, as

we hope, finall}'.

It is also a duty to the Legislature to call attention to a peculiar-

ity of tlie law, which requires that an}^ action brought by the state

or by any individual for a violation of the provisions here discussed

shall be commenced within sixty da3's after the violation of law (sect.

141, chap. 372, 1874). No more effectual provision could be de-

vised for nullifying the penal provisions of the statute. This case

shows how complicated the workings of a forbidden contract may be,

how difficult and protracted an investigation may be needed in order

to understand it, and how little the complaining parties may know

of the precise way in which the}" are wronged. Freight contracts

have been called " tlie metaphysics of railroad business." To learn

the details and to instruct counsel therein might well occupy far more

than sixt}' days. Even the date of the offence committed ma}' be a

subject of doubt. Yet a complainant is compelled to discover his

cause of action, to learn its details, and to bring bis suit within

sixty days from the time when equal terms or facilities wei-e denied

to him.

The same limitation applies to suits brought in behalf of the state.

In most cases this would prevent a suit; in all it would compel

haste, and add greatly to the chance of failure. The general time of
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limitation for actions of tort is six 3-ears, and, for tlie class needing

greater restriction, two 3'ears (General Statutes, chap. 155, sects. 1

and 2)

.

Actions for penalties are barred in one year when the penalty is

given to the complainant, and in two years when it is given to the

state (General Statutes, chap. 155, sects. 20, 21).

When tlie provisions now contained in sect. 138 were first enacted

(chap, 339 of 1867), they were subject to the general law of limita-

tion ; and six 3-ears, instead of sixty days, was the period necessar}'

to bar a civil or criminal proceeding. Perhaps one reason for shorten-

ing the term in codifying the law was the idea that every case would

be decided bj' moral influence without a resort to the courts. But, if

the penal provisions of the statute are retained, it would seem that

the limitation which makes their enforcement impracticable should be

repealed ; and we respectfully submit the suggestion that a longer

time ought to be allowed before an action is barred.

'By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

March 15, 1880.

COMPLAINT OF THE OTIS COMPANY AND THE GEORGE
H. GILBERT MANUFACTURING COMPANY RELATIVE
TO EXCESSIVE RATES FOR THE TRANSPORTATION
OF COAL FROM PALMER TO WARE AND GILBERT-
VILLE, ON THE WARE RIVER RAILROAD.

This was a request from two manufacturing corporations that the

Board, acting under sect. 9 of the General Railroad Act, would recom-

mend a reduction in coal freights from Palmer to Ware and to Gil-

bertville in the town of Hardwick. A like reduction was also re-

quested in behalf of the, manufacturers at Thorndike, a station in

the town of Palmer. The only service rendered b}- the railroad com-

pany- is the hauling of the loaded cars, and the hauling back of the

empty cars. Tli6 handling of the coal is done In* other parties.

The distances from Pahner are as follows : To Thorndike, four miles
;

to Ware, twelve miles ; to Gilbertville, fifteen miles. The rates are,

to Thorndike, fifty cents ; to Ware and Gilbertville, one dollar per ton.

The amount is 1,G00 tons carried to Thorndike, and 9,700 tons to

AVaro and Gilbertville ; and it is brought in quantities varying from

200 to 1,000 pounds.

The petitioners generally buy their coal at New London, from

which port it is brought by the New London Northern Railroad to

27
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Palmer. The}' sometimes obtain small quantities brought b^' the

Boston & Albany Railroad from Hudson.

The Board has heretofore spoken of the importance of reducing

freights on coal in order to develop manufactures. It has urged

upon managers of railroads the policy of thus creating business for

themselves. This was especially considered in the Third Annual

Report, where the cost of carrying coal from Providence to Worces-

ter, forty-three miles, is estimated at fifty-two cents per ton ; and a

proper rate is stated as eighty-two cents (Report of 1873, p. 163).

The Board, in passing upon this petition, does not found its action

upon the general considerations set forth in that and in other reports.

In those cases suggestions wei-e made of general policy. In this

case the petitioners claim that .they are entitled to a reduction of

rates in order to receive "reasonable terms," and they ask a recom-

mendation from this Board under the statute.

The charges made for like service on the railroads terminating in

Boston are as follows :
—

Boston & Lowell.
CENTS

PER TON.

To West Medford, 5 miles . .

Winchester, 8 miles . . . .

Wilmington, 15 miles ........
And the same rates are charged for equal distances from Salem.

Boston & Providence.

To Rumford, 3 miles.........
Hebronville, 9 miles ........
Attleborough, 11 miles . .......
West Mansfield, 16 miles . . . . -.

Eastern Railroad.

From Boston or Salem, for distances 10 miles or less .

Boston or Salem, over 10 miles and less than 15

Boston & Maine.

For distances of 5 miles

distances of 9 miles

distances of 15 miles .

Old Colony

From Boston, a distance of 9 miles

Boston, a distance of 11 miles

Boston, a distance of 15 miles

Somerset to Dighton, 3 miles

Somerset to Taimton, 9 miles

Somerset to Myrick's, 15 miles

New Bedford to Myrick's, 15 miles

50

65

75

50

75

75

b5

50

65

50

60

75

60

70

80

40

50

50

50
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FiTCHBURG Railroad.

Distances of 5 miles and under .

of 8 miles and under .

of 10 miles and under .

of 17 miles and under

.

of 20 miles and under .

CENTS

PEK TON.

55

60

70

100

100

New York & New England.

To Hyde Park, 8 miles • • 60

Readville, 9 miles 65

Dedham, 13 miles . 80

Walpole, 19 miles 100

It appears from these tables that a minimum rate of fifty cents is

usual ; aud the Board cannot sa}^ that it is unreasonable. No recom-

mendation therefore is made in regard to the rate to Thorndike.

It also appears from the above figures that the bulk of the coal

transported within this state for a distance of fifteen or sixteen miles

is carried at rates much less than those charged for transporting it

from Palmer to Ware.

But it would be unjust to take these rates as an exact rule for this

case: 1. Because transportation from an important terminal point

can be done at a lower rate and at a greater profit than business from

one wa3'-station to another ; and transportation on the main line from

a chief terminus of a road is generall}' done at a lower rate than that

on a branch road. The simple reason is, that there is more business

to be done, and therefore thej'oad can afford to do it at more favorable

rates. 2. Where coal is transported from Boston inland, or from

Salem or Somerset, the railroad makes an additional profit for its ser-

vices as stevedore ; and, when one transaction insures another with a

second profit, business can, of course, be done at a lower rate than

where such second profit is not to be had.

It was also argued that all the business referred to in the above

table was done under competition, and that it therefore aff'orded no

just standard for comparison with a case where, from circumstances,

the railroad has a monopolj' of the traffic ; but the Board cannot

assent to this reasoning.

No doubt there are cases of exceptional competition, partial and

limited in time, wliich would not be fair subjects for comparison in

order to establish reasonable rates. There are cases where a tempo-

rary oi)ject is sought, wisely or unwisely, by an excessive reduction

of rates. Such cases furnisli no fair ground of comparison. But

wiiere the business has been carried on for man}' years, and where

many lines are concerned, it must bo held that the rates so fixed and
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continued are reasonable. It cannot be assumed that man}' railroad

companies have for a long term of 3'ears persisted in wronging their

stockholders b}' doing a vast business at rates unremnnerative and

unreasonabl}- low.

And the Board cannot assent to the proposition that rates which

are reasonable for the body of the community may be disregarded

whenever the existence of a monopoly of railroad service exempts any

particular line from all competition.

It has been difficult to find in this state rates that are proper sub-

jects for comparison. Those already cited are subject to the two

objections already set forth. Rates on the Boston & Albany cannot

be properly cited in favor of the road. The Board has been fur-

nished with various rates which are inapplicable, because they do not

appear to be cargo rates.

But one fact exists, which furnishes strong ground for criticism on

the rates which are the subject of complaint. The Boston & Albany

does not establish a lower rate for cargoes or large quantities than

those fixed for car-loads.

The other great roads of the state do have one rate for car-loads,

and another and a lower rate for cargoes, or for some large amount,

generally fixed at a hundred tons. The principle on which this

difference rests is founded in common sense, and is well recognized

in railroad law ; and it is recognized by the managers of the Boston

& Albany in some other branches of traffic. Wholesale transactions

furnish a reasonable ground for a reduction of rates ; and, as the

car-load rates of the Boston & Albany must be held as against that

company to be reasonable as car-load rates, it follows that, as cargo

rates, they are unreasonable.

This seems to make other comparisons unnecessary. Either the

car-load rate from Palmer to Ware is unreasonabl}' low, or the cargo

rate is unreasonablj- high. It has not been claimed that it is too

low ; and the Boston & Albany would be fairly estopped to sa}'^ that

it is so. The Board need onl}^ refer to the practice of other roads to

show the propriety of a special and lower rate for cargoes. This

done, the Boston & Albany furnishes sufficient testimony to condemn

their rates.

It is said, that, by reducing these rates, aid will be given to a rival

enterprise, and that the coal traffic via New London will be encour-

aged rather than the coal traffic via Hudson, which comes all the way

over the Boston & Albany road ; but neither the railroad company

nor this Board has a right to consider that fact in determining the

question of " reasonable terms." To have such terms is a statute

right of the petitioners ; and this right cannot be impaired by the
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interest of the Boston & Albanj' that the people of Ware shonld buy

.

their coal at Hudson, and use the Boston & Alban}' Railroad to bring

it. Those people have a right to buy their coal where the}- please,

and to bring it to Palmer as they please ; and it should be carried

from Palmer to Ware on the same terms as if the article were pro-

duced in Palmer, and as if the whole traffic originated there.

The manufacturer presents himself to the railroad managers in

Palmer with his hundred or five hundred tons of coal, and has a right

to have it carried to Ware on ''reasonable terms;" i.e., on terms

depending on the cost of transportation, the amount of business

otiered, and the rates elsewhere. The Boston & Albany managers

claim the right to insert another element in deciding upon the reason-

ableness of terms. The}' inquire -where the coal came from, hy whom
it was brought, and how their interests, as partners in a great trans-

portation enterprise, are affected. This the}' have no right to do for

the 2^urpose of requiring more than reasonable terms. In other words,

they have no right to require unreasonable terms for the purpose of

forcing consumers of coal to patronize their enterprise and bring

business to their road.

The Boston & Albany managers might sa}- in their discretion,

"From Hudson to Ware a reasonable rate would be $2.25 per ton ; but

we will make it t\vent3--five or fifty cents less for the sake of securing

and increasing the business." They cannot say, "From Palmer to

Ware a reasonable cargo rate would be eight}- or ninety cents ; but we

will make it more to prevent you from buying coal at Palmer, and

thus depriving us of the profit of transportation from Hudson."

It was also urged that the business of the Ware River road was, on

the whole, unremunerative ; but, without fully discussing the ques-

tions connected with such an argument, it is enough to say that the

profitable traffic between Ware and Palmer should not be overtaxed

to pay the expense of a long and unremunerative road beyond Ware.

Upon the whole, considering that it is usual and reasonable to

adopt a rate for cargoes or large quantities of coal lower than that

fixed for single car-loads, the Board adjudges that bucli a reduction

from the present rates for the transportation of coal from Palmer to

Ware and Gilbertville would be reasonable and expedient to promote

the accommodation of the public ; and that for cargoes or large quan-

tities a reduction of at least fifteen per cent would be proper.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Cleric.

June 16, 1880.
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COMPLAINT OF EUGENE H. CLAPT v. THE HANOVER
BRANCH RAILROAD COMPANY.

This was a complaint charging that the railroad company has

failed to give the petitioner equal terms with other persons for the

transmission of coal over their road, and especially that they had

discriminated in favor of the firm of Culver, Phillips & Co.

The road is a short one, extending from North Abington to

Hanover,— a distance of eight miles. The petitioner is extensively

engaged in the manufacture of rubber at Hanover, seven miles from

North Abington. The firm above named deal largel}' in coal, grain

and other articles.

It was proved and admitted that twenty cents per ton had been

charged to Messrs. Culver, Phillips & Co. for freight of coal, and

fift^' cents to the petitioner and others. The president and treasurer

of the railroad compan}- are members of the firm, and the capital was

furnished b}' the president. Upon hearing that this discrimination

was practised, Mr. Clapp remonstrated ; and the following vote was

passed by the directors Aug. 13, 1880 :
—

" That the freight on coal, fifty gross tons at one shipment or more,

will be fifty cents a gross ton to all parties from North Abington to

Hanover ; and a rebate of ten cents a gross ton will be made to all

shippers at the end of the year, from July 1 , who have shipped five

hundred gross tons or more during that time."

Since this vote the firm has ceased to pa}' freight on deliver}' of

their lots of coal ; and the settlement of their bills has been delayed

by order of the president.

It is plain that the action of the railroad company was a discrimi-

nation in favor of the firm, and' a Aiolation of sect. 138 of the

General Railroad Act, which is a re-enactment of chap. 339 of the

Acts of 1867 ; and it is pi'obable that a clearer case of discrimina-

tion never was brought to light.

It was urged that this was done in pursuance of an agreement made

seven j'ears ago, in order to procure the establishment of a coal yard,

and that Mr. Perr}', the president of the railroad compan}', furnished

capital to the firm for the sake of the public convenience, and not for

his own profit. But this Board, following the decisions of E^nglish

judges, has had occasion to decide that it is unlawful to give unequal

terms from any motive. " It was said thej^ give these privileges for

the sake of creating a business, and so increasing their gains ; but,

however desirable the end may be, the giving of unequal terms and

facilities is not a lawful means to that end " (Butman v. Boston

& Albany Railroad Company. Senate Doc. 240. of 1880). The
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authorities there cited full}' sustain this view of the law. In this

case it is hard to see how it could have been thought that the general

business of the road would be increased by giving such favorable

terms to one firm of dealers as would secure to them a perpetual

monopol}' of the coal trade.

It was also testified that the managers of the road believed their

conduct to be legal ; that the preference was never kept secret, and

that no order had ever been given to conceal it from the public.

This, however, was shown to be an error of memory' by the produc-

tion of the following letter from the president of the railroad company

to the station agent at North Abington :
—

Please keep this from Public View.

South Hanover, Aug. 6, 1879.

Mr. Calkins.

Dear Sir, — The i-ate I gave you— to wit, on car-load of grain from North

Adams to Rockland one cent per hundred pounds, and one and a half cents

per hundred pounds to Hanover, West or South, and car-loads of coal to

Rockland at ten cents a gross ton — apply only to Culver, Phillips & Co.

To all other shippers you will use the regular tariff, except you may way-

bill full car-loads of any kind of merchandise to Clapp & Co. at two and a

half cents per hundred pounds, and coal at five dollars a car, and fall car-

loads of eoal to E. Phillips & Co. at five dollars a car; also car-loads of

iron or coal to Barstow (W. Han.) at five dollars a car. Your report for

July may remain as it is.

Respectfully,

E. Y. PERRY.

So far as the secret and excessive preference provided by the

agreement with Messrs. Culver, Phillips & Co. is concerned, the

petitioner has probably accomplished his object, and has obtained all

the redress that this Board can give. There is certainly some ground

for his suspicion that the new terms adopted were not intended to be

enforced upon that firm ; but after this investigation, and with the

exposure to the penalties of law, it cannot be doubted that they will

now be enforced. But the Board is compelled to add, that, in their

belief, the vote of the directors fixing new terms is an illegal one,

discriminating in favor of persons and firms that are able to ship five

hundred tons in the course of a year, and refusing equal terms to

those who are unable to do so.

Of course, large quantities can be proper!}^ transported at a lower

rate than small quantities. "The law, as well as common sense,

recognizes the propriet}' of giving favorable rates to wholesale cus-

tomers, because it costs the railroad corporation less per pound or

bushel to do a wholesale business." Tt has seemed to us not only
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reasonable, but a dut^-, to establish " cargo rates " for coal lower than

car rates (Otis-«fe Co, v. Boston & Alban}' Railroad Company).

Bat it has never been held that, Avhere the parties arc receiving

similar lots from time to time, one may obtain a rebate at the end of

a 3-car, because in the course of the year he has done more business

than the otliers.

This would conflict with one great object of the law, which is to

prevent tiie oppression of men of moderate means b^' men of wealth
;

to protect small dealers from being ruined by large dealers. If a

merchant is obliged to bu}' and transport his goods in retail quantities,

his richer rival has a natural advantage over him in his lower rates
;

and this is an advantage of which he cannot justh' be deprived. But

if one dealer ships a few cargoes, and another ships many cargoes,

each in equal lots, it would be an unjust and unnatural advantage* to

discriminate iu rates in favor of the more extensive dealer.

The Board adjudges that the corporation has violated the law by

neglecting and refusing to give to the petitioner and others equal

terms for the transportation of coal with those given to Messrs.

Culver, Phillips & Co. ; and it also adjudges that the vote of the

directors of the railroad compan}- is in violation of the letter and

spirit of the law. And the Board recommends that a reasonable rate

be fixed for the freight of coal, which shall be the same for all persons

and firms, when the quantitj' taken at one time is the same.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, ClerJc.

Sept. 10, 1880.

APPLICATION OF THE STREET COMMISSIONERS OF
BOSTON FOR THE ABSENT OF THE BOARD TO THE
EXTENSION OF D STREET IN SOUTH BOSTON ACROSS
THE TRACKS OF THE OLD COLONY RAILROAD
AT THE SAME LEVEL THEREWITH.

A bearing was had on Jan. 6, which was continued to the 22d, and

further postponed to await the completion of a plan hereafter referred

to. The question has heretofore been considered by the Board, whose

views are set forth in Appendix to the Eleventh Annual Report, pp.

212, 215, under dates of April 9 and May 15.

Only two facts are claimed as having changed the ])osition of the

petitioners since that hearing : (1) It has been decided that A Street

has been legally laid out, and that it crosses the New York & New
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England Railroad at a level with its tracks
; (2) The travel which seeks

to use the proposed extension of D Street has increased, and prom-

ises to increase ver^y largel}'.

• The fact that A Street is allowed b}- law to cross the New York &
New England road at grade seems to have little bearing on this ques-

tion. The vast amount of travel promised when D Street is extend-

ed bears upon it in two wa3-s. It shows most clearly that public

convenience demands a crossing. It augments the danger which will

result if that crossing is made at a level with the railroad tracks.

The testimony- of the petitioners shows that D Street is to be a great

thoroughfare, the avenue of a large and constantly increasing business.

This confirms the opinion of the Board that the extension should be

made, and that it should not be made by a grade-crossing. The ob-

jections to such crossings have often been stated by the Board. Its

opinion was not adopted for this case, and cannot be laid aside for

this case ; and its views are every j-ear confirmed bj' the sad casualties

resulting from those sources of danger,— grade-crossings of railroads

and highways.

The Board has heretofore referred to the groat expense incurred in

this portion of the city in order to avoid the perils of grade-crossings.

In other parts of Boston still greater expense has been incurred.

Mone3' has been spent by hundreds of thousands of dollars to save

danger to life and limb ; but no one will suggest that life and limb

are less precious to persons travelling in South Boston than to those

•who use Berkeley Street, Dartmouth Street, Columbus Avenue and

West Chester Park.

It is now only a question, on the one side, of expense to the cit}', as

compared with danger to its citizens and to other travellers. A method

of crossing has been devised, as shown hy a plan drawn by the engineer

of the Old Colony Eailroad at the request of this Board, Avhich is free

from all objections, except its cost. By it the railroad track is raised

about 10^ feet, and U Street is lowered 4 Jq% feet. This giA'es a

clear headwa3' of about 13 feet, and makes the grade of D Street 2^
feet per 100 feet, if begun at the east side of West Eighth Street,

or one foot and eight inches if commenced at Baxter Street. Neither

of these grades is such as to seriously interfere with heav_y teaming.

As a familiar illustration to show what those grades are, it may be

stated that the grade of Bromfield Street is 3^ feet to 100, and School

Street, in front of City Hall, is the same.

Under this plan no difficulty will arise as to drainage or sewerage.

The city grade of the Boston & Albany crossing at Harrison Ave-

nue is 7 feet ; at Washington Street crossing, 6^ feet ; at Berkeley

Street, 6^ feet; at the Boston & Providence Railroad crossing, bf
28
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feet ; while D Street at this proposed crossing will be at city grade,

10.85.

The Board has recentlj- examined the crossing of the Boston & Al-

ban}' Railroad at Chestnut Street, Springfield, and of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad at Bridge Street, in the same place.

In both cases similar and greater difficulties than those presented in

D Street were overcome b}- raising the grade of the railroad and low-

ering the street, and this was done with entire success. As an in-

cidental advantage of this scheme, it will afford, at moderate expense,

convenient passage-ways for foot passengers using the streets which

will hereafter cross the railroad between Dorchester Avenue and Dor-

chester Street, — a matter of great consequence to the people of that

neighborhood.

- The cost of this change will not exceed forty thousand dollars, ex-

cluding damages to abutters. At the former hearing the Old Colon}'

Railroad Compan}' offered to do the work then proposed for twent}'

thousand dollars, a much smaller sum than the cit^' would have had to

expend in making that improvement. The plan now proposed is more

costh', as well as more convenient to the public. The Old Colony Rail-

road Company offers to meet the cit}' of Boston in a liberal spirit, and

to assume a fair share of the expense. It seems to the Board that an

opportunity is offered to this wealthy and liberal cit}- to secure a much

needed improvement at a cost which is moderate compared with its

expenditures elsewhere for like objects.

For the reasons above given, the Board, finding that there is no ne-

cessit}' for the proposed crossing at grade, declines to assent thereto.

By the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Feb; 3, 1880.

APPLICATION FOR CONSENT OF THE BOARD TO
GRADE-CROSSING IN BROOKFIELD.

This was an application of the road commissioners of Brookfield

for the consent of the Railroad Commissioners to a grade-crossing of

the North Brookfield Railroad by a proposed town way, to be known

as School Street, in the village of East Brookfield. The assent of

the county commissioners had been obtained, as appears of record,

and a view and heai'ing was had March 6.

The proposed town wa}' has been for fift}' 3'ears a travelled wa}'.

It is now provided with planks and cattle guards. The danger to

travellei's will not be increased, but would rather be diminished by
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being a wider and better defined wa_y. The case is similar in man}-

respects to that of a town wa}'- in Peabody, laid out across the Salem

& Lowell Railroad at grade (Tenth Annual Report, p. 388).

Upon the view and the evidence it does not appear that a refusal to

concur in the action of the count}" commissioners would diminish the

danger arising from a grade-crossing. The Board, therefore, consents

to the proposed grade-crossing.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

March 9, 1880.

PETITION OF CITIZENS OF WHATELY FOR A GRADE-
CROSSING OF A HIGHWAY BY THE NEW HAVEN &
NORTHAMPTON RAILROAD.

This was an application for the reversal of a decision of the Board,

of March 2, withholding their assent to a grade-crossing of a high-

way in Whately by the extension of the New Haven & Northampton

Railroad. The highway leads from Whately to Hatfield, and is much
travelled, there being no road running east and west across the valley

nearer than three miles on either side.

The corporation originally asked for a grade-crossing, which was

granted by the count}' commissioners, but refused b}" the Railroad

Commissioners. The company is now satisfied with this decision ; and

in this, as in regard to other crossings, they have acted with a gener-

ous disregard of expense, which is worthy of" honor and imitation.

Waiving all question of form as to this petition, the Board has

passed upon its merits. The only question is, whether a grade-

crossing shall be allowed. If it is not granted, the method of

separating the grades belongs to another tribunal.

Without repeating the well-known views of this Board as to grade-

crossings, it is enough to say that it has seen in this case no neces-

sity for creating another of those dangerous nuisances. Regrettino"

the inconvenience to which travellers will be subjected if the highway

shall be carried over the railroad, the Commissioners cannot doubt

that the difficulty is less than appears to the petitioners, and that the

danger is imaginary. The danger of grade-crossings is real and

great ; and the Board declines to change its decision or to assent to a

grade-crossing.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
Aprit. 29, 1880.
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ORDER OF THE BOARD OF STREET COMMISSIONERS
OF BOSTON LAYING OUT STATION STREET ACROSS
THE BOSTON & PROVIDENCE RAILROAD AT GRADE.

The proposed street now exists, and has existed for many j-ears, as

a public way. It is admitted that it so exists b}' law, and that the

abutters on this way, and those having dealings with them, have a

legal right to use it. The way is also largely used by the public, and

will be so used while it remains open. It is manifest that public

necessit}' requires that it sliould be laid out as a public way ; and it

is practically impossible to cross the railroad except at a level there-

with. This is not a question whether a new grade-crossing over a

railroad shall be permitted. It is onl}' a question whether an exist-

ing grade-crossing shall be placed in charge of the city. No new

cause of danger will be created b^' laying out this way as a street.

The only supposed increase of danger will be from the increase of

travel; and, just so far as this is increased, travel over another and

equally dangerous crossing will be diminished. The laying-out, with

the resulting improvement, of the wa}- will not change the proportions

of travel over Station Street and Tremont Street. Indeed, the danger

"will be somewhat diminished ; for the very bad condition of the way

now adds to the chances of accident. The petitioners are probably

right, also, in supposing that the cit}' authorities are more likelj' to

order a gate for the protection of travellers, provided it is laid out as

a street. A technical objection was raised to the form of record of

the street commissioners ; but it does not seem to be the province of

this Board to decide that point. The Board is asked to give its con-

sent to the laying-out of the street across the tracks of the railroad

at a level therewith, and it seems proper to leave to another tribunal

the question whether it was laid out according to the forms of law.

B}' the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

June 0, 1880.

PETITION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CENTRAL RAIL-

ROAD COMPANY^ FOR PERMISSION TO CROSS MAIN
STREET AND OTHER WAYS IN WALTHAM AT GRADE.

In these cases the railroad companj' asks to cross with its tracks,

at grade, three important streets, and one way of slight importance.

The town authorities join in aid of the petition, and state that they

represent the wishes of the community'. It was, however, under-

stood, and was agreed,, that crossings at the important ways shall be
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guarded both by gates and flagmen. The count}' commissioners

have given their consent to the proposed crossings. The views of

the Raih'oad Commissioners as to these "dangerous nuisances" are

unchanged ; and they are too often re-enforced bj' the frequent dis-

asters at grade-crossings.

But the Boai'd in this case feel that their Aiews are practically con-

trolled by a higher jurisdiction. The authority for the extension in

question is not derived from the general law, but was given by special

legislation. When the bill for extending the Massachusetts Central

Railroad was discussed in the General Court, it was opposed on the

ground that it would render necessary' man}^ crossings of highways

and streets ; and that, from the nature of the case, a great numlier of

these crossings must be at grade, because other crossings could only

be made with unreasonable annoyance to the people, and with exces-

sive cost to the corporation. The Legislature, as was its right, over-

ruled these objections in view of what appeared to it to be the para-

mount interest of the projected railroad extension. This decision

the Board has no right to revise.

The Board would, in effect, revise and annul this act of legisla-

tion, if it decided that no grade-crossing should be allowed between

Weston and Boston. For the practical effect of such a ruling would

be that the road could not be constructed. In fact, it is evident that

its construction would be suspended, and that the eastern extension of

the Massachusetts Central Railroad would await further legislation.

While, therefore, the Board regrets the necessity of consenting to

an}' grade-crossing, the Commissioners have not felt themselves at

libertj' to refuse their assent to these. The reason given above is

strengthened as to the Lexington Street crossing b}' the consideration

that, when the territor}' of a town is cut up bj' a new railroad, the

people have a fair claim to proper station accommodations as an

offset for the injur}' inflicted. They cannot have a convenient station

in Waltham without having a grade-crossing at Lexington Street

;

and this necessitates another at Bacon Street.

The county commissioners have authorized a grade-crossing at

Hammond Street (so called) ; but there is no street there, nor any

legal way whatever. The Board, therefore, has no jurisdiction as to

this supposed crossing, and declines to pass any order in regard to it.

The consent of the Board is given to the proposed crossing, at the

same level therewith, of Main Street, Bacon Street and Lexington

Street, and the way on the westerly side of the estate of Hon. N. P.

Banks, leading from Main Street to Prospect Hill.

By the Board.

WM- A. CRAFTS, Clerk,
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PETITION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CENTRAL RAIL-
ROAD COMPANY FOR THE CONSENT OF THE BOARD
TO A GRADE-CROSSING OF THE LEXINGTON & AR-
LINGTON RAILROAD.

It appears that the Lexington & Arlington Railroad is o\Yned b}'

the Boston & Lowell Railroad Corporation, which is the lessee of

the Massachusetts Ceutial Railroad, and that the Boston & Lowell

assents to this petition. It appears, also, that the road is rarely

used, and onl}- for the purpose of occasionall}' sending small quan-

tities of freight from the Middlesex Central Railroad to the Fitchbiu'g

Railroad, and that it can hardl}- be considered as a railroad in opera-

tion.

The consent of the Board is therefore given to the crossing at

grade as requested.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Ja^E 1, 1880.

OPERATION OF THE YARD OF THE TROY^ & GREEN-
FIELD RAILROAD AT NORTH ADAMS.*

At the hearing in this matter there were present the manager of

the Troy & Greenfield Railroad and Hoosac Tunnel, the presidents

of the Fitchburg Railroad Company and the Tro^' & Boston Rail-

road Compau}" ; and the general manager of the Boston, Hoosac

Tunnel & Western Railroad, being unable to attend, made known

his views in part by a message.

There is unfortunatelj' no question as to the confusion and delay

of business at the North Adams yard. The value of the line has

been seriousl}' impaired by the frequent blockades of traffic, and its

success as a commercial enterprise has been threatened thereby. It

would be strange if trouble did not arise when four independent par-

ties control one railroad yard.

After hearing the parties, the following recommendations are

made, and will, as we believe, remove the trouble: —
(1) The operation of the yard should be placed in the hands of

one man, who should have absolute power over the movement of all

freight trains, cars and engines therein, using the motive power of

either road indiscriminatel3' for the necessai'y operation of the yai'd.

He should be appointed by the manager. Whether the manager has

power to do this or not under the statutes, the parties in interest

have all agreed that he may exercise the power.

* Keferred to the Board by liis ExctUeiicy the Governor.
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(2) It is admitted by all parties that large additions to the track

in said j'ard are needed, and also additions to the length of side

tracks. And it is recommended that such additional track be laid

as soon as may be, and especially that " hospital " tracks be laid for

each of the three lines using said road, for the exclusive use of each

road for the repair of its own cars.

(3) As the need of the above tracks is immediate, and as the

state has not the material ready for the same, it is respectfully

recommended that the offer of rails by the Fitchburg Railroad Com-

.

pan}' be accepted, or that some other equivalent arrangement be

made, so that no unnecessary delay may occur in providing the

required tracks.

(4) It is recommended (and it is agreed by the parties appearing

before the Board) that the Fitchburg Railroad shall deliver to the

Troy & Boston, and to the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western

Railroads, respectivel}', freight trains made up for each railroad, and

ready to be taken by the motive power of said roads, and that the

Troy & Boston and the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western Railroads

should do the same for the Fitchburg.

By the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Sept. 10, 1880.

PETITION OF THE GENERAL MANAGER OF THE BOS-
TON, HOOSAC TUNNEL & WESTERN RAILROAD, PRAY-
ING THE BOARD FOR AN ORDER REQUIRING THAT
DAILY TRAINS SHALL BE RUN OVER THE TROY &
GREENFIELD RAILROAD.

The petition sets forth that the company desires to run a daily

train each way, carr^dng passengers and the mail between Boston

and Cincinnati over its line and connecting roads, and that the right

to do this over the state road is refused.

The following correspondence between Messrs. Gaddis and Gard-

ner explains the state of the case :
—

Boston, Oct. 29, 1880.

G. C. Gardner, Esq., Manager T. Sf G. R.R. andH. T.

Dear Sir, — All the roads intei'ested in the passenger line between Bos-

ton and Cincinnati via Hoosac Tunnel new route insist that trains shall run

daily east of Albany as they are now being run west of Albany. Will you

agree to a daily schedule for this train, to go into effect, with the change of

timetable, Nov. 8? I think I need not argue the question with you as to

the necessity for making this train a daily line, as above indicated, in order

to successfully compete with roads which do not use the Tunnel.- I have
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made similar application to Fitchburg road, and have tlieir assurance tiiat

the train will be run as desired, if you will put the same on your schedule.

An early reply will oblige.

Yours truly,

(Signed) A. A. GADDIS, General Manager.

commonweai.trt of massachusetts,
Trot & Gkkknfield Railroad axd Hoosac Tuxnel,

Office of Manager, North Adams, Nov. 2, 1880.

A. A. Gaddis, Esq., General Manager B., H. T. Sf W. 7.'//. Co.

My Dear Sir, — Noting your favor of the 29th ult., and although it may
be an arbitrary ruling, I must decline, under existing circumstances, to place

on the schedule of this road any additional Sunday trains. Trains run on

Sunday, except from necessity or charity, are in violation oE law, and I have

no evidence that tiiose you propose to run are either from necessity or char-

ity; yet, as you may think otherwise, and consider this construction of the

law as detrimental and discriminating against the rights o£ your company,

I would suggest that you bring the matter befoi-e tlie Railroad Commission-

ers for their consideration.

Yours truly,

(Signed) G. CLINTON GARDNER.

The petitioners claim that the running of a daily train is a neces-

sity. The}- complain that they are placed at a disadvantage as com-

pared with the Boston & Albanj- Railroad Company and other

rivals, and espccialh- that a discrimination is made in favor of the

Tro}' & Boston Railroad Company, which is allowed to run Sunday

trains over the state road. (This, it should be understood, is per-

mitted, because the manager of the Tro\' & Greenfield Railroad re-

gards it as a work of necessity' to permit passengers who arrive at

the state line late at night on Saturday to reach their homes early on

Sunday morning.) The Board is asked to take jurisdiction under

sects. 165, 16G, 167, and 168 of the General Railroad Act.

The law provides, that, when two railroads meet in a town where

both terminate or cross each other lawfully at grade, the}' ma}' enter

upon each other; and, if the corporations cannot agree upon the

terms, this Board may, on petition, determine the periods and terms

for passengers and mercliandise and all questions as to transportation.

In this case the railroad of the petitioners meets the Troy & Green-

field Railroad in Williamstown, where they both terminate; and, in

addition to this, the petitioning company is expressly entitled to all

the rights and privileges of connecting roads by chap. 279, sect. 8,

of the Acts of 1873.

The first question is whether this Board has jurisdiction to hear

and act on the petition.

(1) Jurisdiction is not given by the Act of 1874, because that only
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gives the Board power to act when the two roads are owned by cor-

porations. The words of sect. 165 are, " The corporation by which

either of said railroads is owned may enter, &c." Sect. 166 begins,

" Where two corporations are authorized . . . each with its road to

enter upon, &c." Sect. 167 begins, and lays the foundation of the

jurisdiction by the Board with these words : "If the corporations

cannot agree."

It is clear that by the words of this section no jurisdiction is given

to the Commissioners, except where two corporations are concerned

and are at variance. This objection might seem technical, if it were

not founded on a rule of law, which is thus laid down by Chief Justice

G-ray in a recent case :
" It is a fundamental principle of our juris-

prudence that the Commonwealth cannot be impleaded in its own

courts except b}^ its own consent clearl}- manifested by act of the

Legislature" (Troy & Greenfield Railroad Company v. Common-

wealth of Massachusetts, 127 Mass. p. 46).

If it be said that this only applies to suits at law, the answer is,

that, if the state cannot be held to answer in the Supreme Court, still

less can it be subject to the order of an inferior tribunal. This pro-

ceeding, moreover, is the beginning of litigation that may be trans-

ferred to the Supreme Court by either party, and provision is made

by sect. 167 for payment of certain costs by the parties. This appli-

cation, therefore, is the first step in a lawsuit.

The argument that where a state engages in the railroad or any

other business it becomes a trader, and loses the privileges of sover-

eignt}', is answered in the case referred to (127 Mass. p. 46) :
" That

argument cannot be entertained by the tribunals of the state against

which proceedings are instituted."

There are good reasons why a state, sovereign in its own sphere,

should not desire to submit its policy to a tribunal of its own ser-

vants ; and no better illustration can be given than that afforded by

this very application. If this Board should take jurisdiction, and

should hold that the running of Sunday trains is necessary, and

therefore not illegal, and should direct the state to permit such trains

to run, it would be the decision of •a grave question of state policy, —
a decision which should be governed in part, at least, by moral con-

siderations. Such power has not been given to the Board. The

state has not put its conscience into commission. Whether such a

question ought to be decided in favor of Sunday trains, or against

them, it should be decided by the Commonwealth itself, and not by a

subordinate Board. No better case could be made up to show why

the state has forborne to give its Commissioners power to decide all

questions between itself and railroads connecting with its own road.

2!)
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The fact that by contract certain questions between the state and

one or more railroad companies have been submitted to this Board,

does not affect the question whether general jurisdiction is given by

statutes passed before such contracts were made.

The suggestion that the manager is a corporation sole has no

foundation in fact or law ; and, if there were an}' such foundation, he

certain!}' is not a corporation owning a connecting road ; and only

between such corporations has the commission power to adjudicate

questions like these now at issue,

(2) A graver question arises under sect. 8, chap. 279 of 1878.

This gives the Boston, Hoosac Tunnel & Western Railroad Com-
pan}'. upon a condition which has been complied with, " all the rights

and privileges of connecting railroads under chap. 77 of the Acts of

the year 1875, and all acts of this Commonwealth relating to connect-

ing roads." It is said that this extends jurisdiction, that it must

have been passed with that objecL, and that it gives nothing to this

railroad company if it does not give this ; for, it is argued, the two

roads cannot be run without regulations, and no other body is em-

powered to make them.

But this act, as we construe it, gives the power to this company to

enter upon and use the state road under sucji rules and on such

terms as the Governor and Council shall fix, acting through the mana-

ger. The clear words which are needed before the state can be held

to have submitted its rights to any tribunal are wanting. A legisla-

tor voting for this act would not suppose that he was voting to make

this Board or the Supreme Court the umpire between the state and a

foreign corporation as to the use of the state road. The state has

reserved to the Executive the power to fix terms on which its road

may be entered upon and used. It has reserved this power by re-

fraining from delegating it in express terms.

The Executive, through the manager, has acted on this interpreta-

tion of law. Counsel has sometimes been taken of the Commission-

ers, who are alwaj's glad to answer any such call ; but, as the law

now stands, the Board would feel that it was usurpation to act on a

petition which calls for an order to the Executive of the state, and

which might finally place the Commonwealth in the position of an

unwilling defendant in its own courts.

B}' the Board.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerh.

Nov. 22, 1880.
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PETITION OF ALVAN DRAKE AND OTHERS FOR A
CHANGE OF TIME OF RUNNING THE WORKINGMEN'S
TRAIN ON THE BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD BE-

TWEEN READING AND BOSTON.

This train has run for several 3'ears at 6 a.m. from Reading, and

6.40 P.M. from Boston, and no complaint has been made as to the

time. But recentl}' a change was made to 5.45 a.m. and 6.45 p.m.

Upon this, petitions were cii'culated for various hours ; and all the

names were finally placed under one of the headings used, and were

presented to the Boston & Maine Railroad, asking for the old time.

The petition was granted asito the afternoon time ; but the hour for

the morning train from Reading was fixed at 5.55.

As to the afternoon hour, it is probable that 6.30 would accommo-

date a majority of those who use this train ; but it might greatly

discommode others, and it would also discommode those who have

a train at 6.30. The claim of the parties to the hour which best suits

them is not an absolute right, but it is affected by the rights and

claims of others. Considering this, and considering that ver}' many
of the petitioners have asked that the train might start at 6.40, and

feeling sure that the Board would not have been asked to make an}^

change if 6.45 had not been substituted for 6.40, the Commissioners

decline to make an}^ order as to the evening train.

As to the morning hour, it would without doubt be a slight accom-

modation to the petitioners to have the train start at 6 o'clock

;

but the workingmen of Medford want a train which shall connect

with this, and they cannot have it unless this train leaves Reading as

earlj^ as 5.55 a.m. Of course the Boston & Maine Railroad could

furnish another locomotive, and bring the Medford train to the junc-

tion, thereby obviating the necessity of having this train leave so

early ; but it seems to the Board unreasonable to put the company

to this expense, and to compel the change of the time table for the

sake of the five minutes to be saved. And it should be remembered

that the statute contemplates that the trains shall reach Boston

"about six o'clock in the forenoon ;
" so that, in making the recent

change, the companj^ comes five minutes nearer to compliance with

the spirit of the law.

The Board declines to make anj- order on the petition.

WM-. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

Dec. 24, 1880.
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PETITION OF THE NEW LONDON NORTHERN RAIL-
ROAD COMPANY RELATIVE TO THE GRADE-CROSS-
ING OF THE FITCHBURG RAILROAD AT MILLER'S
FALLS.

This was a petition asking the Board to give an order allowing the

petitioners' road to cross the tracks of the Fitchburg Railroad by

"frogs," instead of crossing by switches, as now practised.

The New London Northern Railroad runs from New London to

Miller's Falls station in Montague, where it crosses the Fitchburg

Railroad (Vermont and Massachusetts division), and connects with

the " Brattleborough Branch," This connection was made in 18G6.

In Ma}' last the New London Northern Compan}' bought the branch,

and it now forms a part of the main line of their railroad. Traffic on

these roads, and especially on the Fitchburg, has greatly increased

;

and the Fitchburg Railroad Company' have taken part of the main

track of the New London Northern road, and now the New London

Northern crosses two tracks of the Fitchburg by four switches. The

New London Northern objected to this method of crossing as a cause

of delay, annoyance and danger, and asked for an order that it should

be made by frogs.

1. The Commissioners have no power to pass such an order. Bj'

sect. 122 of the General Railroad Act, they can and must make

"regulations" for crossing "in such detail as the}' may deem ex-

pedient; " but the word "regulation" in this section has never

been held to appl}- to the structure. It onl}^ refers to the operation

of the roads at the crossing. If it included the mode of crossing by

construction, it would be in the power of this Board to change every

switch-crossing to a frog-crossing, and vice versa; and every grade-

crossing to an overhead crossing. This power the Board clearl}^

does not possess.

2. Considering the delay and annoj'ance to which the New London

Northern road is now exposed, and the subjection to the Fitchburg

road which results from the present mode of crossing, the Board

recommends that the New London Northern railroad shall hereafter

cross b}' frogs instead of switches.

3. Whether the recommendation of the Board upon this point is

followed or not, the Board directs that hereafter the provisions of

sect. 121 of the General Railroad Act shall be observed by the

employes of both railroads at this crossing. The vote of the Board,

dated May 15, 1877, permitting certain trains to pass the point of

intersection without stopping, is hereby rescinded. Whatever ques-

tion might be raised as to the power of the Commissioners to pass

such an order, none exists as to their power to rescind it. And the
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great increase of traffic on the intersecting roads is sufficient reason

for such action.

4. The two corporations will agree upon a system of signals to be

maintained b}' them, and to be submitted to this Board for approval

on or before Jan. 20.

5. The Board renews its recommendation to the two corporations

to talve prorjpt measures for separating the grades of their roads at

this point. The land is well adapted for such a separation. It will

be greall}- to the advantage of both companies, and it will promote the

convenience and safety of the public. The differences of opinion as

to the respective proportions of expense is so slight that it ought not

to prevent so great an improvement. The share of cost Avhich each

party should bear ought to be determined by agreement or b}' an

arbitrator selected by them. And the work ought not to be long

delayed.

Bj' the Board.

WM A. CRAFTS, CZer^.

Jan. 7^1881.
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[F.]

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

Boston, Sept. 27, 1880.

To the Preside?^ of the Railroad Company.

Sir, — The Board would respectfully- call 3'our attention to the fol-

lowing extract from a circular dated Sept. 27, 1879. The opinions

of the Board therein set forth have been confirmed by the results of

examinations in this state and elsewhere, and especially- b}' the ex-

perience of the Penns^-lvania Railroad Compan}-. Tlie report request-

ed in the last clause of the circular of 1879 need onl}- state, — (1) The

number of persons examined
; (2) Number found defective in color-

sense
; (3) Number defective in strength of vision

; (4) Number re-

jected for defect in color-sense
; (5) Number rejected for defect in

strength of vision.

"It is a well-established fact that, unknown to themselves, some

persons are, to a greater or less extent, color-blind, and especiall}^

that some are unable to distinguish green from red. It hardly needs

to be said that such a defect in vision may lead to disastrous results

upon railroads, where red signals mean danger, and green ones mean

safet}-. Blue and green are also confused to some eyes.

" The Board is satisfied that such color-blindness is very rare ; and

also that persons who appear to be defective in the perception of col-

ors, under the peculiar circumstances of examination, may 3-et practi-

cally and invariably distinguish the color of signals used on railroads.

"It is also clear to the Board that any intelligent person can test

the color-perception of those whom it is desirable to examine. Prob-

ably this could not be done by any one but an expert in such a way as

to satisfy the requirements of science ; but the Board believes that it

can be done so far as it is practically necessary. The skilful managers

of any railroad can ascertain, as to each emplo3'e, whetlier it is safe

to trust his sense of color as needed in his capacity as engineman,

switch-tender, conductor, or in any other railroad service.

" The Board therefore recommends that the superintendent, or some

other officer of yom road, should test all the employes whose duty

renders a sense of color necessary ; and that a like examination should

precede the employment of any such persons. The Commissioners will

be happy to furnish any information in their possession as to the best

means of applying the necessary tests
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" It ma}^ be added, that defective vision not connected with color-

blindness must be a source of danger, and that it sometimes advances

by imperceptible degrees, so that a man becomes gradually unfit for

duty without knowing his defect. There is reason to believe that

more than one accident has been caused by mere weakness of sight.

The Board therefore recommends that, with the examination above

referred to, practical tests be also applied to ascertain the strength of

vision of your eraploj-es and of those who desire to be employed.

" B}^ reporting to the Board the result of your examinations you will

render valuable service to the investigation of this question."

By order of the Board.

Respectfully yours,

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.

BoAKD OF Railroad Commissioners,

Boston, Oct. 6, 1880.

To the President of the Railroad Company.

Dear Sm, — The fearful and increasing number of accidents at

grade-crossings makes it desirable to call the attention of all raih'oad

managers in this state to the subject. During this railroad 3'ear the num-

ber of such accidents has been fift}', of which twent}' were fatal. The

numbers last 3'ear were thirty and thirteen
;
5'ear before last they were

twenty-nine and seventeen. No doubt one cause of the increase has

been the increased number of railroad trains run ; but in the investi-

gation of these cases the Board has found reason to believe that due

care has has not been exercised b}' the.managers of railroads as to

the duties of flagmen.

Of the above-named fift}' accidents twent3''-three occurred at stations

guarded by gates or flags ; and of this number, eight were fatal. It

appears that in some cases flagmen are obliged or allowed to perform

other duties more or less connected with railroad business, and con-

flicting with their duty as guardians of the lives of travellers. In other

cases too much worlv and too long hours are required of flagmen, so

that perfect and unfailing vigilance cannot always be secured. Again,

there is sometimes a failure to notify flagmen of irregular or " wild
"

trains ; and, finally, at some crossings it appears to be the practice to

flag some trains and not to flag others.

It is hoped that this general circular, in addition to the special

recommendations heretofore made, will [irevent a repetition of these
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fatal errors. It is also recommended that more care be exercised in

deciding the question of placing gates or flagmen at dangerous cross-

ings. A recent decision has established as law, that the want of an

order to station a flagman at a crossing is no defence for a railroad

injuring a traveller, if a jiny think a flagman was needed. And
Tvilhout such a decision, and witliout reference to the pecuniar^' con-

sequences, a due regard for the safety- of the public should command,
at all places of danger, every precaution that is known to railroad

managers.

Per order.

Yours respectfully',

WM. A. CRAFTS, Cleric.

BoAKD OF Railroad Commissioners,

7 Pemberton Square, Boston, Dec. 10, IS80.

To the Superintendent of the Railroad.

Dear Sir,— Your attention is called to the fact that the statute

provision as to bridge-guards fails in manj' cases to protect the lives of

train-hands. When the law was passed providing for such guards

where the bridge crosses the railroad less than eighteen feet above the

track, it was sufficient. But the use of ha}' cars and refrigerator cars,

higher than ordinary freight cars, has made guards desirable in all

cases where a bridge crosses at an elevation less than t\venty feet

above the track ; and more than one death has occurred this year from

the want of guards at bridges eighteen feet high. The Commissioners

therefore recommend that, without waiting for new legislation, each

road should be supplied with guards at all such bridges.

Per order.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Clerk.
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[G.]

EXP ^S OF OFFICE.

For the Ykaxc knding Decembek 31, 1880.

Rent

Care of office and messenger

Printing blanks, circulars, &c. .

Postage .....
Stationery.....
Services of experts

Fuel, ice and gas

Newspapers and magazines

Atlas, law reports and other books

Binding . .

Railroad maps .

Telephone.....
Express and telegraph

Furniture

Copying and miscellaneous

L,175 00

363 12

264 43

132 90

123 58

78 00

78 40

45 90

40 25

26 50

18 00

52 00

21 47

17 00

17 02

Received of railroad corporations for printing their annual re-

turns, and paid into the treasury of the Commonwealth .

},461 62

L,580 00

BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

Thomas Russell, Boston, Chairmar

Albert D. Briggs, Springfield .

Edward W. Kinsley, Boston

Term expires July, 1882.
" " July, 1883.
" " July, 1881.

Clerk— William A. Crafts, Boston.

Supervisor of Railroad Accounts— Joseph H. Goodspeed, Boston.

Office

.30

No. 7 Pemberton Square, Boston.
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